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This dissertation is a study of negative concord in Levantine Arabic (Israel/Palestine, Jor-
dan, Lebanon, Syria), where negative concord is the failure of an n-word to express negative
meaning distinctly when in syntagm with another negative expression. A set of n-words is
identified, including the never-words PEbadan and bIlmarra “never, not once, not at all,”
the negative minimizers hawa and qEšal “nothing,” and the negative scalar focus particle
wala “not (even) (one), not a (single).” Each can be used to express negation in sentence
fragments and other constructions with elliptical interpretations, such as gapping and sub-
sentential constituent coordination. Beyond that, the three categories differ syntactically
and semantically. I present analyses of these expressions that treat them as having different
morphological and semantic properties. The data support an ambiguity analysis for wala-
phrases, and a syntactic analysis of it with never-words, indicating that a single, uniform
ix
theory of negative concord should be rejected for Levantine Arabic.
The dissertation is the first such work to explicitly identify negative concord in
Levantine Arabic, and to provide a detailed survey and analysis of it. The description
includes subtle points of variation between regional varieties of Levantine, as well as in
depth analysis of the usage of n-words. It also adds a large new data set to the body of
data that has been reported on negative concord, and have several implications for theories
on the subject. The dissertation also makes a contribution to computational linguistics as
applied to Arabic, because the analyses are couched in Combinatory Categorial Grammar,
a formalism that is used both for linguisic theorizing as well as for a variety of practical
applications, including text parsing and text generaration. The semantic generalizations
reported here are also important for practical computational tasks, because they provide
a way to correctly calculate the negative or positive polarity of utterances in a negative
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This dissertation is a study of negative concord phenomenona in the Levantine varieties of
Arabic, which include the Arabic vernaculars spoken in Syria, Palestine/Israel, Jordan, and
Lebanon. The goals of the dissertation are two-fold: first, to present a body of fresh data
in Levantine Arabic identifying negative concord phenomena; second, to present a formal
analysis of certain generalizations emerging from this data, and to discuss the implications
that these generalizations have for theories of negative concord.
1.1 Negative Concord
By negative concord I mean sentences in which multiple negative expressions co-occur in
syntagm, but which are interpreted with the meaning of only one negation operator. To be
more particular, I assume the following definitions:
(1) i. Negative expression: An expression that expresses predicate negation.
ii. N-word : A word that can be used to express negation in a sentence fragment.
iii. Negative concord : The failure of an n-word to express negation distinctly when co-
occurring in a sentence with another negative expression.
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According to these definitions, the necessary and sufficient property of an n-word is that
it can be used to express predicate negation when used in a sentence fragment. As dis-
cussed by Giannakidou (2000, 2002) and Watanabe (2004), this criterion appears to reflect
a consensus in the literature on negative concord on what it means to say that a word is an
n-word.
A well-known example of negative concord is found in Spanish, in which n-words
like nada “nothing,” nadie “nobody” or nunca “never” express negative meaning when used
alone as fragment answers (2) or at the beginning of a clause (3) (c.f. Laka, 1990; Vallduví,
1994; Suñer, 1995; Herburger, 1998, 2001; Espinal, 2000b,a; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle,



















“No one told me anything.”
However, when n-words follow a negative expression in sentences, they do not express
negation distinctly, and have a meaning translatable as English anybody or ever, the nega-










“I didn’t see anyone.”












“I never said anything to anyone.”
The failure of n-words to express negation in such sentences is negative concord.
1.2 Levantine Arabic
Levantine Arabic is not a single dialect of Arabic but rather a family of dialects and varieties.
It varies over a wide geographical area, including Syria, Palestine/Israel, Lebanon, and Jor-
dan, as well as over a multitude of socio-economic variables, including urban vs. rural vs.
Bedouin; degree of literacy and education; ethnic and religious background; and gender
(c.f. Schmidt and Kahle, 1918; Holes, 2004; Feghali, 1928; Blanc, 1960; Cowell, 1964;
Stowasser and Ani, 1964; Blanc, 1970; Palva, 1976, 1984; Ambrose, 1977; El-Hassan,
1978b,a; Mitchell, 1978; Abu Haidar, 1979; Cadora, 1976, 1979, 1992; Rosenhouse, 1984;
Abdel-Jawad, 1986; Mitchell and al Hassan, 1994; Shahin, 2000; Onizan, 2005; Elihay,
2007, a.o.).
Characteristics of Levantine Arabic include:
(5) i. Socio-economic and ethnic variation (urban sedentary vs. rural sedentary vs. Bedouin
vs. Druze);
ii. Regional/geographical variation (variation between regions, cities, geographical areas);
iii. Variation in level of education (e.g. educated vs. uneducated/illiterate);
iv. Common shared features: extensive vowel fronting/raising; ši: or iši for Standard Arabic
šeiy “thing,” he:k, hæl- “this,” existential particle fi:, bIdd- or wIdd- “want,”













]; /k/ as [k], [c] or [č]; /a:/ as [a:] or [e:]; /u:/ as /u:/ or
[o:]; etc.
The data presented here is taken mostly from Palestinian and northwestern Jorda-
nian varieties, although there is some supplementary Syrian data, both collected through
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elication or observation, and taken from published sources (especially Cowell 1964). Data
sources include elicited data (collected in the US and in Jordan), observed data from naturally-
occurring discourse (mostly in Jordan), Internet data, and data from published corpora,
grammars and dictionaries, including Schmidt and Kahle (1918, 1930), Maamouri et al.
(2005), Cowell (1964), Blau (1960), Stowasser and Ani (1964), al-Batina (2004), Tiede-
mann (2005), Elihay (2007), as well as video media including the films Paradise Now,
Rana’s Wedding (in Palestinian), and the Syrian comedy series Spotlight (baqQat d
˙
awP).
I note that the focus on Levantine Arabic with respect to the phenomena discussed
here may be arbitrary to some extent. It may well be that very similar phenomena can be
found in other regional varieties, such as Cairene Egyptian (as is strongly suggested by data
presented by Woidich 1968), in which case it might be more accurate to talk about negative
concord in, say, Eastern Mediterranean Arabic. However, establishing this would require
close study of Egyptian Arabic data. More generally, it remains for further study how
widespread negative concord is in other varieties of colloquial Arabic, and hence to what
degree we can talk about negative concord as a property of Colloquial Arabic in general,
rather than of particular regional designations.
1.3 Negative Concord in Levantine Arabic
I identify the following classes of words as n-words in Levantine Arabic: the negative scalar
focus particle wala “not even (one), not a single” which selects or associates with singular
indefinite noun phrases (“wala-NPs”); the never-words PEbadan “never, not at all”; and
bIlmarra, and the negative minimizers hawa (lit. “air”) and gEšal (lit. “penury”). These
each have different behaviors in negative sentences. Both wala-NPs and the never-words
are subject to a licensing requirement in some contexts, while the negative minimizers never
have to be licensed.
Of the three classes, wala-phrases show the most varied behavior. They generally do
not require licensing, and can express negative meaning distinctly in a variety of syntactic
4

















































“I am nothing. [It’s] the director who can help you.”
Native speakers have a strong preference for wala-phrases to be licensed when they
occur in entailed argument positions (by which I mean syntactic positions that correspond
























“I didn’t see even one of them.”
However, native speakers accept both licensed and unlicensed wala-phrases in syn-
tactic positions which do not correspond to existential entailments, when they are inter-
preted with contrastive focus, or when they are used in in pragmatic contexts in which an
ironic or otherwise expressive (c.f. Potts, 2003, a.o.) interpretation is intended. When they
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are subject to the licensing requirement, wala-phrases can only be licensed by sentential
negation morphemes, the translation equivalents of bidu:n “without,” qabl “before,” and









In contrast, never-words have to be licensed in all positions in full clauses. They
can be licensed by all the expressions that can license wala-phrases, as well as by topical
wala-phrases (sentence-initial wala-phrases interpreted as “indefinite topics,” presupposing
the existence of a contextually-specified set of referents over which the sentence quantifies).
This means that never-words are subject to licensing requirements that are both stricter and


















“This film, I never saw it.”
Unlike wala-phrases and never-words, negative minimizers are not subject to the licensing

























“The Arabs all have nothing, but the Jordanians have more nothing than the Pales-
tinians do.”












“You want some money? You’re going to get nothing!”
6
In this respect they seem to be very much like the English vulgarisms squat, shit,
dick, etc. in sentences like the following:
(10) a. So far, though, frontman Chris Martin has said squat about the opus, until he broke
his silence to update the Smoking Section.
b. None of the candidates has said squat about what needs to be done.
(11) a. Before I begin, I should warn you that I know dick about fashion.
b. You don’t know dick about the global implications of the Medieval Warm Period or
the Little Ice Age.
Levantine Arabic n-words therefore fall into three different categories in terms of their
usage in negative sentences.
The following are the basic questions raised by the data:
(12) i. How do multiple negations end up interpreted as just one? In other words, how does
the concord effect work?
ii. Why do native speakers so strongly prefer entailed arguments to be licensed, in con-
trast to non-entailed arguments, which can be either licensed or not?
iii. Why are never-words required to be licensed in a larger set of contexts in comparison
to wala-phrases?
iv. Why don’t topical wala-phrases have to be licensed?
v. Why do topical wala-phrases license never-words, but not focal wala-phrases?
1.3.1 My Proposal
I argue that each class of Levantine Arabic n-words requires a different analysis, and there-
fore against a single unified analysis of Levantine Arabic n-words.
I argue that a close look at wala-phrases shows them to be inherently negative
when used as sentence fragments, but nonetheless to be be ambiguous between two ho-
mophonous senses of scalar-wala that are derived from different etymologies. One I refer
7
to as strong-wala, which contributes negative operator scoping over a disjunction of two
propositions, and which is derived etymologically from another wala-lexeme meaning “and
not,” or “not even.” The second sense of scalar-wala I refer to as weak-wala, which does
not contribute negative meaning, but which selects for an argument category that is morpho-
logically marked as contributing a negation operator. In this respect, the analysis follows
proposals by Herburger (1998, 2001); Déprez (1999, 2000)
I claim that the never-words are not inherently negative, in the sense of contributing
negative meaning. Rather, they are polarity items very similar to English ever and at all
in meaning, but which require the clauses they modify to be marked with a morphological
negation feature corresponding to a negation operator in their meaning representations (c.f.
Ladusaw, 1992; Giannakidou, 1998, 2000, 2002; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003).
I treat the negative scalar focus particle wala as a focus-sensitive particle, in the
sense that it selects and associates with an singular indefinite noun phrase with a focal
interpretation, which consists of a pair 〈A,B〉, where B is the asserted meaning, and A is a
focal presupposition (c.f. Fauconnier, 1975; Rooth, 1992; Kadmon and Landman, 1993; Lee
and Horn, 1994; Krifka, 1995b; Rullmann, 1996; Lahiri, 1998; Horn, 2005; Giannakidou,
2007) or background entailment (c.f. Herburger, 2000) differing fromB in terms of its value
on a quantity scale (c.f. Rullmann, 1996; Israel, 1995, 2001; Aranovich, 2007).
There are three general approaches for such mechanisms in the literature on negative
concord, differing in their particulars:
(13) Syntactic Strategies
i. Unification: These approaches assume formalisms for logical form construction that
allow the negative operators in the interpretation of negative expressions to be identified.
For example, Richter and Sailer (1999, 2004) argue for unification of negation operators
via a scope disambiguitation procedure in the construction of a logical form.
ii. Feature-checking: These approaches associate semantic negation operators with a syn-
tactic feature (such as a “neg feature”). N-words must “check” their negative features
against the negation feature associated with a negation operator, which may be abstract,
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or which may be contributed by the n-word itself.2 An early version is the Neg-Criterion
(c.f. Haegeman and Zanuttini, 1991, 1996; Haegeman, 1997), which is a global con-
straint requiring that negation markers and n-words be in a spec-head relationship with
one another.3
iii. Polyadic quantifications/quantifier resumption: These approaches assume a semantic
formalism that allows for polyadic quantification (i.e., quantification over tuples of vari-
ables rather than just over single variables), and invoke a rule allowing quantifier re-
sumption, which allows for sequences of k quantifiers of arity n to be rewritten as a
single quantifier of arity kn.4
Of these, the unification and feature-checking approaches are primarily syntactic, while
resumptive quantification is semantic.
I argue that the licensing requirement is primarily syntactic, and involves selec-
tional restrictions on the kinds of arguments that n-words can combine with. In particular,
I assume that morphological negation marking introduces a negative value for a polarity
feature (c.f. Ladusaw, 1992; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003; Zeijlstra, 2004; Dowty,
1994; Bernardi, 2002), and that n-words are specified as selecting for categories marked
as −neg. However, while the licensing restriction is represented in terms of the syntactic
combinatorics, it refers to semantic composition, given that the presence of negation mark-
ing on a syntactic category correlates with the presence of a negation operator in meaning
representation.
2I treat this as a negation approach because of the association between the neg-feature and a negation
operator. (c.f. Ladusaw, 1992; Giannakidou, 2000, 2002; Zeijlstra, 2004)
3A comparable stipulation is made by Richter and Sailer (1999, 2004), who assume that the presence of a
negation operator scoping over the interpretation of a predicate must correlate with morpho-syntactic negation
marking on the head of that predicate.
4See May (1989); van Benthem (1989); de Swart (1999b); de Swart and Sag (2002); Watanabe (2004);
Iordachioaia (2009); Iordachioaia and Richter (2009). For a related approach using an operation called factor-
ization, see Haegeman and Zanuttini (1996); Haegeman (1997).
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1.4 Significance to Arabic Linguistics
To the best of my knowledge, negative concord has not been explicitly identified previously
in any variety of Arabic. Small sets of data showing negative concord are to be found in
descriptive grammars of Levantine and other dialects, as well as in the theoretical literature.
For example, Cowell’s (1964) highly-regarded grammar of Syrian Arabic includes
examples that satisfy the definitions of negative concord. Likewise, Woidich’s (1968) de-
tailed study of negative sentences in Egyptian Arabic (which appears to be very much like
Levantine in the relevant aspects) includes examples that, when seen together, satisfy the
definitions of negative concord. In the theoretical literature, wala-phrases (noun phrases
or prepositional phrases containing wala have been referred to as negative quantifiers (c.f.
Choueiri, 2002; Onizan, 2005; Souag, 2006), while PEbadan “never, not at all,” one of the
never-words, has been referred to as a negative polarity item (c.f. Cantarino, 1975; Badawi
et al., 2004; Mughazy, 2003). As such, the work presented here identifies Levantine Arabic
as being a member of a large family of languages that show negative concord phenomena,
and provides a detailed study of these phenomena, and therefore is of interest to the study
of Arabic dialectal grammar and typology. (Woidich, 1968) presents very similar data for
Egyptian Arabic.
Descriptions of Moroccan Arabic by Harrell (1962, 1965); Harrell and Sobelman
(1966); Marçais (1977); Benmamoun (1995, 1997, 2006); Ouhalla (2002); Souag (2006)
provide examples that satisfy the definitions in (1), but which are not identified as such, and
have instead been analyzed as negative polarity items.
The work presented here, therefore, both identifies Levantine Arabic as a negative
concord language, and presents interesting typological differences between negative con-
cord sentences in the Levantine and Northwest African regions.
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1.5 Significance to the Study of Negative Concord
The dissertation is also of interest to general linguistics because it welcomes Levantine Ara-
bic to the very large family of languages that show negative concord phenomena. Negative
concord is therefore a major linguistic phenemenon, and a veritable subfield of linguistics
is devoted to its study. Some of the most widely cited or detailed work includes Jespersen
(1917), Labov (1972), Haegeman & Zanuttini (1996), Laka (1990), Ladusaw (1992), Progo-
vac (1993b), Vallduví (1994), Giannakidou (1998, 2000, 2002), Przepiórkowski (2000), De-
prez (2000), Herburger (2001), Alonso-Ovalle and Guerzoni (2003), and Watanabe (2004).
Languages or language families in which negative concord has been identified as
occurring include the following:
(14) • Bantu (Jespersen 1917);
• Basque (Laka, 1990);
• Catalan (Vallduví, 1994; Espinal, 1999, 2000b,a; Tubau, 2008);
• Chomorro (Chung, 2004);
• Non-standard English (Labov, 1972; Ladusaw, 1992; Martin, 1992; Green, 2002);
• West Flemish (Haegeman and Zanuttini, 1996);
• French (Déprez, 1999, 2000; de Swart, 1999b, 2000; de Swart and Sag, 2002; Mathieu,
2001);
• Non-standard German (Bayer, 1990; Weiß, 2002);
• Modern Greek (Tsimpli and Roussou, 1996; Giannikadou, 2002);
• Hungarian (Kiss, 2002; Puskás, 2002; Surányi, 2002);
• Italian (Rizzi, 1982; Zanuttini, 1991; Acquaviva, 1999; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle,
2003);
• Japanese (Watanabe, 2004);
• Passamaquoddy (Bruening, 2001);
• Polish (Witkoś, 1990; Blaszczak, 1998; Dziwirek, 1998; Przepiórkowski and Kupść,
1999);
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• Portuguese (Matos, 1999);
• Romanian (Teodorescu, 2004);
• Russian (Brown, 1999);
• Serbo-Croatian (Progovac, 1993b, 2000);
• Spanish (Laka, 1990; Vallduví, 1994; Suñer, 1995; Herburger, 1998, 2000, 2001; Es-
pinal, 1999, 2000b,b; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003; Aranovich, 2007);
• Zapotec (Black, 1993)
The expression of negative concord varies from language to language along the
following parameters:
(15) i. Etymological sources of n-words;
ii. Environments where n-words express negation;
iii. Properties of licensing environments;
iv. Locality restrictions on licensing.
In some negative concord languages, n-words contain the etymological reflex of a
negation morpheme, while in others they do not. Many European negative concord lan-
guages belong to the former type. For example, in the Slavic languages and most of the
Germanic and Romance languages, n-words include the morpheme /n-/, a reflex of the
common Indo-European negation morpheme. Similarly, the Hungarian n-word sem is a
blend of is “even, also” with nem “not” (Suryáni 2006). Levantine and Egyptian Arabic are
similar in this respect, both using the scalar-ala particle.
Languages in which n-words do not have negation morphemes as their etymological
source include French, Calatan (Espinal 2000), Modern Greek (Giannikadou 2002), and
Japanese (Watanabe 2004). French n-words such as personne “nobody” or rien “nothing”
and Catalan n-words cap “nobody,” res “nothing,” gens “nothing,” mais “never” developed
from indefinite negative polarity items that came to express negation through association
with negative sentences.
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Similarly, Japanese n-words consist of the particle -mo suffixed to question words
(Watanabe 2004). These express negation in fragment answers (16), but undergo negative
























The -mo particle is also glossed as “also” or “even” (Shimoyama 2001), and has no ety-
mological relation with a negation particle. As discussed in Chapter 6, Moroccan Arabic
resembles Japanese in this respect, having n-words derived from morphemes which mean
“even.”
Given that some negative concord languages have n-words developed from negation
morphemes while other negative concord languages do not, the etymology of an n-word in
a given language is partially tangential to its ability to express negation. The connection be-
tween an n-word’s etymology and its negative meaning is not arbitrary, however: Jespersen
(1917) notes that there is a tendency for words or morphemes which mean something like
“even,” or which express minimal quantities of common objects, first become associated
with use in negative sentences and then come to be able to express negation themselves.
The historical process by which this change comes about is referred to as Jespersen’s Cycle
(Jespersen, 1917; Dahl, 1979).
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Levantine Arabic has n-words belonging to both categories: the negative scalar
focus particle wala contains the negation morpheme la “no, not” while the never-words
PEbadan and bIlmarra do not contain such a morpheme, either synchronically or etymolog-
ically: PEbadan as an n-word is derived from a homophonous word meaning “eternally”
or “ever,” while bIlmarra is derived from a prepositional phrase meaning “in the once.”
Levantine therefore shows Jespersen’s Cycle moving in two directions at once: a negation
morpheme failing to express negation distinctly when in syntagm with another negative
expression, and a word derived from a non-negative expression taking on negative force.
Negative concord languages also vary in terms of where n-words express negation
and where they do not. According to the definition assumed above, all n-words express
negation in fragment answers. However, in some languages (such as Spanish) n-words can
express negation in full sentences, typically in clause-initial position. Giannakidou (1999,
2000, 2002) refers to the latter as strict negative concord languages and the former as non-
strict (or partial) negative concord languages (see also Zeijlstra 2004; Watanabe 2004).
An example of a language with strict negative concord is Polish, in which n-words
express negation only in fragment answers, satisfying the definition (c.f. Witkoś, 1996;
Przepiórkowski and Kupść, 1997a,b, 1999; Przepiórkowski, 1999b, 2000; Dziwirek, 1998;









Elsewhere, Polish n-words must co-occur with a negation particle whether they precede the
verb or follow it:



















“Janek doesn’t help anyone.”









“No one helps anyone.”
Other languages with only strict negative concord include other Slavic languages, Roma-
nian, Modern Greek, and Japanese.
In contrast are the Spanish n-words such as nada “nothing” and nunca “never”
illustrated above, which have to be licensed only in particular syntactic configurations, and
generally not when they precede the verb. Accordingly, Spanish has been referred to as
a partial negative concord language. Others include Italian, Catalan, Portuguese, West
Flemish, and various English and German dialects.
Levantine Arabic has n-words in both categories: as illustrated above, wala-phrases
undergo (for the most part) partial negative concord, as they do not have to be licensed when
they occur in the pre-verbal position. Never-words, on the other hand, are strict negative
concord items, because they must be licensed in all positions.
There is also variation in the “strength” of the negative expressions that are suitable
licensors for n-words. Some n-words require “stronger” licensors, such as the Polish n-
words, which require sentential negation marking or the translation equivalent of without
for licensing. Languages in which n-words require strong licensors also include the other
Slavic languages, Romanian, and Japanese.
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In other languages, n-words can get by with weaker licensors. Examples of n-
words tolerating weaker licensors include the Spanish n-words, which (as noted above)
can undergo negative concord with a wider range of expressions than just those expressing
predicate negation:









“No one told me anything.”

















“Before doing anything, you must wash your hands.”

















“This is the last time that I tell you anything.”













“I doubt that they are going to find anything.”
Levantine Arabic again fails to fall into one category. As discussed in what follows,
wala-phrases require “stronger” licensing than do the never-words, and the negative mini-
mizers do not require licensing at all. This suggests that licensing strength requirements are
properties of individual lexical items rather than of the grammar of a language as a whole.
So, in general, a close look at n-words in Levantine Arabic has a variety of implica-
tions for descriptive and theoretical classifications of negative-concord phenomena, and, in
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particular, suggests that the categories in question are categories of lexical items rather than
categories of grammars as a whole.
For example, a claim has been made in the literature (Giannakidou, 2000) that lan-
guages in which negative concord occurs can be divided into different typological classes,
based on the particulars of how negative concord occurs in them, as follows:
(22) a. Strict Negative Concord : N-words must be licensed in all positions in full clauses.
b. Non-Strict or Partial Negative Concord : N-words need not be licensed in pre-verbal
position.
(23) a. Strong Negative Concord : N-words must be licensed by negation morphemes.
b. Weak Negative Concord : N-words can be licensed by anti-additive morphemes.
The claim is then made that languages can be characterized as occupying the cells
of the following table:
Strict NC Partial NC
Strong NC Polish, Russian, Japanese,... West Flemish,...
Weak NC - Spanish, Italian, Portguese,...
Table 1.1: Typology of Negative Concord Languages
The data examined in this study show that Levantine Arabic does not fit neatly into
any one of these cells. Different classes of lexical items behave differently:
Strict NC Partial NC
Strong NC never-words, wala-phrases wala-phrases
wala-phrases (in “mute-ma sentences”)
Weak NC - -
Table 1.2: Classes of Levantine Arabic N-Words
This implies that Levantine Arabic, and likely other languages, cannot be classified
as either a “strict” or a “partial” negative concord language. Rather, typologies of negative
concord should focus on the properties of particular lexical items, as illustrated in Table 1.2.
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1.5.1 Theoretical Approaches to Negative Concord
Given the amount that has been written on the subject of negative concord, it is neither
possible nor desirable to do a detailed review of all the various proposals that have been
made. Detailed literature reviews can be found in Giannakidou (2000, 2002); Blaszczak
(2001b); Zeijlstra (2004); Iordachioaia (2009). For present purposes, I will review schools
of thought in the theory of negative concord, rather than the specifics of different proposals.
1.5.1.1 The Inherent Negation Approach
While many analyses of negative concord have been proposed, several general analytical
strategies can be identified. One is to treat n-words as being inherently negative (c.f. Labov,
1972; Haegeman and Zanuttini, 1991, 1996; Haegeman, 1995, 1997; de Swart, 1999b,
2000; de Swart and Sag, 2002; Richter and Sailer, 1999, 2004, 2006; Watanabe, 2004;
Iordachioaia, 2009; Iordachioaia and Richter, 2009), meaning that n-words contribute neg-
ative meaning as part of their lexical meaning assignments. Inherent negativity approaches
capture the negative meaning expressed by n-words used as sentence fragments, but must
account for how it is that a sequence of several negative expressions can be interpreted
as contributing only one negation operator to the meaning of a sentence. In other words,
negation-approaches must explain why n-words must be licensed in some configurations,
and how it is that they fail to express negation distinctly.
Various approaches have been taken to this, involving syntactic and/or semantic
processes. One influential approach within transformational frameworks is to treat negative
concord on analogy with question formation, assuming that n-words must raise to the spec-
ifier of a functional category (such as NegP) to be licensed. This requirement is referred to
as the neg-criterion (a.o. Haegeman & Zanuttini 1996) in parallel to the wh-criterion (Rizzi
1996). This approach assumes that n-words are interpreted as negative quantifiers, and that
negative concord involves a semantic construal rule called factorization which reinterprets
a sequence of negative quantifiers by deleting all but one negation operator.
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A related approach derived from generalized quantifier theory is to treat negative
concord as involving resumptive quantification, in which a sequence of monadic negative
quantifiers is transformed into a single polyadic negative quantifier (c.f. Watanabe, 2004).
A comparable approach has been argued in HPSG by de Swart and Sag (2002) for French
and by Iordachioaia (2009) and Iordachioaia and Richter (2009) for Romanian.
1.5.1.2 The NPI Approach
Another strategy, most prominently articulated by Laka (1990), Ladusaw (1992), Progovac
(1991, 1992, 1993b) and recently elaborated by Giannakidou (1999, 2000, 2002), Blaszczak
(2001b), Guerzoni & Alonso-Ovalle (2003) and Zeijlstra (2004), is to treat n-words as a
kind of negative polarity item subject to particularly strict morphosyntactic licensing re-
quirements. According to this approach, n-words are non-negative and are interpreted as
indefinite noun phrases, with the negative meaning contributed either by an overt negation
morpheme or by an abstract negation operator, whose presence is triggered by a morphosyn-
tactic feature associated with n-words.
The NPI-approach has the advantage that it captures the concord effect directly:
because n-words do not contribute negation, there is no need to delete extra negation oper-
ators. On the other hand, the NPI-approach has to explain how n-words are able to express
negation without licensing in sentence fragments and other contexts. Many proposals within
the NPI-approach assume that the negative meaning in elliptical contexts is provided by an
abstract or implicit negation operator that is recovered from the context by means of ellipsis
resolution (c.f. Giannakidou, 1998, 2000, 2002; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003).
1.5.1.3 The Ambiguity Approach
A last strategy claims that n-words are ambiguous between inherently negative interpre-
tations and indefinite NPI interpretations. Analyses of this kind have been proposed by
Acquaviva (1999), Déprez (1999, 2000), and Herburger (2001). The ambiguity approach
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is theoretically quite simple, because it requires neither that extra negations be deleted nor
that abstract negations be introduced. However, in order to be falsifiable, the ambiguity ap-
proach requires evidence of non-complementarity between the negative and NPI-senses of
n-words. Evidence of this sort is found in examples in which an n-word occurs unlicensed
in a configuration in which licensing would otherwise be expected.
1.5.2 N-Words and Quantificational Force
Another point of difference in the negative concord literature is whether n-words should be
treated as generalized quantifiers — functions of type (et)t denoting relations between sets
— or as “Heimian” indefinites, by which is meant meanings that introduce a variable that
is bound by a superordinate operator or by an “existential closure” operation.
The quantifier approach has been argued for by Haegeman and Zanuttini (1996),
Giannakidou (2000, 2002), and Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle (2003), who argue that n-
words should be treated either as strong (i.e., presuppositional) universal quantifiers as in
(24a), or as weak (i.e., non-presuppositional) existential quantifiers as in (24b):
(24) a. λPet.∀x[(Qx ∧ Cx) → ¬Px] (for some set Q and a contextually specified domain
C )
b. λPet.¬∃x[Qx ∧ Px] (for some set Q)
Approaches that treat n-words as quantifiers are challenged by data showing split-scope
interpretations (discussed in Ch.2), as has been discussed by Iordachioaia (2009).
1.5.3 Syntactic vs. Semantic Licensing
Still another point of debate in the negative concord literature is whether negative concord
should be seen as a properly morphosyntactic process or as a semantic process. According
to the former view, negative concord is indeed a kind of concord, much like subject-verb
agreement or noun-adjective case concord in a language like Standard Arabic or German
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that has nominal case-marking. According to the latter view, negative concord results from
semantic construal, and so does not actual involve concord in the traditional sense.
Analyses that treat n-words as negative polarity items tend to treat negative concord
as a morphosyntactic process, because, in this analysis, n-words lack negative meaning
(c.f. Laka, 1990; Progovac, 1991, 1992, 1993b, 2000; Suñer, 1995; Benmamoun, 1997;
Giannakidou, 2000, 2002; Blaszczak, 2001b; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003; Zeijlstra,
2004; Aranovich, 2007, a.o.).
Likewise, analyses that treat n-words as inherently negative tend to appeal to seman-
tic rules to derive negative concord, such as the factorization or resumptive quantification
analyses discussed just above.
1.5.4 Glossing Conventions
As much as possible, I use glossing conventions that look like English prose. In particular,
pronominal morphemes are glossed with their English equivalents wherever possible. To
illustrate, Table 1.3 shows glossing conventions used for clitic pronouns.
Pronoun Morpheme Gloss English Paraphrase
-ni, -i -cl1s -me, -my
-na -cl1p -us, -our
-ak -cl2ms -you.ms, -your.ms
-Ik, -Ič -cl2fs -you.fs, -your.fs
-kUm, -kUn -cl2p -you.p, -your.p
-kUm, -čIm, -ku -cl2mp -you.mp, -your.mp
-kUn, -čIn -cl2fp -you.fp, -your.fp
-u, -:, -E -cl3ms -him, -his
-hæ:, -æ: -cl3fs -her
-hUm, -hUn -cl3p -them, -their
-hUm, -hIm, -cl3mp -them.mp, -their.mp
-hUn, -hIn –cl3fp -them.fp, -their.fp
Table 1.3: Glossing Conventions for Clitic Pronouns
In general, only information that is morphologically marked is glossed. For exam-
ple, the bare form of a participle or adjective is interpreted as being 3rd-person masculine-
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singular, but is not marked as such. The 3rd-person feminine singular form, however, is
typically marked with the taa-marbu:t
˙
a “bound t” suffix, and as such person and number
information is included. For example, the bare stem of the adjective t
˙
awi:l “tall, long” is in-
















Arabic verb stems have two finite forms and two participial forms: the perfect,
the imperfect, the active participle, and the passive participle. These are glossed with the
present, past, and participial forms of the English equivalents. In other words, the English
present tense of a gloss represents the imperfect stem of the verb in question, while the
English past tense form represents the perfect.
(26) a. kEtEb
wrote













Note that verbal agreement marking is still shown as an alphanumeric tag, such as “1s” for
first-person-singular, “3mp” for third-person masculine plural.
Word-internal inflectional and derivational morphemes (where glossed) are sepa-
rated with periods, while clitics are glossed with “-” separators. For example, mabah
˙
Ibbu:š
“I don’t like him/it” shows the negation proclitic ma:-, the indicative mood proclitic b-,
as well as the 3rd-person-singular pronoun enclitic -u: “him” and the negation enclitic -š
affixed to the verb stem ah
˙











“I don’t like him/it.”
1.6 Organization
The dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the formal and theoretical tools
that will be used in the subsequent descriptions and analyses. 2.1 presents a compositional
version of Discourse Representation Theory (c.f. Kamp, 1981; Kamp and Reyle, 1993),
λ-DRT (c.f. Muskens, 1994a,b; Kuschert, 1996; Eijck and Kamp, 1997), that will be used
for meaning representations. 2.2 presents an overview of Combinatory Categorial Gram-
mar (Steedman, 1996, 2000b; Baldridge, 2002; Baldridge and Kruijff, 2003; Steedman and
Baldridge, 2010), which is used for representing syntactic derivations and meaning con-
struction.6
6The use of DRT and CCG are not strictly necessary for analyzing the data: paraphrases of the analysis
could be made in other representations, such as predicate logic for the meaning representation, and another
syntactic framework such as transformational grammar or HPSG for the grammar.
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Chapter 3 presents a fragment of Levantine Arabic grammar in the formalisms in
question, and focuses on the aspects of Levantine grammar that are relevant for the study
of Levantine negative concord. These include the basics of clauses syntax, such as word
order, agreement, compound tense-aspect marking, and negation; an analysis of the Ara-
bic prepositional phrases and the construct state possessive construction; the syntax and
interpretation of “pro-drop” and resumptive pronouns, both of which are pervasive in Lev-
antine Arabic; the interpretation of sentence fragments; and a sketch of the interaction of
word-order and information structure.
Chapter 4 presents the core data of the dissertation, consisting of descriptions of
Levantine Arabic n-words and their distribution. I also present the analyses that I propose
for Levantine negative concord sentences. I describe the distribution of n-words in different
sentences types and their behavior with respect to negative concord. I argue that there are
two lexemes for scalar-wala, one of which is inherently negative and one of which is not, but
which selects for a negative constituent and which is therefore subject to a morphosyntactic
licensing requirement. The never-words are like weak-wala phrases in that they select for
a negative-marked category. I then discuss the use of n-words in sentence fragments.
In Chapter 5, I motivate the analysis presented in Chapter 4 by providing evidence
that Levantine Arabic n-words are inherently negative. There are three kinds of evidence:
first, n-words used in fragments in answer to a negative question, necessarily have double-
negation interpretations, which suggests that they contribute negative meaning in addition
to the negation meaning inherent in the question. Second, treating n-words as non-negative
indefinites (as per the NPI approach) requires that negative meaning be recovered contex-
tually from the question meaning being answered, and so incorrectly predicts that other
polarity-sensitive expressions can be used in fragment answers. In particular, doing so
incorrectly predicts that the NPI adverb QUmr “ever” can be used as a fragment answer.
Third, the interpretations of the “still-words” lIssa and baQd “still, yet” used in fragments
gives evidence that contextual negation can license polarity-sensitive interpretations, as per
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the NPI-approach, but that it cannot do so for the n-words.
In Chapter 6, I address the problem of why strong-wala phrases cannot license neg-
ative concord interpretations with weak-wala phrases, whereas strong-wala phrases can li-
cense negative concord with the never-words. The analysis developed in Chapter 4 predicts
the contrary: strong-wala phrases should license weak wala-phrases, just as strong-wala
phrases can license never-words. I conjecture that this is due to a difference in the informa-
tion structure requirements that each version of wala imposes on its arguments.
According to the conjecture, weak-wala inherits from nor-wala (its etymological
progenitor) a requirement that it combine with an incomplete new-information or rhematic
constituent, which I implement using an adaption of Steedman’s (2000a) analysis of in-
formation structure in English. By contrast, strong-wala, having a topical interpretation,
combines with a complete information unit, and returns the same, rendering it an unac-
ceptable argument for a weak-wala-phrase. I treat the never-words as being non-restricted
information-wise, allowing them to combine with both constituents containing strong-wala
phrases and those containing weak-wala phrases.
I further argue that this approach accounts for what I call the “mute-ma” construc-
tions, in which a pre-verbal weak-wala phrase has a concordant interpretation with a follow-
ing negation morpheme. This construction is particularly prevelant in Syrian Levantine, but
also occurs in Jordanian and Palestinian in interrogative clauses in which the wala-phrase
is preceded by a question word, as well as in subordinate clauses in which the wala-phrase
is preceded by a subordinating particle. I argue that these two contexts force a parse of the
wala-phrase in a predicate-internal position, and therefore as part of the new-information
field of the clause.
I also briefly examine negative concord sentences in Northwest African Arabic (or
Maghrebin Arabic: Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco), in which n-words behave consistently like
Levantine never-words, requiring licensing in all positions. I argue that Maghrebin n-words
are like Levantine weak-wala phrases, being limited to new-information interpretations.
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This comparison is supported by the observation that Maghrebin Arabic speakers have a
higher tolerance for new-information interpretations of pre-verbal indefinite noun phrases,
whereas Levantine speakers are more strongly inclined to interpret pre-verbal indefinites as
topical. The differences between Levantine and Maghrebin can then be correlated with the





In this chapter, I present the formal frameworks that I use for representing meaning and
syntactic derivation. These are a compositional version of Discourse Representation The-
ory (λ-DRT: Kamp 1981; Kamp and Reyle 1993; Muskens 1994b; Kuschert 1996; Ei-
jck and Kamp 1997) for meaning representation, and Combinatory Categorial Grammar
(CCG: Steedman 1996, 2000b,a; Baldridge 2002; Baldridge and Kruijff 2003; Steedman
and Baldridge 2010). For each I propose minor modifications in order to capture more
easily the empirical generalizations that I describe.
2.1 Meaning Representation
For meaning representation, I assume a version of compositional Discourse Representation
Theory (λ-DRT) based on Eijck and Kamp (1997), although nothing in particular hangs
upon this; a predicate logic with quantifiers could also be used. I have chosen DRT as
a representation language because it removes existential quantification from logical form
and locates it in satisfaction conditions. This allows the meaning representation to capture
directly an intuition that some uses of indefinite noun phrases differ in their scope-taking
capabilities from other kinds of noun phrases that are more clearly quantificational, such as
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noun phrases headed by English every or Arabic kUll “every, each, all.”
2.1.1 Definitions of Lambda-DRT
I assume a λ-DRT based on the following definitions:
(1) Definition of DRSs: Let A be a set of constants, and v a set of discourse reference markers
(RMs), PRED a set of predicates of varying arity, and a set PV AR of predicate variables
P , Q, R, etc. For each DRS D with a (possibly empty) set (or universe) of RMs X , X is
partitioned into two (possibly empty) sets of RMs fix(D) and another set of RMs intro(D).
DRSs are then defined as follows:1
(2) a. if v is a marker, v is a DRS.
b. If x is a marker variable ∈ X , then x is a DRS.
c. > is a DRS.
d. If t1 . . . tn are terms and p is an n-place-predicate letter, then p(t . . . tn) is a DRS.
e. If t1 . . . tn are terms and P is an n-place-predicate variable, then P (t . . . tn) is a DRS.
f. If v is an RM and t is a term, then t = v is a DRS.
g. If D is a DRS, then ¬D is a DRS.
h. If D1, D2 are DRSs, then (fix(D1) ∪ intro(D1)) ∩ intro(D2) = {}, then D1;D2
is a DRS.
i. If D is a DRS and φ an expression of λ-DRT, then 〈φ,D〉 is a DRS.
j. If i and j are RMs or RM variables, then i⊕ j is a DRS.
k. Nothing else is a DRS.
The set v of reference markers is multi-sorted, and include the following sorts: individu-
als (or entities) (represented with letters i, j, k), eventualities (represented with letters en),
times (represented with letters tn), and degrees (represented with letters nn). The sorts of
1The partitioning of the universe of a DRS D into the sets of reference markers fix(D) and intro(D)
follows Eijck and Kamp (1997). The purpose of this is to ensure that new reference markers introduced are
fresh.
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individuals and eventualities are closed under summation, in order to model plural seman-
tics (c.f. Kamp and Reyle, 1993).
I assume that DRSs are interpreted dynamically, meaning that they are functions
over assignment functions:
(3) A DRSD is true w.r.t. a modelM (which is a pair 〈D, I〉 of a domainD and an interpretation









b. sJ>KM,ws′ iff s = s′.
c. sJP (t1, . . . , tn)K
M,w
s′ iff s = s
′ and 〈VM,s(t1), . . . , VM,s(tn)〉 ∈ I(P ).
d. sJv = wK
M,w
s′ iff s = s
′ and s(v) = VM,s(w).





s′ iff there is an s














s′ iff there is some v in dom(s) and accessible from x such that s(v) ∈
VM,s(φ)
Several aspects of the definitions above depart from Eijck and Kamp’s (1997) lambda-
DRT. First, I augment the DRS to include variables over reference markers (given as x, y,
etc.), and variables over predicates (given as P , Q, etc.). However, DRSs containing un-
bound variables do not have an interpretation (I refer to these as open DRSs), which will be
exploited in modeling pronominal reference.
I assume some notational conventions and abbreviations for making logical forms
more readable. First, I alternate freely between the familiar “box” notation for DRS-
conditions, and a horizontal format in which conjoined conditions are listed as comma-
separated (c.f. Muskens, 1994b; White, 2006),
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(5) a. [ p , q ] =
p
q





Second, I assume a “prose format” for formula that are intended to be more readable
than usual DRT notation (examples have been given above).
(6) a. sanwi:čE ` λPet.Pk ; [ sandwich′k ] = λPet.P (sandwichk )
b. PEkalIt ` λy.[ ei | speaker′i , eat′ei , past′e ] = λy.[ Ii atee y ]
c. bIddi ` λPed.[ ei | speaker′i , [ Pi ] ] = λPed.Ii wante to P (Ii)
Further such abbreviations are introduced later.
Next, I assume two rules of inference for manipulating DRSs. The first is RM-
Introduction from Kamp and Reyle (1993), which allows introduction of an RM into the
universe of a DRS:2
(7) RM-Introduction
A ` s : Pi ⇒RM A ` s : [ i | Pi ]
(where P is a set of conditions closed under conjunction)
The second rule is a DRS-Simplification rule that allows trivially subordinated DRSs to be
simplified as one:
(8) DRS-Simplification
[ i | Qi , [ j | Pj ] ] ⇒DRS−S [ ij | Qi , Pj ]
(where P and Q are sets of conditions closed under conjunction)
I assume that pronouns (including verbal subject agreement-marking) introduce
presuppositions looking for accessible referents matching gender, number and person con-
2The standard notation format for representing DRSs is Kamp’s box-notation (c.f. Kamp, 1981; Kamp and
Reyle, 1993). For the sake of space I use a linear notation proposed by Muskens (1994b).
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ditions (such as speaker′ or listener′). These conditions need to be included in seman-
tic representations (c.f. Kamp and Reyle, 1993, 72-73) in order to capture agreement in
pronominal anaphora, as well as in relativization over resumptive pronouns.
I represent prononimal presuppositions with an operator pro′, which takes as its
arguments a discourse referent and a condition (or set of conditions closed under conjunc-
tion):
(9) a. šUft-u “I saw him/it” ` λx.[ i | saw′ix , pro′i(speaker′) , pro′x(3ms′) ]
b. šUft “I saw” ` λx.[ ix | saw′ix , pro′i(speaker′) ]
c. -u “him” ` λPet.[ x | Px , pro′x(3ms′) ]
The pro′ operator could be understood as a stand-in for a representation of pronominal pre-
supposition in the style of Geurts and van der Sandt (2004) or Beaver (2001). However,
since presupposition is not the topic of this dissertation, I do not elaborate here. In subse-
quent derivations, the types in (9) are represented with the following “prose” formulas:
(10) a. šUft-u “I saw him” ` s : Ii sawe himx
b. šUft ` s/np : λy.[ Ii sawe y ]
c. -u “him” ` s\(s/np) : λPet.[ x | Px , himx ]
I next assume the following DRS-rules that allow pronominal presuppositions to “percolate”
or “project” upwards from an embedded DRS (where D is a DRS):3
(11) a. Negation Pronoun Projection
[ φ , ¬[ i | pro′i(cond′) , φ ] ] ⇒¬−proj [ i | φ , pro′i(cond′) , ¬φ ]
b. Disjunct Pronoun Projection
[ φ , [ i | pro′i(cond′) , φ ] ∨D ] ⇒∨−proj [ i | φ , pro′i(cond′) , φ ∨D ]
3This is not intended as an analysis of presupposition projection as a general matter. Rather, it is a technical
device intended to make embedded pronoun conditions available for the application of the λ-rule introduced
below on page 47. These may not be meaning-preserving transformations.
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c. Implication Pronoun Projection
[ φ , [ i | pro′i(cond′) , φ ]⇒ D ] ⇒⇒−proj [ i | φ , pro′i(cond′) , φ⇒ D ]
These are used to feed a rule introduced below that derives λ-abstracts from pronominal
meanings.
Lastly, I assume an additional kind of DRS for representing focus-background
meaning pairs, which are important for representing the meanings of focus-sensitive op-
erators. These are pairs of basic DRSs connected with the sequential merge operator “;”
and assigned type 〈dd〉.
For example, the interpretation of focus on the indefinite pronoun iši “thing” is as
in (12a), with the prose-format in (12b):
(12) a. iši ` λRed.
〈 [ kn | Rk , thing′k , |k| = n , n ≥ 1 ]
;
[ kn | Rk , thing′k , |k| = n , n = 1 ]
〉





In order to interpret focal-background DRSs, I assume that among the parameters
of evaluation in a model (including moment of speech, speaker(s), listener(s), location,
etc) is the current question (cq), the value of which is a question meaning. For present
purposes, I assume that a question meaning is an open formula containing an unbound
variable corresponding to the question word. Search for an answer can then be thought of
as search for a binding for this variable.
For example, the meaning of the question in (13a) is (13b) with a first-order object,







“What did you eat?” “What have you eaten?”
b. Ii atee y
c. R(λy.[ Ii atee y ])
Accordingly, the satisfaction condition for a focal-DRS is as follows:
(14) An assignment s satisfies 〈φ,D〉 with respect to M, cq iff φ ε= cq and s satisfies D in M .
(where ε= means “is equal to under entailment”; c.f. Gardent 1997, 2000)4
The elements in a focus-background pair are manipulated by focus-sensitive operators such
as the scalar focus particle wala discussed at length in the following chapters. The meaning
representations of focus-sensitive particles access the elements of a focus-background pair
by means of projection functions π1 and π2, as defined in (15), as well as the extended
definitions in (16) allowing for accessing projections inside lambda-terms (for notational
convenience):
(15) i. π1(〈P,Q〉) = P
ii. π2(〈P,Q〉) = Q
(16) i. π1(λX.〈P (X), Q(X)〉) = λX.P (X)
ii. π2(λX.〈P (X), Q(X)〉) = λX.Q(X)
For mnemonic convenience, I label π1 as [θ] and π2 as [ρ].
These meaning pairs are intended to be suggestive of a partition into a theme-rheme
(c.f. Steedman, 2000a,b) or a topic-focus (c.f. Kruijff, 2001) pair, or as focus-background
pairs in the Structured Meanings semantic framework (c.f. Krifka, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1995b,
2001, 2006).5 However, I demur on the point of whether the first element in the pair should
be treated as a presupposition in the sense of being a test on a context in terms of satis-
faction or binding (c.f. Karttunen and Peters 1979; Heim 1990; Beaver 2001, a.m.o.), or
4Equality here could be resolved using higher-order unification (c.f. Huet, 1975; Dalrymple et al., 1991;
Gardent et al., 1996; Gardent and Kohlhase, 1996a,b, 1997; Gardent, 1997, 2000).
5Bierner (2001) makes similar proposals within the CCG framework for the analysis of alternative phrases.
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as a “backgrounded” (c.f. Herburger, 2000) or “unasserted” entailment (c.f. Horn, 2002;
Roberts, 2006; Beaver et al., 2009).
Another assumption I make has to do with the interpretation of indefinite noun
phrases. In lambda-DRT, indefinites are analyzed in a way (e.g., as in 17a) that is largely
equivalent to the generalized quantifier treatment in Montague grammar (e.g., as in 17b):
(17) a. iši ` λQet.[ i | thing′i , Qi ]
b. iši ` λQet.∃i[thing′i ∧Qi]
DRT makes a theoretical claim to the effect that the existential quantification associated
with an indefinite resides in the embedding conditions for a formula, rather than from an
operator in the logical form itself, but the DRT analysis is truth-conditionally equivalent to a
generalized quantifier analysis because it introduces a discourse referent in a DRS-universe
that scopes over the predicate argument of the noun phrase.
I assume, to the contrary, that indefinites are specified with an empty DRS universe,
and that they merely apply a (fresh) reference marker of the predicate argument, as in (18)
without introducing that reference marker into the universe of the DRS:
(18) iši ` λQet.[ thing′i , Qi ]
The reference marker introduced by an indefinite is added to the universe of the DRS con-
taining it by the Kamp and Reyle’s (1993) RM-Introduction rule given above in (7). This is
illustrated in the derivation in (19b), in which the reference marker k is introduced into the





“I ate a sandwich.”
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b. λPed.Pk ; sandwich′k λy.
i
speaker′i , eat′eyi , past′e
FA
i




speaker′i , eat′eki , past′e , sandwich′k
RM−Intro
ik
speaker′i , eat′eki , past′e , sandwich′k
The result of this derivation is equivalent to what would be the result if sandwich were
analyzed with a type like the one in (17a). However, my proposal is useful for capturing
the intuition that at least some indefinites have no quantificational force of their own, and
instead pick up their quantificational force from some operator. The proposal, in effect, as-
signs indefinites the lowest possible scope, and then would rely on various rules of inference
to derive higher scope readings.
Modal interpretation will play an important role in the following discussion, so I
make some simple assumptions about the representation of modality in DRT. I follow the
traditional assumption that interpretation is relative to possible worlds, and that various
modal operators shift worlds. I assume the usual possibility and necessity operators:
2.2 Combinatory Categorial Grammar
For syntactic representations, I assume Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG: c.f. Steed-
man 1996, 2000b; Baldridge 2002; Baldridge and Kruijff 2003; Steedman and Baldridge
2010).
The basic idea behind CCG is very simple. A syntactic expression is a pair, consist-
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ing of a form (usually a word or a group of words) and a category type, where “expression”
can be anything from a morpheme or even a suprasegmental feature (such as a tone or
accent) to a word or string of words. The category type consists of a second pair, typi-
cally separated by a colon. The first element of the pair is a syntactic type, corresponding
roughly to part-of-speech, and which is a linearization of the the second element of the pair:
a semantic type, typically represented as terms of the typed lambda-calculus:
(20) expression ` category : term
The idea is that the syntactic type specifies the linear order in which the expression can
combine with other expressions.
Category types are defined in terms of basic types and higher types, which are func-
tions (or functors) over basic types. For example, using the lambda calculus to represent
semantic types, basic types might include individuals (e) and truth-values (t), while func-
tional types include terms of type et (functions from the set of individuals to truth-values),
type (et)t (functions from functions of type et to truth values), etc:
(21) a. λx.[x is a cat]
b. λPet.[P (Sam)]
The corresponding basic syntactic types are typically n or np for nominal expres-
sions and s for verbs or clausal predicates. Syntactic functor types specify the linear order
of arguments using the “slash” symbols “\” “/” and “|”, where the forward slash indicates a
following argument, a backwards slash indicates a preceding argument, and a vertical slash







Ir “Waleed loves Saher” are the following (using for now a very simple predicate logic
representation):6
(22) a. wali:d ` np3ms : Waleedj
6For illustrative purposes, I assign bIh
˙
Ibb “(he) loves” a category corresponding to English word order. I






Ir ` np3fs : Saherk
c. bIh
˙
Ibb ` (s\np3ms)/np : λy.λx.[ x lovese y ]
The category type for the verb is a two-place function that combines first with a following
argument and then with a preceding argument (as indicated by the direction of the slashes).
The preceding argument (which corresponds to the subject or agent in the meaning repre-
sentation) is further constrained as having to be morphologically specified as 3rd-person-
masculine-singular.
The idea is that syntactic categories correspond directly to semantic types. If the
semantic type is a Curried two-place function from pairs of individuals to truth-values (type
eet), then its syntactic type will be a curried two-place function from pairs of noun phrases
(category np) to clauses (category s). Verbs in different languages will take their arguments
in different orders, even if their meanings correspond.
For example, the English verb eat combines with its subject and object arguments in
subject-verb-object (SVO) word-order (23a), while its Levantine Arabic equivalent PEkal-
yo:kIl “eat” often takes verb-subject-object (VSO) word order (23b), and Japanese tabe-
“eat” takes subject-object-verb (SOV) word-order (23c):
(23) a. eat ` (s\npsubj)/npobj : λy.λx.eat′yx (English )
b. PEkal ` (s/npobj)/npsubj : λx.λy.eat′yx (Levantine Arabic)
c. tabe- ` (s\npobj)\npsubj : λy.λx.eat′yx (Japanese)
Although the three languages vary in terms of the order in which verbs combine with their
arguments, they correspond to the analogous semantic functions.
Basic categories can be restricted in terms of various morphosyntactic features. For
example, a nominal category can be restricted in terms of agreement features: np3ms for a
3rd-person-masculine singular, while a clausal category can be restricted in terms of tense,
aspect, or mood features: stense:pres,mood:indic. In what follows, feature restrictions of this
type are used to express agreement between subjects and verbs as well as concord between
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nouns and adjectives and between n-words and their licensors. Furthermore, categories with
complex features are sometimes abbreviated as follows:
(24) a. smood:indic = st
b. smood:subj = sv
2.2.1 Combinatory Rules
Syntactic derivations consist of pairs of expressions being combined by a small set of rules:
Function Application, Function Composition, Substitution, and (in some versions of CCG)
Type Raising. Each of these is defined over semantic types. Each corresponds to two or
more directional rules defined over syntactic types in order to account for different argument
directions.
The rules are defined as follows:
(25) Function Application (A)
a. Forward Application (>A or just >):
x/y : λx.[P (x)] y : y ⇒ x : P (y)
b. Backward Application (<A or just <):
y : y x\y : λx.[P (x)] ⇒ x : P (y)
(26) Function Composition (B)7
a. Forward (Harmonic) Composition (>B):
x/y : λx.[P (x)] y/z : λy.[Q(y)] ⇒ x/z : λy.[P (Q(y))]
b. Forward Crossed Composition (>B×):
x/y : λx.[P (x)] y\z : λy.[Q(y)] ⇒ x\z : λy.[P (Q(y))]
c. Backward (Harmonic) Composition (<B):
y\z : λy.[Q(y)] x\y : λx.[P (x)] ⇒ x\z : λy.[P (Q(y))]
d. Backward Crossed Composition (<B×):
y/z : λy.[Q(y)] x\y : λx.[P (x)] ⇒ x/z : λy.[P (Q(y))]
7By long-standing convention, the abbreviation for Function Composition is B.
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(27) Substitution (S)
a. Forward Harmonic Substitution (>S):
(x/y)/z : λz.λy.P (y)(z) y/z : λz.Q(z) ⇒ x/z : λz.Pz(Qz)
b. Backward Harmonic Substitution (<S):
y\z : λz.Q(z) (x\y)\z : λz.λy.P (y)(z) ⇒ x/z : λz.Pz(Qz)
c. Forward Crossed Substitution (>S):
(x/y)/z : λz.λy.P (y)(z) x\z : λz.Q(z) ⇒ x\z : λz.Pz(Qz)
d. Backward Crossed Substitution (<S):
y/z : λz.Q(z) (x\y)\z : λz.λy.P (y)(z) ⇒ x/z : λz.Pz(Qz)
(28) Type Raising (T) (for f of type σ, P of type στ , and t of some syntactic category)
a. Forward Type Raising (>T):
x : fσ → t/(t\x) : λPστ .[P (f)]
b. Backwards Type Raising (<T):
x : fσ → t\(t/x) : λPστ .[P (f)]
In applications of Function Composition (B) and Substitution (S), the category which does
the composing (i.e., the category that determines the result category of the output) is re-
ferred to as the primary functor, while the category that is composed into is the secondary
functor. For example, in (26a) the primary functor is x/y and the secondary functor is y/z.
Function Composition and Substitution have, in addition, higher order variants which al-
low composition into functions of an arity greater than 2. For example, 2nd-order Forward
Composition (>B2) allows x/y to compose into (y/z)/w, 3rd-order composition (>B3) al-
lows x/y to compose into ((y/z)/w1)/w2, and so on.







Ir (assuming for illustrative purposes that Levantine Arabic verbs look for
a preceding subject). In (29), the argument noun phrases are treated as atomic types (np),



















































In (31), the type-raised subject combines with the verb by means of Function Composition,




























Additional derivations are also possible, using, for example, a type-raised category (s/np)/((s\np)/np)
for the subject, or derivations in which only one argument is type-raised rather than both.
However, in standard formulations of CCG, Type Raising is not used in syntactic deriva-
tions and instead is used as a lexical rule, an assumption I adopt here.
2.2.1.1 Type-Raising, Function Composition, and Extraction
Using Type-Raising and Function Composition allows for multiple derivations for a given
sentence, and therefore predicts a more flexible notion of syntactic constituency than do
phrase-structural approaches to syntactic structure such as context-free grammars or tree-
adjoining grammars (c.f. Steedman, 1996, 2000b,a). To put it slightly differently, CCG
predicts syntactic derivation to be associative. This flexibility has been exploited to model
different patterns of intonational phrasing for a given sentence (c.f. Steedman, 2000b,a).
Function Composition is how extraction and other long-distance or discontinuous
dependencies such as scrambling or argument extraposition are modeled in CCG. The idea
is that an extracted element (such as a question word or topicalized noun phrase) combines
with a complex function that is derived by means of Function Composition. For example, in
the derivation for the sentence sentence šu bIdd-ak ta:kol lalGadda? “What do you want to
eat for lunch,” the constituent bIdd-ak ta:kol lalGadda “you want to eat for lunch” is derived


















whatx do youi wante to eate x
The crossed composition rules (>B× and <B×) are used to model non-peripheral
extraction and word order permutations in which the argument of a functor is displaced by
another category. For example, in (33) the verb šUft “I saw” takes h
˙
ari:k “(a) fire” as its






















“Yesterday I saw a fire on the mountainsides.”
This word order permutation is analyzed by combining ImbE:rIh
˙
with the verb by means of














(s/(s\np))/np s\s np s\np
: : : :












Ii sawe firek on the mountainsides yesterday
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Crossed composition is necessary for deriving examples like this with permuted
word order, but it also over-predicts word order possibilities in languages like English (c.f.
Steedman, 2000b; Baldridge, 2002). This has led Baldridge (2002) to augment the CCG for-
malism in such a way that the application of crossed composition can be controlled within a
grammar. Baldridge does this by specifying slashes in syntactic types with slash modalities
referring to the different kinds of rules. For example, the ?-modality is compatible only
with Function Application, meaning that a functor category specified with a “?” on its slash
cannot be part of the input to Function Composition. The -modality is only compatible
with “normal” (or harmonic) composition, while the “×” modality is only compatible with
crossed composition.
Baldridge’s modalities are organized in a hierarchy in terms of restrictiveness: the
?-modality is at the top and is the most restrictive, while the ·-modality is at the bottom and








































(s/(s\·np))/·np s\×s np s\?np
: : : :












Ii sawe firek on the mountainsides yesterday
The category for ImbE:rIh
˙
“yesterday” is specified with a ×-modality on its argument slash
in order to allow it to combine with a verb by means of a crossed composition rule. The
verb argument slashes are decorated with the ·-modality, which allows the application of
any rule. The proposition, however, is decorated with the ?-modality which forbids any
form of function composition.
The Substitution rule (S) is generally used to model “parasitic gap” constructions
(c.f. Steedman, 1987). These are constructions like the one found in the following sentence,
in which an extracted expression (here the question-word mi:n “who”) simultaneously binds




afIt “you hired” and
one in position inside an adverbial adjunct (here bIdu:nma tIh
˙
ki maQu “without speaking to
him”). Although native speakers accept extraction (as in 37a), they have a preference for a





































“Who did you hire [him] without speaking to him?”
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Analysis of either (37a) or (37b) requires a rule that allows for the resumptive pronoun to


















λPed.[ whox do Px ] λy.[ youi hirede y ] λy : himy .λpst.[ p & youi didn




λy : himy .[ youi hirede y & youi didn




whox do youi hiree himx & youi didn
′t speake with himx




































“Which car did Ali buy without knowing the man who sold it to him?”
In this respect, Levantine Arabic is unlike English, in that a position bound by one of the
combinatorial rules can be occupied by a pronominal expression, rather than being unfilled.8
In fact, the use of resumptive pronouns is pervasive in all varieties of Arabic, and
requires an analysis. I turn to this in the next section.
8Similar data have been reported for Moroccan Arabic by Ouhalla (2001), for Egyptian Arabic by Wahba
(1984), and for Jeddah Arabic (Saudi Arabia) by Wahba (1995) (example not given).
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2.3 Pronominal Resumption and Pro-Drop
I assume two additional rules for modeling pronominal resumption and “pro-drop” (i.e.,
omission of subject arguments in the presence of verbal agreement marking) which are
important parts of Levantine Arabic grammar. These are not intended as thorough-going
analyses of these phenomena, which, to the best of my knowledge, have not been analyzed
in CCG before. Rather, they should be understood as placeholders for a more adaquate
analysis.
2.3.1 Pro-Drop
The pronominal interpretation of verbal agreement marking (“pro-drop”) is treated by the
following rule:
(40) Pro-Drop
A ` s|np : λx : cond′x.[ φx ] ⇒pro A ` s : [ x | φx , pro′x(cond′) ]
(where φ is a set of conditions closed under conjunction)
This assumes that verbal agreement marking is interpreted as a restriction on the domain
of the subject argument in terms of the conditions expressed by the agreement features.
For example, the verb nImIt “I slept” has as its lexical type assignment a function from
the (singleton) set of referents specified by the context as “speaker” to an event of sleeping
(41a; shown in prose format in 42b):
(41) a. nImt ` s/np : λx : speaker′x.[e| past′sleep′x ]
b. nImt ` s/np : λx : Ix .[ x slepte ]


















The pronoun-projection rules above in (11) then feed the pronoun-abstraction (or pro-
abstraction) rule for resumptive pronouns, which operates on the category of the verb or
other word taking the pronoun as argument:
(43) Pro-Abstraction
A ` s$ : [ x | pro′x(cond′) , Qx ] ⇒λ−pro A ` s$|!np : λx : cond′.Qx
(where P and Q are sets of conditions closed under conjunction)
The Pro-Abstraction rule takes a pronominal presupposition for a referent xwith conditions
cond′ and abstracts over it, creating a partial function from the set of entities satisfying
cond′ and corresponding to an “inert” slash argument (c.f. Baldridge, 2002) in the syntactic
category (inertness is represented as a “!” subscript on a slash; c.f. Hoyt and Baldridge
2008).9
The idea behind an inert slash is that is cannot combine with an argument by means
of function application. Instead, an inert function can only be taken as an argument to an-
other category. Crucially, I assume that the pro-drop rule above is only defined for syntactic
9Inert slashes are used in order to prevent the functions generated by the rule from combining directly
with arguments by means of function application. Intead, gunctions generated by the rule can only be used as
arguments of other categories.
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categories with active slash arguments. This prevents the pro-drop and pro-abstraction rules
from looping over one another.
The Pro-abstraction rule can also apply to verbal agreement marking, allowing rel-
ativization over a pronominal subject. For example, given the verb šUftu “I saw him,” either





























λx : himx .[Ii sawe x]
An argument in favor of treating finite verbs as partial functions over subject refer-
ents is the fact that relative clauses can be formed over subject arguments, with the head of
the relative clause agreeing with the position abstracted over. For example, (45a) shows a
relative clause that abstracts over a 1st-person subject argument being applied as a predicate
to a 1st-person pronoun. Similarly, (45b) shows relativization over a 2nd-person subject po-


































“Believe me, there’s no one but you who said this talk about me.”
This shows that agreement marking expressing participant person (i.e., 1st- or 2nd-person)
can be relativized over.
Nonetheless, relativization can also abstract over 3rd-person positions of the appro-
priate gender. For example, (46a) shows a relative clause that abstracts over a 3rd-person
feminine-singular subject applied as predicate to a 1st-person pronoun, with the implica-
tion that the speaker is female. Likewise, (46b) shows a relative clause abstracting over
a 3rd-person masculine-singular subject being applied to a 2nd-person pronoun, with the































“But it’s you who said this talk about me.”
The generalization is therefore that a relative clause modifying a noun must agree with that
noun in gender and number, and either abstract over a 3rd-person pronoun, or agree with
the modified noun in person-marking.
This suggests the following:
(47) i. 3rd-person marking indicates an absence of participant person (1st- or 2nd-person),
rather than an opposition to it.
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ii. Relative clauses are partial functions over the domain of individuals, restricted by gender
predicates (or in some cases, animacy), and by sets containing contextually-specified
discourse participants.
iii. Hence, subject agreement markers are interpreted as pronouns introducing variables that
can be abstracted over.
Another reason to treat subject arguments as open positions is that they can be
accessed syntactically. Examples of this include modification by subject-oriented manner
adverbs (48a) or depictive modifiers (48b), combination with subject noun phrases (48c),










































“I’m who spoke with you yesterday.”
I take this to indicate that verbs marked with agreement can have open subjects in at least
some contexts.
10I assume here that manner adverbials and depictive modifiers are functions that take arguments of type est
and return the same, predicating additional information of each variable. For example, bat
˙
i:P “slowly” might
be analyzed as a partial function from the actor relation to the actor relation:
i. bat
˙
i:P “slowly” ` (s|np)\(s|np) : λPest : [P ∈ λx.λe.[act′ex]].λx.λe.[Pxe ∧ slow′x]
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To summarize, I have proposed to analyze resumptive pronoun dependencies in
Levantine Arabic by allowing a lambda-abstraction rule (in the form of a unary type-
changing rule) to operate in the syntax. This rule interacts with rules of inference oper-
ating on logical forms (discourse representation structures, in this case) allowing pronom-
inal meanings to “percolate” to a top-level scope domain where they can be accessed for
abstraction. The abstraction rule can be fed by the pro-drop rule, allowing for resump-
tion over subject argreement-marking morphology. These rules only feed in one direction,
which prevents vacuous rule cycling.11
2.3.2 Summary of Resumption
To summarize this subsection, I provided an analysis of resumptive pronoun dependencies
in Levantine Arabic, using a combination of unary type-shifting rules modeling lambda-
abstraction along with rules of inference operating over logical forms feeding those type-
changing rules. This implies a model of syntactic derivation according to which inferences
in logical form can interact with the syntax. To the extent that bound pronoun anaphora (of
which pronominal resumption is a specie) involves manipulation of logical forms, mixing
syntactic derivation with logical inference is well-motivated.
2.4 Split Scope Readings and Raised Arguments
Much of the data to be discussed show what has been called the split-scope problem. This
is the observation that n-word noun phrases and noun phrases headed by other determiners,
such as few, little or no, have interpretations in which the common noun component has
scope embedded below — and hence split from — the scope at which the negation is
interpreted (c.f. Bech, 1957; Klima, 1964; Jacobs, 1980; Geurts, 1996; McNally, 1998; de
Swart, 2000; Penka and Stechow, 2001; Landman, 2004; Penka, 2007).
11An alternative analysis could be formulated in the version of CCG proposed by Jacobson (1992, 1993,
1994, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2002), which makes extensive use of unary type-shifting rules to derive bound readings
of pronouns.
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Split readings seem to have been studied more extensively in the transformational
literature than elsewhere, and more often with downward-entailing determiners such as no,
few, little, more than or fewer than, and other comparative constructions. This is illustrated
in the following examples, in which a noun phrase (shown in bold) has a split-scope in-
terpretation as its most salient meaning. The split-scope meanings are highlighted in the
paraphrases given in parentheses, with the two elements of the split reading again given in
bold:
(49) English
a. Again some children will need no help, others might need a lot.
(i.e., “Some children will not [ need any help ].)”
b. If present trends continue, our grandchildren may be able to see few if any stars
at all.
(i.e., “Our grandchildren will not be able [ to see many stars at all ].”)
c. As the weather in the Whitsundays is mostly warm, you’ll need to bring little in the
way of clothes.
(i.e., “You won’t need [ to bring much in the way of clothes ].”)
d. All information for your resume is developed through an extensive telephone consul-
tation, which you may schedule for an evening or a weekend afternoon as well as for
a weekday. You need to write nothing yourself.
(i.e., “You do not [ need to write anything yourself ].”)













“There isn’t a tie that you have to wear.” (Wide Scope)
“You don’t have to wear any tie.” (Split Scope)














“There isn’t a doctor who must be present.” (Wide Scope)









“There is no unicorn such that Peter is looking for it.” (Wide Scope)









“There is no rock star that Jim became.” (Wide Scope)












“There isn’t a nurse that they must fire.” (Wide Scope)











“There isn’t a Norwegian that Anne wants to marry.” (Wide-Scope)
“Anne wants not to marry any Norwegian.” (Split Scope)
While each of these examples has at least two interpretations, each has one interpretation
in which the negation is understood with scope over the matrix verb, while the existential
force of the NP is interpreted with scope under the matrix verb.
The split scope effect is particularly clear in the following examples using the Ger-
man idioms jemandem einen Bären zu aufbinden “to fool someone, to pull someone’s leg,
to have someone on” (lit. “to tie a bear up for someone”), illustrated in (52) or eine Schraube





































“My brother has a screw loose.”
(i.e., “My brother is crazy.”)
The idiom can be used with the negative determiner kein “no,” in which case kein expresses













“You can’t fool me.”














(lit. “Peter doesn’t have a screw loose.”)
The generalization is that the negative operator associated with the n-words takes sentential
scope, while the common-noun interpretation can scope at any level below the negation, or
not be interpreted at all.13
13Split scope readings are actually a more general phenomenon, and have been noted with cardinal quantifiers
(Krifka, 1990; Doetjes and Honcoop, 1997), how-many questions, and comparative quantifiers (Heim, 2000;
Hackl, 2001). For example, (1) has a reading according to which there were 1000 instances of a vehicle passing
through the given tollbooth, but not necessarily 1000 distinct vehicles (i.e., some vehicles may have passed
through more than once). Likewise, (2) has an interpretation according to which the question is about Matt’s
intentions, rather than about the quantity of some set of books that Matt has chosen to read:
1. 1000 vehicles passed through the tollbooth today.
1000 vehicles are such they passed through the tollbooth today. (Wide Scope)
There were 1000 times today when a vehicle passed through the tollbooth. (Split-Scope)
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As will be discussed at length in what follows, split scope readings are available for





























“Not one word was I able to write today.”
In each example, a creation verb kEtEb-yIktIb “write” occurs as the complement of a modal
verb QIrIf -yIQrIf “to know, be able to.” Creation verbs have the property that their object
arguments are referentially opaque, meaning that the existence of a referent corresponding
to the object is asserted only relative to some possible world or future time, rather than
at the time and world at which the meaning of the sentence is evaluated (c.f. Dowty, 1979;
Zimmerman, 1993; Stechow, 2001; McCready, 2006; Moltmann, 2008). The common noun
kIlmi “word” is therefore interpreted in a doubly-opaque environment: at a future time
relative to a possible world. Nonetheless, any negative meaning contributed by the wala
kIlmi “not one word” has only sentential scope.14
Therefore, an analysis in CCG of Levantine Arabic negative concord sentences, and
indeed of the semantics of downward-entailing determiners in general, calls for an analysis
of split scope readings.
2.4.1 Theoretical Options for Analyzing Split Scope
Analyses of split-scope readings typically involve a decompositional analysis of the mean-
ing of the determiners in question. The meaning is typically decomposed into a negation op-
2. How many books does Matt want to read?
What is the number N such that there are N books that Matt wants to read? (Wide Scope)
What is the number N such that Matt wants to read N books? (Split Scope)
14The availability of split-scope readings has been noted in Romanian negative concord sentences by Iorda-
chioaia (2009).
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erator scoping over a quantifier-meaning (Jacobs, 1980; Penka and Stechow, 2001; Penka,
2007; Abels and Martí, 2010).
For example, an influential proposal for treating split-scope readings of n-words is
due to Jacobs (1980), who argues that n-words must be lexically decomposed so that the
negative and existential operators can take different scopes relative to the matrix predicate.
These types are like quantificational determiner types ((et)(et)t) except that they take a
third argument T corresponding to the type of the formula that the negation has to take
scope over. In the following example, T is type tt, the type of a modal auxiliary:
(55) kein “no” ` (((s\np)\(s\s))/(s\(s/np)))/np : λQet.λReet.λTtt.λx.¬T (∃y[Qy∧Ryx])
du mußt keine Krawatte anziehen
s/(s\np) s/s (((s\np)\(s\s))/(s\(s\np)))/np np (s\np)\np
: : : : :
λPet.P (you

















The problem with this approach is that it requires a proliferation of types to account
for various kinds of examples. For example, the following German sentence is claimed to
have a reading according to which it is not the case that all doctors have cars, and requires
a different type for kein, one which selects a generalized quantifier for its last argument. In












“All doctors are such that they do not have cars.”
“It is not the case that all doctors are such that they have cars.”
b. kein ` ((s\(s\(s/np)))\((s\np)/np))/np : λQet.λReet.λT(et)t.¬T (λx∃y[Qy∧Ryx])
alle Ärzte haben kein Auto
s/(s\np) (s\np)/np ((s\(s\(s/np)))\((s\np)/np))/np np
: : : :












¬∀x[doctor′x→ ∃y[car′y ∧ have′yx]]
For additional structures further types for kein would be required, missing a syntactic gen-
eralization: while the negation always scopes over the existential and always takes matrix
scope, the scope of the existential can vary within the scope of the negation.
The approach I take to analyzing split-scope readings is to assume that verbs and
other argument-taking categories can take raised argument types (for example, of type
s\(s/np) or s/(s\np)) in addition to taking atomic types np or pp. For example, the
verb PEkal-yo:kIl “eat” can have (at least) the two following types, the first of which takes
atomic-type arguments, and the second of which takes raised arguments:
(57) a. PEkalIt “I ate” ` (s\np)/np : λy.λx.[ Ix atee y ]
b. PEkalIt “I ate” ` (s\(s/(s\np)))/(s\(s/np)) :
λQ(et)t.λP(et)t.[ P (λx.Q(λy.Ix atee y)) ]
I assume that these alternate types are derived by lexical rule.
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(58) A ` s$|np : λy.λ . . . .[ e | . . . , cond′y , . . . ]
⇒
A ` s$|np↑ : λR(e...d)...t.λ . . . .[ e | . . . , R(λy.cond′y) , . . . ]
The higher-arguments types are used to capture the opaque object reading (c.f.
Dowty, 1979; Zimmerman, 1993; Stechow, 2001), by passing the meaning of the argument
to lower scope position within the meaning of the verb:
(59) a. bIdawwIr ` (s|np)/(s\(s/np)) : λR(ed)d.λx : him′x.x trye to R(λy.x finds y)
b. kEtEbIt ` (s|np)/np λR(ed)d.λx : speaker′x.[x causee R(λy.of texty to exists)]
The rule in (58) amounts to a claim that this type can be generalized across verbs, allowing
them to have an interpretation according to which the scope of the object argument can be
restricted to whatever thematic role is associated with the position.
The categories for the raised types are notationally cumbersome, so for notational conve-
nience, I write the higher arguments types as np↑ (following standard usage in CCG):
(60) PEkalIt “I ate” ` (s\(s/np↑)/np↑ : λQ(et)t.λP(et)t.[ P (λx.Q(λy.Ix atee y)) ]
Of course, the meaning derived from the categories with raised arguments are equiv-
alent to those derived from the categories with atomic arguments. However, the use of verbs
with higher-type arguments is already motivated by the semantics of verbs with opaque ob-
ject positions, such as verbs like dawwar-ydawwIr “seek, search (for)” or, as mentioned
above, creation verbs like katab-yIktIb “write” or Xarbaš-yXarbIš “doodle” (c.f. Dowty,
1979; Zimmerman, 1993; Stechow, 2001; McCready, 2006; Moltmann, 2008).15 These are
verbs according to the interpretations of which the existence of an object argument is only
15As has been noted elsewhere, verbs like write are difficult to analyze because they can be interpreted
as being about the creation of artifacts (a physical text), or an “information object” (meaning the ideas or
conceptual content), and it is possible for one to exist before the other (c.f. McCready, 2006). So, for example,
I may have a poem composed in my head that I later commit to paper. In this case, the poem (qua information
object) exists before I write it (qua artifact). The verb doodle is useful in this regard because it carries (at least)
an implicature that the information object is not premeditated: to say that I am doodling at least implies that
I am not planning my drawing. For this reason, the most prominent reading for doodle is the opaque-object
interpretation.
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entailed with respect to a future time or a possible world, and hence they have “opaque”
object positions.
For example, seek (Arabic dawwar-ydawwIr) entails belief on the part of the sub-
ject that an entity corresponding to the object may exist at a possible world that is com-
patible with his or her beliefs, but does not entail that such an object in fact exists in the
real world. For example, the speaker of (61) asserts his or her belief that there is at least














“I’m still looking for work and I haven’t found [any].”
Similarly, (62a-b) show creation verbs katab-yIktIb “write” and Xarbaš-yXarbIš “doodle,
draw” which have temporally-opaque objects. Neither example shows the common noun

























































“Most of the time, the table would be sparkling clean, and I wouldn’t let anyone
doodle a single doodle on it.”
Were that the case, (62a) would mean that no word exists before the speaker is able to cause
it to exist without drinking a cup of coffee, which is nonsensical to the extent that we accept
that nothing exists before it is brought into existence. Likewise, (62b) would mean that no
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doodle existed before the speaker allowed anyone to bring it into existence on a clean desk,
which is likewise nonsensical.
2.4.2 Towards a CCG Analysis of Fragments
The discussion of n-words in Levantine Arabic will include discussion of their use in sen-
tence fragments, particularly in fragment answers. I am not aware of work in the CCG
framework on the syntax and semantics of sentence fragments.16
Rather than undertaking the development of a theory of discourse interpretation for
CCG, I assume a simple approach to elliptical interpretation that treats ellipsis backgrounds
as having syntactic categories, or, to put it differently, a current question can be represented
as a type associated with a null string. In particular, I assume that fragments are used in
response to question meanings, which may have been expressed previously in the context,
or which may be implicit.17
I assume a Question-Under-Discussion or Current-Question approach to discourse
interpretation (c.f. Roberts, 1996; Büring, 1997; Schwarzschild, 1999; Kadmon, 2000; Beaver
and Clark, 2008, a.o.), and that ellipsis resolution involves evaluating congruence with a
current-question presupposition (c.f. Reich, 2004). For example, the dialog in (63) shows
the noun tUffæ:h
˙
a “an apple” being used in answer to the question šu PEkalt? “What did










16There has been some discussion of verb-phrase ellipsis in different categorial grammar frameworks. Ja-
cobson (1992) analyzes bound readings of verb-phrase ellipsis (such as antecedent-contained ellipsis) in a
categorial framework, and Steedman (2000b) considers similar cases within CCG.




In the derivation, the question meaning is treated as having a syntactic category that the
answer takes as its argument (the italics used for the string in the question category are
intended to represent the null string, and are included for readability). I assume the category
in (64a) for tUffæ:h
˙
















Ix atee onek applek
Treating fragments this way does entail abandoning the assumption that all utterances with
interrogative or propositional meaning are of syntactic category s. Should one wish to
maintain that assumption, fragments would have to be treated as belonging to type s as
well.
An alternative to treating fragments as function types would be to specify type-
shifting rules that reduce a function type to a propositional type that has an unbound or
anaphoric higher-order variable as part of its logical form.
(65) Ellipsis
s|X : λP.f(P ) ⇒E s : f(P )
For example, tUffæ:h
˙
a “an apple” in the example above would shift from its argument type
to a sentence type:
(66) s\(s/np) : λPet.onek applek (Pk)
⇒E
s : onek applek (Pet)
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Question meanings would be represented as open propositions containing an unbound vari-
able corresponding to the question word. Asserting a fragment as an answer to a question
would then involve matching their respective types via Huet’s algorithm (c.f. Huet, 1975;
Dalrymple et al., 1991; Gardent et al., 1996; Gardent and Kohlhase, 1996a,b, 1997; Gar-
dent, 1997, 2000), or through some other unification procedure.
For example, the meaning of the question šu PEkalti? “What did you eat?” (67a)
would match (via unification) the meaning of the fragment answer tUffæ:h
˙
a “an apple” (67b)
resulting in a fully saturated (and hence valid) propositional formula:
(67) a. šu PEkalti? ` s : R(et)t(λy.[ Ix atee y ])
b. R(et)t(λy.[ Ix atee y ]) = onek applek (Pet) = onek applek (λy.[ Ix atee y ])
(R = λPet.[ onek applek (P ) ], P = λy.[ Ix atee y ])
Nonetheless, while this approach would make it possible to retain the assumption that all
utterances are of type s, it fails to capture certain syntactic generalizations about the form of
fragment answers. These are connectivity effects in ellipsis, which are syntactic constraints
on the use of sentence fragments that require them to have the forms they would have if
used in full sentences.18
A widely noted example of a connectivity effect is case-matching in languages with
morphological case-marking, such as German. To illustrate, the German verb helfen “help”
takes a direct object marked with the dative case. Correspondingly, a question word corre-
sponding to the object of helfen must be marked in the dative case (68). A fragment answer
to this question must likewise be marked in the dative case (68a), just as the same noun









“Who did you help?”


































Assuming that nominal case-marking is a morphosyntactic property of German NPs, these
data show that the form of a fragment answer is subject to syntactic constraints (c.f. Ginzburg,
1999; Merchant, 2000, 2004).
Unlike German, Levantine Arabic does not have case marking on nouns. However,
another kind of connectivity effect that it does have is related to preposition stranding.
Levantine Arabic does not allow preposition stranding in question formation: Either the
whole prepositional phrase must be moved with the question word (69a), or the question
word must be fronted and bind a resumptive pronoun in the object position of the preposition




































Correspondingly, acceptable answers to these questions can be either a fragment preposi-
tional phrase (70a) or a full clause (70b). A noun phrase fragment without the preposition


















I follow Merchant (2004) in concluding that the form of a constituent used as a fragment
answer is subject to the same syntactic constraints as the constituent would have in a full
clause. This is captured by treating the current question as having a syntactic category.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, I have presented the formalisms that I use in the following chapters for an-
alyzing Levantine Arabic negative concord sentences. For meaning representation, I use
λ-DRT augmented with several additional rules to account for focus semantics, pro-drop
phenomena, and resumptive pronoun dependencies. For syntactic composition, I use Com-
binatory Categorial Grammar, again augmented with additional rules corresponding to the
additional rules provided for the meaning representation. Lastly, I introduced an approach
to analyzing the use of sentence fragments, which treats them as open categories, in search
of question meanings as their arguments. I briefly compared this with an alternate approach
that treats fragments as expressions of category s, and argued that treating answers as open
types captures connectivity effects more expeditiously.
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Chapter 3
A Sketch of Levantine Arabic
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter I present an overview of various aspects of Levantine Arabic grammar that
are relevant for the discussion of negative concord. These include the structure and inter-
pretation of noun phrases and of the principle sentence types found in Levantine, the use
of resumptive pronouns (which was introduced in Ch. 2), and the grammar of negation
marking.
Along with the description, I provide grammatical sketches in CCG, which are in-
tended both to lay the groundwork for the analyses in subsequent chapters, and to provide
bases for future work on Arabic in CCG, little of which has been done before.
3.2 Noun Phrases
Noun phrase structure in any variety of Arabic is a complex topic to which a large literature
is dedicated,1 and a full analysis of it in CCG is beyond the scope of this work. Just a few
general points are addressed that are relevant in what follows.
1C.f., Ayoub 1981; Ditters 1992; Fassi-Fehri 1993; Shlonsky 1997; Benmamoun 2000; Kremers 2003, a.o..
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3.2.1 Definiteness
In morphological terms, Levantine Arabic noun phrases are either definite or indefinite.
Morphosyntactic (in)definiteness correlates closely but not entirely with the semantic cat-
egories of definiteness and specificity. Hence, morphosyntactic definiteness is treated as a
matter separate from its semantic correlates.
First, Arabic noun phrases are marked for definiteness by the definite article pro-
clitic l- “the.” This is generally a word-level clitic, attaching to bare noun stems (1). If the
noun stem begins with a coronal consonant (referred to in traditional Arabic grammar as
“the sun letters,” h
˙
uru:f Iššams), the article assimilates to it (2):2
(1) a. l- + qamar “moon”⇒ Ilqamar “the moon”
b. l- + kElIb “dog”⇒ IlkElIb “the dog”
c. l- + be:t “house⇒ Ilbe:t “the house”
(2) a. l- + šEmIs “sun⇒ IššEmIs “the sun”
b. l- + na:r “fire”⇒ Inna:r “the fire, Hell”
c. l- + da:r “house⇒ Idda:r “the house”
While the definite article is a word-level affix,3 for present purposes I ignore morphologi-
cal selection, and simply treat the definite article as an identity function over noun phrase










, n. In rural or Bedouin
varieties in Israel/Palestine and Jordan, Standard Arabic /k/ corresponds with a [č], which is a sun letter: čElIb
“dog” → IččElIb “the dog.” Likewise, rural speakers often have [ð
˙
] in place of [d
˙
], while urban speakers have
[z
˙
] in place of [ð
˙
] and [z] or [d] in place of [ð]. In derivations, I do not represent assimilation of the article to a
following sun letter.
3While the definite article usually combines directly with the nominal head of a noun phrase, in at least











































“The oldest is four years old, and the one younger than him two years and four months,
and the one younger than him ten months, may God preserve them.”
This construction seems to be of limited productivity, typically occurring with Pawwal “first,” Pakbar “biggest,
oldest,” and with indefinite pronouns such as wa:h
˙




categories which returns a category specified for a definiteness feature.
(5) l- “the” ` np+def/n−def : λPet.[ x | pro′x(P ) ]
I assume that additional lexical variants of this type returning raised NP categories are also
available by lexical rule.
Indefinite nouns are typically not marked and are bare stems (although some Levan-
tine varieties use an indefinite article ši “some, any” in certain contexts; c.f. Cowell 1964;
Brustad 2000):
(6) a. be:t “(a) house”
b. Ilbe:t “the house”
Because bare noun stems can be used as arguments, I assume the following lexical type-
shifting rule changes a common-noun meaning to an argument meaning:
(7) Indefinite-Raising
A ` n : λx.Px ⇒IR A ` s$|(s$|np) : λQeσd.λyσ.[ x | Px , Qx(y) ]
Adjectives modifying a noun must agree with the noun in definiteness, meaning that
if the noun is marked as definite, the adjective must be marked with the definite article as











(4) a. l- + Pawwal “first” + wa:h
˙
ad “one”⇒ IlPawwal wa:h
˙
ad “the first one”
b. l- + Puwla “first.fs” + wah
˙
di “one.fs”⇒ IlPuwla wah
˙
di “the first one (fs)”
I do not discuss this further here.
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Definiteness mismatches are not ungrammatical, but cannot be interpreted as a sin-
gle NP+adjective constituent. A definite noun followed by an indefinite adjective is inter-
preted as a copular clause, predicating the adjective of the noun (9a). An indefinite noun










“the big/old man’s house”
Relative clauses are also marked as definite or indefinite, and must generally agree with
the noun that they modify. Definite relative clauses are introduced by the invariant relative
particle Illi (10a), while indefinite relative clauses are not introduced by a particle, and are


















“a friend (that) I want to visit [him]”















“a friend (that) I want to visit”
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Definite relative clauses can abstract either over a resumptive pronoun or over a gap, al-
though extraction over an empty position (as is usually done in English) is generally limited


















“the friend that you want to visit”
I treat the definiteness agreement as a matter of syntactic feature matching. Definite nouns
are marked with a +def feature, and indefinite nouns with a −def feature, and adjectives
likewise.
3.2.2 The Construct State
Arabic (along with the other Semitic languages) is noted for a possessive or genitive con-
struction referred to traditionally as the “construct state.” This is perhaps the Arabic (and
Semitic) construction par excellence and much of the literature on Arabic syntax is dedi-
cated to it (c.f. Borer, 1988, 1996; Benmamoun, 1992, 2000; Mohammad, 1999; Kremers,
2003; Shlonsky, 2003).
The construct state consists of an indefinite noun stem (which I refer to as the “outer
noun”) followed immediately by another noun phrase (the “inner NP”) which can be either
definite or indefinite, and which is interpreted as being in a possessive or other genitive





4I use the expressions “outer noun” and “inner NP” to capture the observation that the possessor NP is
a proper subconstituent of the noun phrase headed by the possessee. In Arabic grammatical terminology, the
possessee/outer noun is referred to as the mud
˙






















“the occupation of Iraq”
The first or “possessee” noun is always unmarked for definiteness, and “inherits” the def-
initeness of the possessor noun phrase. For example, in (14a) the inner noun is indefinite,
so the whole construct NP is indefinite, while in (14b), the inner noun is definite, and cor-















The definiteness of the construct NP is shown by the definiteness marking of modifying ad-
jectives. An adjective modifying “daughter” in (15a) must be indefinite because the whole



















“the minister’s pretty daughter,” “the pretty daughter of the minister”
I analyze the construct state by assuming a lexical rule that maps any noun stem into a
category looking for a possessor:
(16) CS: A : s$/(s$/np) : λPeσd.λxσ.[ k | Pk(x) , cond′k ]
⇒CS
(s$\(s$/np))/?npgen,defα : λR(ed)d.λPeσd.λxσ.[ k | Pk(x) , cond′k , R(λy.poss′yk) ]
In the result of this rule, poss′ stands for an underspecified relation that can be further
specified in context, or in terms the meaning of a noun (for example, in the case of relation
nouns like PUmm “mother” or bInt “daughter”).





















λPed.[ xk | Pk , daughter.of ′kx , minister′x ]
Construct state NPs are islands to extraction, as shown by as shown by the unac-
ceptability of (18a). Instead, a question word “stranding” a construct NP has to bind a
resumptive pronoun in the possessor position:



















“Whoi [is it that] you want to marry hisi daughter?”
Using Baldridge’s (2002) ?-modality for the possessor/genitive argument ensures that ex-








s/(s|np) s/(s|np) (s|np)/np np↑−def/?np
: :
∗ ∗ ∗ >B ∗ ∗∗

























The ?-modality therefore correctly predicts that construct state NPs are closed to extraction.
However, the ?-modality is not adequate for modeling another aspect of the con-
struct state, which is that the inner-NP and the outer noun form a syntactic and prosodic
cluster and must be adjacent: no adjective or other modifier can intervene between them:








“the minister’s pretty daughter,” “the pretty daughter of the minister”










The grammar so far does not rule these out, assuming that adjectives are functions of cate-













The generalization is that the inner-NP and outer noun in a construct form a close
prosodic unit, usually argued to be a prosodic word (c.f. Borer, 1988, 1996; Benmamoun,
2000, a.o.). This could be captured in CCG either by assigning prosodic labels to categories,
and restricting functions in terms of those categories, or by specifying additional prosodic
labels to go on argument slashes (c.f. Bozsahin, 2002).






Bare noun stems would be assigned to category np↑w (“w” for “word”); and possessor/genitive
noun phrases to category np↑w\?(np↑w/?np↑), which are functions returning prosodic word
constituents. Adjectives, on the other hand, combine with noun phrases of any category
(indicated by a prosodic category variable α), and return the type of a phonological phrase
(prosodic category φ). This would derive the correct outeri-inner-adji word order, and block





















npw ,−def /?np (npι,−def /?np)\(npα,−def /?np) nppw ,+def \(npw ,−def /?np)
<
npι,−def /?np
∗ ∗ ∗ < ∗ ∗∗
However, developing a prosodic extension of CCG for Arabic is beyond the scope of this
project.
3.3 Pronouns, Agreement, and Resumption
In this section I consider the interpretation of pronouns together with subject agreement
marking on finite verbs, which I analyze as “incorporated pronouns” (c.f. Fassi-Fehri, 1988,
1993).
The reason for treating pronouns and subject agreement markers together is that
both can be used as the bases of resumptive dependencies: they can be abstracted over in


























































“What do you want [it]?”
While the use of resumptive pronouns may be marginal in English (or, at least, in Standard
English), it is pervasive in both Standard Arabic and the dialects. In fact, it is the most
common means by which long-distance dependencies are formed.
Resumptive pronouns are an issue to be dealt with because of examples like the
following, in which a topical wala-phrase takes as its comment a sentence containing a
resumptive pronoun at some arbritrary depth of embedding:















































“Not one book [was such that] I knew who it was that wrote it.”
Note in particular that the resumptive pronoun can occur inside syntactic islands, such as
a noun phrase (28a), an embedded question or a relative clause (28b shows a resumptive
pronoun embedded inside both).
Nonetheless, resumptive dependencies can be intepreted as predicate abstracts. For
example, the meanings of (28b) and (28c) could be represented as follows, with lambda-
abstraction over the interpretations of the pronouns:
(29) a. Jnot one personK(λy.Jy’s fingerprint was clearK)
b. Jnot one bookK(λy.JI knew who it was that wrote yK)
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Assuming that function composition is blocked by syntactic islands, function composition
cannot be used for deriving these abstracts, and some other mechanism must be used.
This means that such a grammar would have to have a way to capture the following
generalizations (which may be paraphrases of one another):
(30) i. A sentence containing a pronoun embedded at some arbitrary depth can be interpreted
as a semantic function of type et.
ii. A pronoun can be interpreted as a variable at the foot of a long-distance dependency and
can violate syntactic islands in doing so.
The strategy I pursue for capturing these is to use the rules presented in Chapter 2 in order to
abstract over resumptive pronouns. The pronominal presupposition percolation rules allow
the pronoun condition associated with a resumptive pronoun to “percolate” to the top level
of a logical form, where the λ-rule can access it.
I assume that types for clitic pronouns include the following:
(31) a. -u ` s\(s/np) : λPet.[ x | Px , pro′x(him′) ]
b. -hæ ` s\(s/np) : λPet.[ x | Px , pro′x(her′) ]
c. -hUm ` s\(s/np) : λPet.[ x | Px , pro′x(them′) ]
d. -ni: ` s\(s/np) : λPet.[ x | Px , pro′x(speaker′) ]
e. -ak ` s\(s/np) : λPet.[ x | Px , pro′x(you.ms′) ]
f. -Ik ` s\(s/np) : λPet.[ x | Px , pro′x(you.fs′) ]
g. -kUm ` s\(s/np) : λPet.[ x | Px , pro′x(you.p′) ]
The conditions on the presuppositions are based on a suggestion by Kamp and Reyle (1993)
for treating grammatical gender in presupposition, which is to copy grammatical features
as DRS conditions. The reason for this is that grammatical gender marking has subtle
referential properties in Levantine Arabic, and hence needs to represented somehow as part
of meaning representation.
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The use of grammatical gender as a semantic condition is motivated by gender
agreement with referential and deictic uses of pronouns. For example, in a context in which
someone is looking at a car that he or she admires, the speaker might say (32), the feminine
singular pronoun agreeing with the grammatical gender of the word sayya:ra “car,” even






This is a particular problem for the 3rd-person-feminine-singular, which has the following
uses:
(33) i. Female biological sex;
ii. Nouns ending with the “bound-t” (Arabic taa marbu:t
˙
a) morpheme;
iii. Nouns unmarked for gender but conventionally specified as feminine (e.g. šams
“sun,” h
˙
arb “war,” da:r “house,” etc.);
iv. Inanimate plurals with non-individuated reference;
v. Human “broken” (i.e. non-affixal) plurals with non-individuated reference.
Categories (33iv) and (33v) have been referred to as deflected agreement by Belnap (1991),
and present a particular problem for the treatment of gender as a referential category, be-
cause it allows for a noun that denotes human males to be referred to with a feminine-
singular pronoun (or verbal agreement marking).
For example, (34) show two sentences from Rural Palestinian Arabic (c.f. Schmidt
and Kahle, 1918, 1930; Blau, 1960; Younes, 1982, 1984, 1993, 1995; Herzallah, 1990;








































“They went [for] four [or] five days [until] they reached the Arabs that they wanted
to raid them.” (Schmidt and Kahle, 1918, §38.17)
(34a) describes an attack by a band of Bedouin warriors on a Turkish garrison in what is
now Jordan. The band has been waiting for signal from their leader in the form of a gun-
shot. The subordinate clause lammIn sImQu ha:D
˙
a “when they heard that” shows sImQu
“(they) heard” marked in the 3rd-person-masculine-plural, while the main clause shows a
compound tense-aspect construction referring to the same subject but marked in the fem-
inine singular, apparently indicating the collective character of the attack. Similarly, in
(34b) the noun phrase IlQarab “the Arabs, Bedouin” is modified by a relative clause Illi bId-
dhIm yIGzu:hæ “that they wanted to raid” abstracting over a 3rd-person-feminine-singular
pronoun, apparently to refer to the group in question in a collective, non-individuated sense.
In lieu of a more adaquate analysis, I simply treat the morphological features as
DRS-conditions (c.f. Kamp and Reyle, 1993)
3.3.1 Question Formation




















































“Do you know who I talked with today?”








































“Which song do you want to hear [it]?”
When an oblique (prepositional) argument is questioned, the whole prepositional phrase
must be extracted (39a), or just the question word binding a resumptive pronoun in the
object position of the pronoun (39b). Unlike what is the case in English, the prepositional








































The extraction and resumption dependencies differ in that extraction is subject to
syntactic island constraints, while resumption is not (c.f. Aoun and Benmamoun, 1998;
Aoun and Choueiri, 2000; Aoun et al., 2001; Choueiri, 2002, . See above for examples of
extraction being blocked from NP-islands).
































































“Which book did you not know who wrote?”
The contrast between extraction dependencies and resumption dependencies can be cap-
tured by the use of function composition to model the former, and the λ-rule to model the






















Following Baldridge (2002), extraction is not possible because bidu:nma “without” takes










s/(s/pp) s (s\s)/?s s/pp
: : : :
λPed.λx.Px youy lefts λpd.λqd.¬ [q & p] λz.youy spokes with z
∗ ∗ ∗ >B ∗ ∗∗
The use of the λ-rule along with the ?-modality therefore correctly predicts that resumptive
dependencies can violate islands.
3.3.2 Resumption in Relative Clauses
As was noted above, there are two kinds of relative clauses in Levantine Arabic: the so-
called “definite” and “indefinite” relative clauses. The “definite” relative clauses are headed
or subordinated by the relative particle PIlli, halli or yalli “that, which,” referred to here as
illi -relatives. These are typically used to modify definite nouns (44a).5 Indefinite relative
clauses lack a subordinating particle and are hence otherwise indistinguishable from an











































“I can’t name my son with the name of a boy I used to love in the past.”
However, illi -relative clauses are also used to modify indefinites with specific interpreta-
tions in addition to definite nouns:
5Of these, yalli is more typical of Syrian and Lebanese varieties of Levantine Arabic, while Illi is more






































“In that time there were many people who took advantage of the situation.” (Cowell,
1964, 499)
This shows that the association of illi -relative clauses with definite nouns is not simply
a matter of them matching in terms of a morphosyntactic definiteness feature. Instead, it
seems to have to do with the kind of interpretation that relative clauses can have.
Illi -relative clauses can also be used as noun phrases in their own right. In many
instances, these have interpretations corresponding to the interpretations of English free
relative clauses:




















































“Whoever said this maybe felt himself lacking or didn’t have any confidence in his
self or in his country.”













“What they brought isn’t going to be enough.” (Elihay, 2007, 223)
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When illi -relative clauses are used as noun phrases, they are frequently headed by halli, a
variant of Illi derived by prefixing the demonstrative clitic hæl- to it: hal-Illi → halli (c.f.




































“. . . and while they were still baking their bread, the [one] who had wanted pasturage
brought their flocks and came down into the valley.”(Schmidt and Kahle, 1918, 38.2)
I conclude therefore that the definite relativizer behaves much like the definite article, in
that its interpretation presupposes a discourse referent.
illi -relative clauses can abstract either over empty direct argument positions (such as
direct objects), or (more typically) over resumptive pronouns. For example, (49) shows two
sentences that are paraphrases of each other. In (49a) the noun Ilwuqu:d “the fuel” is mod-
ified by a relative clause abstracting over the missing direct object of the verb by@staQmlu
“(they) use,” while in (49b) the corresponding relative clause abstracts over a pronoun in

















“They study the fuel that they use for rockets and these things.”
(Cowell, 1964, 497)
6The 3rd-person-masculine-singular clitic pronoun is -u. When attached with vowel-final stems, it is pro-
nounced as a lengthening of the vowel. Hence, by@staQmlu “they use” does not host an object pronoun and




















“They study the fuel that they use [it] for rockets and these things.”
I assume that the relative particle PIlli takes a property (type et) as its argument and so has
the following category:
(50) Illi ` np↑/(s|np) : λPed.λxx∈{i}.[ i | Pi ]
The intuition behind the type is that illi -relative clauses are effectively definite noun phrases,
and so they introduce discourse referents. Accordingly, the relative particle is effectively a
definite article for sentences.
For example, the relative clause Illi šUftu “who I saw,” “that I saw him” is derived





“that I saw [him/it]”




λPed.λQed.[ Qj , Pj ] λy.[ pro
′i(speaker′) , saw′yi ] λPet.[ pro













λQed.[ Qj , [ pro
′i(speaker′) , pro′j(him′) , saw′ji ] ]
Note that the λ-rule correctly predicts that relative clauses can be formed over 1st-
and 2nd-person pronouns as well as over verbal subject-marking. This is illusrated by the
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“I talked with you this morning.”








“who I talked to you this morning,” which can be interpreted as abstracting either over the






































“You are [ who I talked with this morning ].”
The λ-rule correctly predicts this.
The λ-rule also correctly predicts that the resumptive dependency in a relative
clause can violate island constraints (c.f. Aoun and Benmamoun, 1998; Aoun and Choueiri,
2000; Aoun et al., 2001; Aoun and Li, 2003; Choueiri, 2002; Malkawi and Guilliot, 2007).
For example, (54) shows the derivation for (53), in which a resumptive dependency crosses


















































˙rel left.1s before-that 3.finish
np np\np
: :




[ thej filmj , [ Ii lefte before itj finisheds ] ]
As was discussed above, inilli -relative clauses are formed by means of resumptive
























λy : himy .[ Ix likee y ]
To account for the use of inilli -relative clauses as NP-modifiers, I assume a unary type-
shifting rule proposed by Hockenmeier (2003) and Hockenmeier and Steedman (2002):
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(56) Adj
Γ ` s\np : Qed ⇒adj Γ ` np\np : λPed.λx : x ∈ dom(Q).[Px , Qx]
The applies to an open sentence interpreted as a property of individuals Q, and returns a
function from the set of such properties to a property taking Q as its domain and returning


























λy : himy .[ persony & Ix likee y ]
Topic-comment structures are very much like illi -relative clauses. For example,















“Not one book [was such that] I knew who it was that wrote it.”
b. wala ktæ:bnot.even book
QIrift mi:n kæ:n Illi katab-u
knew.1s who was rel wrote-him
s/(s|(s|np)) s
: :
λPed.not onek bookk (P ) Ii knewe whoy it was that wrotes itj
λ




not one bookk did I know whoy it was that wrote itk
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To summarize, the use of the λ-rule and the pro-rule are able to capture a variety of
data involving pronominal resumption in Levantine Arabic.
3.4 Levantine Arabic Verbs
3.4.1 Verb Inflection
Levantine Arabic verbs have four stem types: the perfect, the imperfect, and the active and
passive participles.7 By convention, the citation form of a verb is given as a pair of the
perfect and imperfect stems: faQal-yIfQal “do, make,” PEkal-yo:kIl “eat,” PIttafag-yattafIg
“agree,” etc. Occasionally, the active participle will also be included: faQal-yIfQal-fæ:QIl
“do, make,” PEkal-yo:kIl-mæ:kIl “eat,” PIttafaq-yattafIg-muttafIg “agree,” etc.
The perfect and imperfect stems are commonly referred to as the finite stems, be-
cause they show agreement morphology that specifies the person of the subject, and hence
because each can be used without an expressed subject (in other words, they allow “pro-
drop” as discussed above):













7The perfect and imperfect are sometimes referred to as the past and present tense forms. I do not go
into the intricacies of Arabic tense-aspect interpretation, and so these two sets of terms can be considered
interchangeable for the purposes of the discussion. The imperfect stems have two or three sub-forms, depending
on region and socio-economic background. In most urban dialects, there are three forms: the y-imperfect, the
b-imperfect, and the progressive. The y-imperfect is the base imperfect form from which the others are derived
(so-called because the masculine-singular prefix is y-). The b-imperfect prefixes a clitic b- onto the y-imperfect
(with ensuing phonotactics), and the progressive the proclitic Qam- (or sometimes Qamma:l).
The y-imperfect is used as a subjunctive/irrealis stem, corresponding roughly to the English infinitive (Blau,
1960; Mitchell and al Hassan, 1994; Brustad, 2000). In varieties that contrast the b-imperfect and the progres-
sive, the b-imperfect is a habitual and/or vivid future; while the progressive describes eventualities in progress.
In rural varieties, and more generally in Jordan, there is a two-way opposition between the y-imperfect and
b-imperfect, the former expressing subjunctive/irrealis mood, and the latter indicative mood. However, qa:QId,









“My father loves you.”
The perfect stems have different agreement paradigms: the perfect stems show agreement
marking only with suffixes (in table 3.1):
Number
Singular Plural
1st-Person - -na:-t (QImIlna “We did”)
2nd-Person
Masc. (QImIlt, QImIlIt “I, you (ms.) did”) -tu:(QImIltu “you did”)
Fem. -ti: -tIn†(QImIlti “you (fs.) did”) (QImIltIn “you (fp) did”)
3rd-Person
Masc. - -u:(QImIl “he did”) (QImlu “they did”)
Fem. -at, -It -In†(QImlat, QImlit “she did”) (QImIlIn “they (fp) did”)
Table 3.1: Agreement Paradigm for Perfect Stems
(†Forms used only in rural varieties)
In contrast, the imperfect stems show agreement with both prefixes and suffixes (table 3.2).
Because the participles lack person-marking, they are often claimed to require an
expressed subject when used as a clausal predicate (60: c.f. Bakir 1980; Eid 1983, 1991,









































1st-Person - a- n-(aQmIl “I do”) (nIQmIl “we do”)
2nd-Person
Masc. t- t-. . . -u:(tIQmIl “you (ms) do”) (tIQImlu “you (mp) do”)
Fem. t-. . . -i: t-. . . -In†(tIQImli “you (fs.) do”) (tIQImlIn “you (fp) do”)
3rd-Person
Masc. y-,I- y-. . . -u:(yIQmIl “he do”’) (yIQmlu “they do”)
Fem. t- y-. . . -In†(tIQmIl “she do”) (yIQImlIn “they (fp) do”)
Table 3.2: Agreement Paradigm for Imperfect Stems
(†Forms used only in rural varieties)
However, in natural use, participles are frequently used with pro-drop, as in the examples in




































































“[It is] a 2003 model, but [I] bought it [in] 2004. [It] has gone 110,000km. What

















“Thanks for the pictures, but we have already seen them.”
For this reason, I treat participles as being on par with finite verbs.
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3.5 Word Order
Levantine Arabic has very flexible word order by virtue of its rich verbal agreement mark-
ing. Subjects can either precede or follow the verb, or be expressed merely by verbal














































“I got a good job.”
Of these, V. . . S is the most marked, as it is used in sentences in which the subject is
discourse-new (Khan, 1988; Brustad, 2000) and in which the subject tends to be prosodi-
cally “heavy,” containing a relative clause or other modifiers, and/or indefinite.8
8There is an ongoing debate in the literature about Levantine Arabic and other dialects concerning which
of SV and VS is more basic (Bakir, 1980; Fassi-Fehri, 1988; Eid, 1991, 1993; Fassi-Fehri, 1993; Diesing and
Jelinek, 1995; Plunkett, 1996; Mohammad, 1998; Abdul-Raof, 1999; Doron and Heycock, 1999; Alexopoulou
et al., 2003; Brustad, 2000; Mohammad, 2000; Heycock and Doron, 2003).
One school of thought takes VS to be basic, and that SV is actually Topic-V, with the apparent pre-verbal sub-
ject actually being in a topicalized position with the agreement marking on the verb functioning as a resumptive
pronoun that the topic binds (Bakir, 1980; Fassi-Fehri, 1988; Khan, 1988; Moutaouakil, 1989; Plunkett, 1996;
Abdul-Raof, 1999; Doron and Heycock, 1999; Alexopoulou et al., 2003; Brustad, 2000; Heycock and Doron,
2003). This analysis is motivated by parallels between pre-verbal subjects and topicalized object NPs, and
in particular a widely noted but poorly understood specificity constraint that is applied to both (Bakir, 1980;
Mohammad, 1998, 2000; Brustad, 2000, a.o.).
The other school of thought takes pre-verbal subjects to be proper subjects, which is to say in a dedicated
subject position. This approach is motivated partly by theory-internal considerations, but also by the observa-
tion that pre-verbal subjects are subject to different constraints on extraction than are topicalized object NPs
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Direct and oblique objects can permute with each other, but tend to cluster together,
meaning that they cannot be separated by the subject. The subject can, in general, precede
or follow the verb and the object(s).
(63) a. Instransitive verb: SV, VS, V
b. Transitive verb with independent object: SVO, VSO, VOS, VO
c. Di-transitive verb with independent objects: (S)-V-(S)-DO-PP-(S), (S)-V-(S)-PP-DO-
(S), (S)-V-(S)-IO-DO-(S)
Levantine Arabic also allows mixed word order in gapping sentences, meaning that












































“I gave a book to Emily and a tape to Maged.” (Parallel Order)
Following argumentation in Hoffman (1995) and Baldridge (2002), I take this to
indicate that verbs in Levantine Arabic should be assigned set-categories, which are un-






However, it is not clear what “basic word order” should mean with respect to Arabic, because the different
sentence types have different distributions in terms of the kinds of discourse context they occur, and because the
notion seems presuppose a theoretical commitment to how pro-drop sentences are to be analyzed. Moreover,
the SV and VS schools of thought also overlook the fact that in purely statistical terms, sentences with implicit
subjects (i.e., pro-drop subjects, those with V word order) are the most common. Accordingly, I take VO to
be the basic word order from which both VS and SV are derived: in other words, Arabic is not a “pro-drop”
language, but rather a “subject-add” language (this approach is inspired by the approach to pro-drop phenomena
in Arabic and other languages developed in Lexical Functional Grammar (Fassi-Fehri, 1988, a.o.)). In addition
to capturing the primacy of V word order, this is assumption is also convenient for the purposes of the present
analysis because it facilitates the analysis of subordinating verbs.
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in (65c) includes a set category inside a set category, in order to capture the order of the
subject relative to the object cluster:
(65) a. næ:m “(he) slept” ` s|np : λx.x slept
b. PEkal “(he) ate” ` s{|np, /np} : {λy, λx}.x ate y
c. PaQt
˙
e:t “I gave” ` s{{/np, /pp}, |np} : λx.{λy.λz}.x gave z to y
Nonetheless, in what follows I will ignore the set notation, and represent arguments in the
order in which they are used in a given example.
Pre-verbal subjects in Levantine Arabic are actually syntactically ambiguous, be-
cause they can be analyzed as in either Subject-Verb or Topic-Verb word order. I take SV
word order to show a subject argument applying directly to a verb with an open subject ar-
gument, and having a non-topical interpretation. Topic-V word order shows a noun phrase
with a topical interpretation applied to a relative-clause like constituent abstracting over the

























































“What do you want?” “What is it that you want?”
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3.6 Negative Sentences in Levantine Arabic
Levantine Arabic has a complex system of negation morphology and, as negation is a crucial
part of the following discussion, a brief description is in order.9
Sentential negation is expressed according to two general strategies: one uses a
proclitic ma:- which is generally used in clauses headed by verbal categories, and which
appears at the left edge of the what can roughly be described as the "clausal nucleus,”
but following topicalized elements. The other uses independent morphemes, including the
negative auxiliary mIš (or mu in Syrian), or the pronouns of negation.
The first, ma:-, is generally “promiscuous” with regard to the kinds of words it can
attach to, suggesting that it is a special clitic in the terminology of Zwicky and Pullum
(1983):






































“I don’t have anything I can talk about.”
d. Indefinite Pronoun:
9For detailed descriptions of negation morphology in Levantine Arabic as well as in other dialects, see Blau
(1960), Cowell (1964), Woidich (1968), Harrell (2004, 2006), Harrell and Sobelman (2004), Awwad (1987),
Eid (1991, 1993), Mitchell and al Hassan (1994), Mohamad and Ouhalla (1995), Benmamoun (1997, 2000),
























































“I mean, never has a story affected me like this story.”
In some Levantine varieties, such as Palestinian, Jordanian, and rural dialects spo-
ken in Lebanon and Syria, ma:- can be augmented with a enclitic -š provided that (i) the
host is a word-sized constituent, and (ii) the host contains a morpheme expressing person
features (Eid, 1993; Awad, 1998; Mohammad, 1998; Hoyt, 2007a). This may be a main
verb (69a), an auxiliary verb (69b), a preposition hosting a pronoun clitic (69c), or one of a























































“No one would recognize us.”
In the dialects that use -š, ma:- can be omitted from stems that can host -š and that begin
with a labial obstruent. These are verbs in the so-called b-imperfect (70a),10 the pseudo-
verb bidd- “want” (70b), the prepositions bi “in, with (instrumental)” fi: “in,” maQ “with





























































“I mean, nothing is for free.”
10These are verb in the imperfect stem prefixed with the clitic b - which indicates indicative mood, as well as
other aspectual nuances (c.f. Feghali, 1928; Blau, 1960; Cowell, 1964; Mitchell and al Hassan, 1994; Brustad,
2000).
























































“No one is able to speak with him.”
Non-verbal predicates such as predicate adjectives, predicate nominals, verb participles,
and prepositional phrases are negated with negative auxiliaries, which include the negative
pronouns and the negative copula miš, which has the variants maš, muš (c.f. Blau, 1960)
and mu in dialects that do not use the -š (c.f. Cowell, 1964):12





































12In some regional varieties of Levantine Arabic (such as West Bank Rural Palestian: c.f Blau 1960), variant
forms ma:š and mUš are also used. Use of these appears to correlate with the gender of the predicate: mUš with
masculine predicates, and mæš with feminine.
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“I’m not at home.” (Jordanian, Irbid)
The negative copula can also be used to negate the Qam-progressive (in varieties that have
























































“. . . but I’m not talking about anyone.”
The use of mIš with the future and the progressive is likely a residuum of the etymological
source of the future and progressive particles: the future marker rah
˙
is derived from ra:yIh
˙
























Likewise, the progressive prefix Qam- is derived from the stem Qammæ:l (Qammæ:la fem.)









































“I’m not talking this talk.”


















“It’s not that I want to talk about the girls of my country. . . ”
3.6.1 The Pronouns of Negation
The so-called “pronouns-of-negation” are another kind of negative auxiliary that are similar
to mIš in usage, but which express more emphasis or polarity contrast. The pronouns of
negation are compounds, consisting of a pronoun form prefixed with ma:- clitic, or, in
Syrian varieties, the dative clitic l- hosting a pronoun clitic and prefixed with ma:- (3.3):
Based on native speaker intuitions as well as on observed data, the use of a pronoun-















(Syr. ma:li) (Syr. ma:lna)
2nd Masc. ma:nta / manta:š ma:ntu / mantu:š
(Syr. malak) (Syr. malkum )
Fem. ma:nti / manti:š ma:ntu / mantu:š
(Syr. ma:lik) (Syr. malkum)
3rd Masc. ma:hu / mahu:š ma:hum / mahumš
(Syr. ma:lu) (Syr. ma:lhum)
Fem. ma:hæ / mahæ:š
(Syr. ma:lhæ)














“I swear I’m NOT angry.”
In order to assign category types for the negative auxiliaries, types have to be as-
sumed for non-verbal predicates. Present-tense sentences with non-verbal predicates lack a
copula, so nouns, adjectives, and prepositions all need type assignments like stense:pres\np
that are functions returning sentences in the present tense. The negative auxiliaries can then
be assigned types that look for non-verbal predicates and return the same. In addition, the
negative pronouns allow pro-drop (Awwad, 1987; Eid, 1993) and therefore are specified as
returning clauses in the indicative mood to feed the pro-drop rule above:
(79) mIš , muš , maš ` (stense:pres\np)/(stense:pres\np) : λPed.λx.¬Px
(80) ma-ni:-š ` (stense:pres,mood:indic)/(stense:pres\np) : λQed.¬ [ i | Qi, pro′i(speaker′)]
The ma:- negation clitic is assigned a type which looks for an s category marked with a
mood feature as its argument. The -š clitic is assigned a type which looks for a preceding
s that is specified with a person feature. Also, to account for the possibility of ma:- being
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dropped from labial-initial stems, I assume a “labial” feature which is specified on stems
beginning with labial obstruents:
(81) a. ma: - “not” ` slab/s : λpd.¬ p
b. bIddi - “I want” ` slab/(simperf\np1s) :
λPed.[ ei | pro′i(speaker′), want′pi, p = Pi]
c. -š ` s\slab,pers,neg : λqd.q
In order to account for the restriction that requires -š to combine with word-sized
constituents, I augment Baldridge’s (2002) modalities with additional modalities that distin-
guish word-sized functors from complex functors derived by application of the combinatory
rules: the ◦-modality and the •-modality, where the ◦ is more restrictive and allows com-
position into word-sized constituents (i.e., when a primary functor is marked with ◦, then
the secondary functor must also be marked with ◦). The • is less restrictive and allows
composition with both word-sized and complex constituents (c.f. Bozsahin, 2002).
Lastly, to force -š to appear only towards the left edge of finite clause, -š is con-
strained to combine with s-categories specified with an aspect feature, since morphological
aspect is the feature that distinguishes finite from non-finite categories. The category as-
signment for -š is therefore as follows (the× and ◦modalities are represented together with
the ⊗ symbol):
(82) -š ` s\⊗saspect:α,lab
To illustrate, the following is a derivation for (69a) above:
(83) ma− nimt −iš Imbe:rih
˙
slab/s : λp.¬p saspect:perf : slept ′(pro′1s x ) saspect:α\⊗saspect:α,lab s\s : λq .[yesterday ′(q)
>
slab : ¬(slept ′(pro′1s x ))
<
saspect:perf : ¬(slept ′(pro′1s x ))
<
saspect:perf : yesterday
′(¬(slept ′(pro′1s x )))





In this chapter I present and discuss the meaning of Levantine Arabic n-words, based on the
following definitions for negative expression, n-word, and negative concord (c.f. Giannaki-
dou, 2000, 2002; Watanabe, 2004):
(1) i. Negative expression: An expression that expresses predicate negation.
ii. N-word : A word that can be used to express negation in a sentence fragment.
iii. Negative concord : The failure of one or more n-words to express negation distinctly
when in syntagm with another negative expression.
I make a distinction in usage between express and contribute. When I say that a
word expresses negative meaning, I mean this in a descriptive sense: I observe that use of
the word in an utterance correlates with the presence of a negation operator in the inter-
pretation of the utterance, without making any theoretical claims about where the negation
operator comes from. If I say that a word contributes negative meaning, I am making a
theoretical claim, namely that the word has a negation operator as part of its lexical mean-
ing assignment. I therefore take it as uncontroversial that n-words express negation. This
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distinction is useful in that it provides a way to talk about data in which, intuitively, nega-
tive concord occurs but without making a theoretical commitment to a particular theoretical
analysis.
Based on a close look at the various usages of these words in negative and negative-
concord sentences, I claim that negative concord in Levantine Arabic involves two phen-
emona which are related but distinct. One is the licensing requirement, and the other the
concord effect :
(2) a. Licensing Requirement : The predicate of which an n-word is a dependent must be
marked with negation.
b. Concord Effect : N-words fail to contribute negation distinctly to the interpretation
of a negative predicate when the meaning of the n-words and the meaning of the
negation are mutually entailing.
As I show, while n-words that satisfy the licensing requirement will have concordant inter-
pretations, not all instances of negative concord arise because of the licensing requirement,
hence the distinction.
Furthermore, I show that different classes of n-words must be licensed for different
reasons. In the case of scalar-wala, I argue that the licensing requirement is a function of
the interpretation, and in particular that the predicate upon which a wala-phrase depends
must be marked with negation when the interpretation of a wala-phrase would otherwise
contradict the meaning of the predicate. I refer to this as the Tovena-Herburger Generaliza-
tion, because, to the best of my knowledge, it has only been noted by Tovena (1996) and
Herburger (1998, 2000, 2001):
Generalization 4.1. Tovena-Herburger Generalization: A predicate P upon which a wala-
phraseN depends must be marked with negation if the interpretation ofN would otherwise
entail a contradiction with the interpretation of P .
Accordingly, negative concord as it involves wala-phrases is essentially semantic. I present
detailed argumentation in Ch.5 in support of this claim. In contrast, I argue that the licens-
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ing requirement on the licensing of never-words is not captured by the Tovena-Herburger
Generalization, and instead can be described in terms of a syntactic licensing requirement.
The chapter is organized as follows: 4.1.2 (p.107) presents the different kinds of n-
words found in Levantine Arabic, and organizes them into three classes. These include the
negative scalar focus particle 4.2, the never-words 4.3, and the negative minimizers (4.4,
p.170).
4.1.1 What Is an N-Word?
Before proceeding, it will be useful to briefly touch on the usage of the term n-word and
its application to expressions in Levantine Arabic. According to the definitions in (1), an n-
word is a word that expresses predicate negation when used as a fragment answer. An objec-
tion I have heard is that n-words are necessarily words which contain negation morphemes,
and, accordingly, that words such as the never-word PEbadan (found in Levantine as well
as most other forms of Arabic) or the Maghrebi Arabic h
˙
@tta (c.f. Harrell, 1962, 1965; Har-
rell and Sobelman, 1966; Marçais, 1977; Benmamoun, 1995, 1997; Ouhalla, 1997; Souag,
2006) cannot be n-words, as they do not contain negation morphemes. Instead, the claim
might be that these should be referred to as negative polarity items.1
What the objection seems to assume is that an n-word must either contain a mor-
pheme that is independently used in the language to express negation (such as is the case
with Levantine wala, which contains la “no”), or that it must include the etymological re-
flex of a negation morpheme that was present in an earlier stage of the language, such as
the [n] in English never, which is a reflex of the clause-initial negation morpheme ne used
in Anglo-Saxon English and its precursors. Words that lack either would then have to be
called negative polarity items which lack inherent negative meaning.
Examples of words in Arabic that satisfy the definition in (1i) but which lack a
morpheme that is either used as a negation morpheme elsewhere in the language, or that
1See, for example, Cantarino (1975), Badawi et al. (2004) and Mughazy (2003) for PEbadan and Ben-




have a historical root as a negation morpheme include, in Levantine Arabic, the never-
words PEbadan and bIlmarra (both glossed as “never, not at all”), or, in Maghrebi Arabic,
h
˙
@tta (glossed here as “not even”), from h
˙
atta “until, even.”
According to the objection, these words should not be treated as n-words, but rather
as words with negative polarity-sensitive interpretations, such as the following:
(3) a. h
˙
ada “one, someone, anyone”
b. iši (Palestinian, Jordanian), ši: (Syrian) “thing, something, anything”
c. QUmr “ever”
d. Qad, raǧaQ-yIrǧaQ, Qa:wad-yQa:wid “again, anymore”
e. yIrfaQ lah
˙
ada GaššE “lift a match for someone” (i.e., “lift a finger”)
However, the objection fails to take into account the fact that words lose and acquire mean-
ings as a part of historical change. In particular, it fails to take into account Jespersen’s
Cycle (Jespersen, 1917), the observation that, in language after language, words which be-
gin as polarity sensitive expressions take on the role of expressing negation.
Indeed, many n-words do include a morpheme that is transparently derived from or
related to a negation morpheme, such as is the case with n-words in English (4) and other
European languages such as Spanish (5):
(4) a. Eng. nothing ⇐ OE ne ān þinga “not one matter”
b. Eng. never ⇐ OE ne ǣfre “not ever”
c. Eng. none ⇐ OE ne ān “not one”
d. Eng. nought ⇐ OE ne awiçt “not ever a thing”⇐ ā wiçt “ever a thing”
(5) a. Spa., Rom. ni, Ital. ne “nor, not even”⇐ Lat. nec, neque ⇐ ne-que “and not, nor, not
even”
b. Spa. nunca ⇐ Lat. nunquam ⇐ nec unquam “not ever”
c. Spa. ningún ⇐ Lat. nec unus “not one”
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However, there are also n-words that come from a non-negative etymological source, but
come to contain a negation morpheme by virtue of folk etymology. This is the case with
Spanish nada “nothing” and nadie “no one,” both paradigmatic n-words, but which share an
initial [n] with the negation morpheme no only by historical coincidence (Jespersen 1917;
Espinal 2000b, Penny 2002, p.30):
(6) i. Spa. nada ⇐ Lat. (res) nata “thing born”
ii. Spa. nadie ⇐ Lat. nati “[person] born”
In many other cases, however, n-words develop from indefinite or interrogative pro-
nouns or from indefinite nouns expressing minimal values to morphemes expressing nega-
tion, as described by Jespersen:
(7) a. French rien, Catalan res “nothing”⇐ Lat. res “thing”
b. Catalan cap “no one”⇐ Lat. caput “head”
c. Spanish jamás, French jamais, Italian mai “never”⇐ Lat. (iam) magis “(further) more”
Non-negative expressions develop into sentential negation morphemes proper, rather than
just n-words:
(8) a. French pas “not”⇐ pas “step”
b. Levantine and Egyptian Arabic -š “not”⇐ šeiy “thing” (change in progress)
c. Welsh ðim “not”⇐Mid. Welsh dim “thing”
d. Scandanavian ekki or ikki “not”, German kein- “no” ⇐ Proto-Germ. *wixt “thing,
person”
Similarly, negative expressions can lose their negative meaning:
(9) a. Levantine Arabic lasbIdd “necessarily, must” ⇐ Old Arabic leysa bUdd “there is no
choice,” containing laysa “is not, there is no”;
b. Ancient Greek ou “not”⇒ ou-te “not even”⇒ Demotic Greek oute “even” (c.f. Gian-
nakidou, 2007)
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The point is that negative meaning comes about through processes of semantic and
morphological change in the history of a language. Hence, the issue of whether or not a
word contains a reflex of a historical negation morpheme is orthogonal for the purposes of
determining if it is an n-word in the synchronic grammar according to the definitions above.
Hence, claiming the Levantine PEbadan or bIlmarra or Maghrebi h
˙
@tta are n-words is no less
plausible than is claiming that French pas or Scandinavian ekki are negation morphemes.
4.1.2 Different Kinds of N-Words
The following kinds of words satisfy the definition of n-word in Levantine Arabic:
(10) a. Negative scalar focus particle: wala “not even one, not a single, not the least”
b. Never-words: Pabadan, bilmarra, min marra “never, ever, (not) at all, (not) in the least”
c. Negative minimizers: hawa “nothing” (lit. “air”), gEšal “nothing, not a penny”
I discuss these in turn in the following sections. I will have the most to say about wala
because wala-phrases — phrases modified or headed by wala — are typically nominal, and
hence can fill more syntactic and semantic functions than do the never-words, which are
strictly adverbial.
4.2 Negative Scalar Focus Particle
The n-word wala, which I gloss variously as “not even one, not a single, not a” is a nega-
tive scalar focus particle (c.f. Haspelmath, 1997, 223; a.o.), meaning that its interpretation
involves comparison with of a set of contextually-specified alternative propositions that are
ordered in terms of a scalar model.2 I refer to it in what follows as “scalar-wala.”
In terms of its etymology, wala is a compound of the conjunction wa- “and” with
the negation marker la “no, not” (pronounced [lEP]). In Classical Arabic and early forms of
2C.f. Fauconnier (1975); Kadmon and Landman (1993); Michaelis (1993); Lee and Horn (1994); Lundquist
and Jarvella (1994); Israel (1995, 1996, 2001); Krifka (1995a); Rullmann (1996, 1997); Tovena and Jayez
(1999); Lahiri (1998); Chierchia (2004); Mari and Tovena (2006); Aranovich (2007); Giannakidou (2007).
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the dialects (c.f. Blau, 1967), the la-particle was itself ambiguous between three uses: (i)
expressing present tense verbal negation; (ii) expressing existential or categorical negation
(Arabic nafi lǧins “negation of the kind”), as in the Mulsim credo lE Pila:ha Pila Pałła:h
“there is no god but The God”; and (iii) negative imperatives. Of these, (i) and (ii) have
largely been reduced to formulaic borrowings from Standard Arabic, leaving negative im-
peratives (e.g. lEP tIh
˙
ki “don’t speak!”) as the primary productive use for lEP.
This kind of etymology, the derivation of a negative scalar focus particle from the
compounding of a negation with a conjunction, occurs in many languages (c.f. Haspelmath,
1997):
(11) a. Latin ne “not” + -que “and”⇒neque, nec “nor, not even”
b. Classical Greek ou “not” + -te “and”⇒oute “not even” (c.f. Giannakidou, 2007)
c. Hungarian is “and, also” + nem “not”⇒sem “nor, not even” (van Craenenbroeck and
Lipták, 2006)
Wala is polysemous, having (at least) the following uses:
(12) a. Negative conjunction: “and not”: This is the etymological source, composed of wa-
“and” + la “not,” but is still used productively;
b. Negative Disjunction or Additive Particle: “nor”: la . . . wala “neither. . . nor,” wala
“nor”;
c. Disjunction: “or,” found mostly in urban registers;
d. Negative Scalar Focus Particle: “not even, not one”;
e. Denial or “Attenuating” wala: similar to Spanish tampoco, Italian neppure, and either
in colloquial American English (c.f. “You ate my ice cream!” “I didn’t either!”).
This is genuine polysemy, rather than underspecification, given that the different senses can
co-occur within a single sentence. For example, in (13a), conjunction-wala precedes scalar-






































“He neither pronounced even one letter more nor spoke even one word.”(Damascene
Arabic: Cowell 1964, 391
The following dialogues show additive wala co-occurring with scalar-wala. Each consists
of an antecedent clause A followed by a clause B beginning with additive wala, and fol-






























































“By God, nor do I not know even one of them.”
While rare, examples can be found in which “nor”-wala immediately precedes scalar-wala,



















“I don’t know anyone nor does even one person know me.”
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I conjecture that the rarity of such examples may be due to a phonological or morphological
dispreference for a double sequence of wala.
Disjunction-wala is frequently used in sequences, as in the following example, in
which wala h
˙
ada corresponds to “not anyone,” and closing off an extended sequence of
additive disjunction phrases “neither my grandfather nor my grandmother nor my mother













































“The truth is that neither my grandfather, nor my grandmother, nor my mother, nor my
father, nor I, nor you, nor any one of us knows complete happiness.”
The interpretation of the last disjunct in this example, wala h
˙
ada “nor anyone” Nor-wala
and scalar-wala can be distinguished here because the wala h
˙
ada constituent does not have
a scalar interpretation. Rather, it closes off the class of objects being quantified over (c.f.
Mari and Tovena, 2006).
Of all the senses that wala has, the two that are the most difficult to distinguish
are scalar-wala and denial-wala. The primary difference between them is that denial-wala
does not have a scalar presupposition, but rather presupposes a proposition which it then
attenuates (Schwenter, 2003; Schwenter and Waltereit, 2009). For example, the discourse













































“True, I slice onion for my brother when he asks me to, but I don’t [ even ] like it, even its
smell and eating it.”
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Up to the point at which the writer contributes (18), the discussion has consisted of a list
of contributions by other participants talking about how wonderful onions are. The speaker
then leads with a concessive clause allowing that she will slice onions for her brother as a
snack, but then denies the expectation arising from the context that she likes them.
A similar example is in (19), in which a speaker first concedes that he knows there is
a distinction between cameras with electronic shutters and those with mechanical shutters,






























“I knew that there’s an electronic shutter and a mechanical shutter, but I didn’t [even] know
the difference between them.”
Again, the use of wala here seems to deny a presupposition or inference, rather than to
range over scalar alternatives. In neither (18) nor (19) does wala seem to have a scalar pre-
supposition: neither presupposes alternatives ordered in terms of, for example, likelihood,
or cardinality values.
Nonetheless, there are examples in which the uses of denial-wala and scalar-wala
can overlap in interpretation, in examples in which denial-wala scopes over a clause con-
















“There isn’t even a real man among you!” “There isn’t a single real man among
you!”
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I conclude therefore that there are distinct, homophonous variants of wala, several of which
contribute negative meaning, but which have different presupposition or background mean-
ings.



















































































“Please please help me! I am going at the end of the month, and I don’t know even
even even one thing about this city.”
In examples like this, I assume that the successive iterations of wala are not interpreted
compositionally, but rather as reduplication or copying of the single word, and having one
interpretation.
I turn now to the interpretation of scalar-wala.
4.2.1 Scalar-Wala
Based on native speaker intuitions as well as on descriptions in published sources, wala is
interpreted as a negative scalar particle, comparable to English not even, not even one, or
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not a single (Schmidt and Kahle, 1918, 1930; Blau, 1960; Cowell, 1964; Elihay, 2007).
For example, Schmidt and Kahle (1918, 1930) gloss wala as auch nicht (ein) “not




















“Not one night would he pass them a chicken dish.” (“in keiner einzigen Nacht”)
Woidich (1968) notes that in Egyptian Arabic, the use of wala has an “expressive”
function that distinguishes it from other negative expressions such as mahadd “no one”
(cognate withe Levantine mah
˙






















“How is it that not even one of us paid mind?” (“nur kein einziger von use”)
Based on Woidich’s glosses, the “expressive function” that he refers to is a negative scalar
focus interpretation.
Likewise, (Cowell, 1964, 390), in his grammar of Syrian Arabic, notes that “wla: is











“There’s not even a piece of bread in the house.”
On this basis, I gloss wala as “(not) even one” or “(not) a single.”
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The negative force associated with the interpretation of scalar wala stands in con-
trast to the scalar focus particle h
˙
Itta “even” (Standard Arabic h
˙
atta) which closely resem-
bles English even in terms of its usage.3 A scalar focus particle is a word whose interpre-
tation associates with a second word pronounced with focus intonation. It presupposes a
set of alternative propositions varying over a set of objects corresponding to the type of the
focused word, as well as a scalar ordering between these alternatives. The asserted meaning
of the particle-focus pair is understood to be the minimum element in this ordering.4
For example, English even has been treated as presupposing a set of alternatives
varying along a likelihood scale, as in the following example (c.f. Rooth, 1992; Wilken-














“Even Fareed ate some brains.”
i. Fareed ate some brains.
ii. Someone other than Fareed ate some brains.
iii. For all x such that x ate some brains, the likelihood that x ate some brains is greater
than the likelihood that Fareed ate some brains.
Borrowing the standard analysis of English even, I assume that h
˙
Itta triggers a set
of alternatives ranging over the type of its associate, with the alternatives ordered on a
likelihood scale. For example, (26a) presupposes a set of alternative propositions varying
over individuals that the speaker was willing to talk to (26b), and implies that the alternative
3In addition to its use as a scalar focus particle, h
˙
Itta is also used to mean “as far as” sæ:fart h
˙
Itta ššæ:m “I
traveled as far as Damascus” (this is the etymological source), as well as “in order to”: Piǧi:t h
˙
Itta Pašu:fak “I
came in order to see you.”
4Even has also been referred to as a “scalar additive particle.” For theories of the semantics of focus, see
Rooth (1985, 1992); Krifka (1991, 1992, 2001, 2006); Wilkenson (1993); Büring (1997); Rullmann (1997);
Schwarzschild (1999); Kadmon (2000); Guerzoni (2003, 2004); Giannakidou (2007); Beaver and Clark (2008);
a.m.o.
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in which he or she speaks to family is more likely than the others (26c). The sentence then





















“I didn’t like to talk even with my family and my husband.”
b. {I wanted to speak with x | x ∈ Ce}
c. I wanted to speak with my wife >likely I wanted to speak with my parents >likely I
wanted to speak with my sibling >likely I wanted to speak with my friends >likely
. . .
Similarly, (27a) presupposes alternatives varying over individuals who have seen the film in
question (27b), and implies that the most likely alternative is the one in which the speaker













“By God, even I didn’t see this film.”
b. {x sees this film | x ∈ Ce}
c. I see this film > you see this film > . . .
Returning to wala, it is like h
˙
Itta in that it associates with an expression that has
a scalar interpretation. However, it differs from h
˙
Itta and from English even in two ways:
first, it expresses negation, hence the gloss “not even.” Second, it imposes a more specific
scalar presupposition than does h
˙
Itta or even. In particular, its interpretation presupposes
alternatives ranging over quantity scales, and hence over the natural numbers. This means
that the interpretation of scalar-wala within the context of a sentence p involves comparison
of alternative propositions differing from p only in terms of the cardinality of one of their
NP arguments. The sentence then asserts that p is false as well all scalar alternatives to p
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(I refer to the negation of the scalar alternatives as the strengthened meaning (c.f. Krifka,
1995b; Lahiri, 1998; Aranovich, 2007; Giannakidou, 2007)).5
This restriction is shown by the fact that wala can associate only with singular in-































“There aren’t even apples today.”
In this respect, wala contrasts with the the determiner Paiy “which, any” which is
used both as a question word and as a “quodlibetic” or “arbitrary choice” item (Israel, 1995;
Rullmann, 1996; Tovena and Jayez, 1999; Horn, 2005), analogous to English emphatic
any (Kadmon and Landman, 1993; Lee and Horn, 1994; Krifka, 1995a). Scalar wala and
Paiy overlap in their usage to the extent that native speakers are sometimes hard pressed
to distinguish the differences in meaning between two sentences that are nearly identical
paraphrases, varying only over whether they contain Paiy (29a) or wala (29b). In fact,
the two words can be used in tandem to express an extra degree of what native speakers









“There isn’t any word of thanks.”
5A variety of proposals are in the literature. Krifka (1995b) builds the negation of scalar alternatives into
a scalar.assert operator, and suggests that in a “more refined theory” this entailment would be a conventional
implicature. Lahiri (1998) derives the negation of scalar alternatives by means of the Law of Contraposition.






















“There isn’t EVEN ONE word of thanks.”
However, unlike wala, Paiy does not trigger scalar alternatives, but rather picks out and
compares arbitrary witnesses to the NP denotation (a use that Horn 2005 refers to as quodli-
betic; c.f. Israel 1995; Rullmann 1996; Horn 2005; Jayez and Tovena 2005). This means
that Paiy , although it does not refer to a specific individual, is interpreted as ranging over
a set of actual referents. This is reflected in the observation that native speakers, when
pressed, share an intuition that to use Paiy implies pointing at different alternatives, while
wala expresses absolute or categorical negation.6
The contrast between wala and Paiy closely resembles one noted by Lahiri (1998)
between the Hindi negative polarity items koi bhii “anyone” (koi “who, someone” + bhii
“even”) and ek bhii “even one, a single” based on (ek “one” + bhii “even”). Lahiri notes
that, although koi bhii and ek bhii are almost equivalent in meaning, there is a subtle
difference between them: ek bhii can only be used with singular nouns (30), while a wh-




































“Even one three people can lift this table.” (ek bhii + Plural Noun)
6More than one native speaker consultant, while trying to explain how Paiy differs from wala, used a gesture
of pointing at a succession of imaginary alternatives.
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Also, koi bhii and ek bhii generate different implicatures: (31a) generates a implicature
that one is the minimal cardinality of the set of people sufficient to lift the table, while (31b)
generates an implicature that any arbitrary person would be able to lift the table:































“Anyone can lift this table.” (koi bhii + Singular Noun)
Lahiri attributes these differences between koi bhii and ek bhii to a difference in the kinds
of alteratives that the two expression trigger. He argues that ek bhii introduces alternatives
ranging over cardinality predicates (“two, three, four,” etc.) taking sum individuals as their
domain (c.f. Déprez, 1999, 2000; Espinal, 1999), while koi bhii ranges over contextually
specified predicates, including cardinality predicates. Lahiri also assumes that that com-
mon nouns in Hindi include cardinality predicates in their interpretations. Therefore, the
interpretation of koi bhii can imply or subsume the interpretation of ek bhii, because they
both introduce alternatives ranging over the property of being a single man.
The contrast between Levantine wala and Paiy in terms of the kinds of nouns they
can associate with directly parallels this. Following Lahiri’s analysis, the alternatives in-
troduced by a wala-phrase range over cardinalities greater than one, while its satisfaction
conditions negate the existence of the common noun interpretation of cardinality one. On
the other hand, Paiy-phrases can be treated as Lahiri treats koi -phrases, in introducing un-
specified alternatives that at least entail a cardinality of one.
For example, the following dialogue shows a wala-phrase wala tUffæ:h
˙
a “not one
apple” being used to close off a debate about the number of apples that might be available:


























































































In the dialogue, Fred keeps bringing up the possibility that there might be some minimal
number of apples available that Qais might sell him. Qais uses the wala-phrase associated
with a singular noun phrase tUffæ:h
˙
a to negate that even the minimum quantity of apples is
available. Paraphrases with a dual (tUffæ:h
˙
te:n) or plural (tUffæ:h
˙
) are unacceptable.7
As Lahiri assumes to be the case for Hindi, Arabic common nouns can be analyzed
as including a cardinality predicate in their interpretation. The selectional restriction to
individual-denoting nouns that wala imposes on its common noun complement follows di-
rectly from this assumption, if wala is treated as introducing a singular cardinality predicate
as well, or as having its domain restricted to noun interpretations with a cardinality of one.
This explains why the interpretations frequently overlap. This is supported by the obser-
7The Arabic word tUffæ:h
˙
, is a mass noun, translatable as “apples.” The singulative form is derived by
addition of the “bound-t” suffix -at (tUffæ:h
˙
a “an apple”). The dual is derived by the addition of the dual suffix
-e:n to the singulative stem (tUffæ:h
˙
te:n “two apples”) with elisition of the vowel [a].
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vation that wala and Paiy can be used together in the same phrase (with a corresponding




























“I’m not with EVEN ONE person in his commentary.”
This distinction can also be seen in the comparision of two segments from the film
Rana’s Wedding (Abu-Assad, 2003), in which the dialog is in Palestinian Levantine, and
which depicts the use of wala-phrases and an Paiy-phrases in negative sentences. The film
is about an 18-year-old Muslim Palestinian woman named Rana, the daughter of a wealthy
Jerusalem business man who is relocating to Cairo. He has presented Rana with an ultima-
tum: if she wishes to stay in Jerusalem, she must get married to one of a list of suitors that
he has vetted. Otherwise, she must go to Cairo with him.
However, Rana is in love with a ne’er-do-well actor named Khalil and wishes to
marry him. Faced with this dilemma, Rana has procrastinated until the deadline of the
ultimatum before trying to suggest to Khalil that they get married. The plot of the film
therefore follows Rana’s travails as she tries to persuade Khalil to marry her, and then to
persuade her father to accept Khalil as a suitor.
At one stage in the plot, Rana has persuaded Khalil to get married, and they have
enlisted the assistance of a judge to help make the case to her father. The following scene
shows the judge asking Rana about her father’s list, and why she doesn’t just do what her















































“My father gave me a list of the suitors who have asked for me. He said ’If you want
to get married, it has to be one of these’.”






































“But I don’t want even one of them.”
In the final line of the segment, Rana uses a wala-phrase in a sentence in which she cate-
gorically rejects the idea of marrying any of a list of potential suitors.
Interviewees were asked to imagine themselves as the writer of the scene, and to
say why they choose the wala-phrase instead of an Paiy-phrase, and how the use of an















“But I don’t want ANY of them.”
Some speakers found no difference in either case. However, most found that the use of a
wala-phrase in either scene implies an absolute and final answer, implying that no further
discussion is possible or desired (and hence, for some speakers, it is a rude response), while
on the other hand, Paiy-phrases imply consideration of or comparison between different
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suitors or of different problems, and leave open more possibility for further discussion.
This is in keeping with an treating Paiy as an arbitrary choice determiner ranging over
actual referents (c.f. Israel, 1995; Lahiri, 1998; Jayez and Tovena, 2005).
This intuition is reinforced by another scene near the end of the same film in which
an instance of an Paiy-phrase appears. Rana has persuaded both Khalil to marry her and
her father to accept the marriage, and the wedding is being hurriedly prepared. Rana has a
frank conversation with her wise grandmother, to whom she is explaining her reasons for
getting married to such a doubtful suitor. Her grandmother is concerned that there may be
a possibly unmentioned reason that Rana wants to marry in such a hurry, and apparently, in
particular, that Rana might be pregnant by her boyfriend (native speakers concur with this
interpretation).
Perhaps given the gravity of such a transgression in Arabic culture, the grandmather
chooses not to broach the subject directly, but rather (in line G5 below), hints at it with a










































































































































































“Look, my darling, if something happened and you’re afraid of [the consequences],
or if you’re not sure that this fellow is who you want, then we can [do] everything [it













“There isn’t any problem. I love him.”
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The same native speakers as were queried about the scene in (34) above were shown
this segment, and asked why Rana used an Paiy-phrase in her last line rather than a wala-
phrase, and whether it could have been paraphrased with wala muškila “(not) a single prob-
lem.” They indicated that a wala-phrase could in principle have been used, but it would
have cut off further discussion, as in (34).8
According to a Lahiri-type analysis, the set of alternatives introduced by the ac-
cented Paiy muškila would range over a set of contextually specified alternatives. In the
context of this dialogue, the alternatives seem to be problems varying in degree of severity
or unmentionability. It appears that the grandmother’s use of Paiy muškila “any problem”
corresponds to Kadmon and Landman’s (1993) notion of domain widening: she intends to
imply alternatives beyond those that can be politely talked about to include possibly taboo
subjects. This predicts that use of a wala-phrase would be less felicitous or at least less pre-
ferred in the second dialog, because it would introduce alternatives ranging over the number
of problems, rather than over the severity of a particular problem. This concurs with natives
speakers’ intutions.
On its any-interpretation, Paiy is like wala in being able to associate only with in-


































8Also, by using the Paiy-phrase, Rana is echoing her grandmathers utterance, much as the sentence rUh
˙
t
QaššUGl “yes, I went to work” used in answer to the question rUh
˙
t QaššUGl? “did you go to work?” echoes the
form of the question.
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Another example of this distinction can be found in the use of wala-phrases as
adverbial modifiers. These are wala-phrases that have come to have idiomatic meanings as
degree modifiers, including wala nItfi “not a bit, not a scrap,” and wala h
˙
Ebbi “not a bit, not
a grain.” For example, in (40a), h
˙
Ebbi expresses that the speaker doesn’t care for politics
to even a minimum degree, while in (40b) wala nItfi expresses that the speaker didn’t sleep






















“I didn’t sleep a bit last night.”
Paraphrases with Paiy-phrases in place of the wala-phrases are unacceptable:




















If Paiy is interpreted as introducing alternatives ranging over the witnesses in the denotation
of the common noun complement, this contrast is predicted, because they would require a
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context in which different grains or scraps are under consideration, an interpretation which
is nonsensical.
The sets of alternatives associated with wala and Paiy also can overlap with the
alternatives triggered by h
˙
Itta. As was noted above, h
˙
Itta “even” has a scalar interpretation
very much like the interpretation of English, but the kinds of scales over which its alterna-
tives range can vary with context. Like English even, h
˙
Itta can freely associate with nouns
























































“Even the Arabs don’t speak except in English, and if they did speak Arabic, it would
be broken and mixed with English.”
The overlap in the interpretations of wala, h
˙
Itta, and Paiy correctly predicts that both wala
and Paiy can be used in combination with h
˙
Itta (43a,43b) or Paiy (29c), or even that all










































“There is NOT EVEN ONE WORD of thanks!!”
To summarize, wala is a scalar focus particle that overlaps with the interpretation
of the quodlibetic determiner Paiy “any, which” and the scalar focus particle h
˙
Itta “even.”
However, its meaning is more specific, in that it must combine with a singular indefinite
noun phrase (its associate), and presupposes alternatives varying over the cardinality value
of the associate.
In terms of their distribution, wala-phrases are interpreted as contributing distinct
negation in the general case, with the concurrent or negative concord interpretation re-
stricted to a specific set of contexts. This can be expressed as an elsewhere condition:
(44) a. A wala-phraseN dependent on a predicate P must be licensed — and hence have a non-
distinct interpretation — if its interpretation would otherwise contradict some aspect
of the meaning of P (the Tovena-Herburger Generalization Tovena, 1996; Herburger,
1998, 2000, 2001).
b. Wala-phrases need not be licensed elsewhere.
Wala-phrases contribute distinct negation in sentence-initial position, preceding the
verb or predicate complex, regardless of the thematic roles or functions they fill (modulo
the set of exceptions that I call the mute-ma construction, discussed in Ch.6, p.234). In this
respect, wala-phrases are like n-words in Spanish (c.f. Laka, 1990; Vallduví, 1994; Suñer,
1995; Herburger, 1998, 2001; Espinal, 2000b,a; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003; Ara-
novich, 2007), Italian (c.f. Zanuttini, 1991; Acquaviva, 1999; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle,
2003), and other languages in which the non-strict or partial negative concord pattern has
































“Not one word did I say to anyone.” (Object)
They also contribute distinct negation in the second conjunct of coordination and gapping




























“You ate a lot, and I nothing!”
Elsewhere, wala-phrases typically are subject to the licensing requirement when





































When wala-phrases require licensing, they can only be licensed by negative expressions
such as negation morphemes (whether independent or expressed as clitics), as in the exam-
ples above, and in the complement position of bidu:n “without” (49a), qabl “before” (49b),





































“By God, I remember a girl who graduated and got a high average without having


































































“I stopped speaking even with one person.”
These expressions all have the property that they entail the negation of their complements.
For example, I assume bidu:n (and its English analog without) to have the meaning in
(50a):9 I assume a meaning for qablma “before” that is almost identical to the meaning for








Il “stop, quit, cease” and manaQ-yImnaQ “forbid,
9They are antimorphic operators in Zwarts’s (1996) terms, as well as antiveridical operators in Giannaki-
dou’s (1998) terms.
10Beaver and Condoravdi (2003) propose an analysis of English before that includes an antiveridical inter-
pretation (which they refer to as the “counterfactual reading”) according to which p before q means (effectively)
“p finished at time t without q having begun at t and had p not occurred, then q would probably have begun at
t”.
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prevent” entail the negation of their complements: x stops P interpreted with respect to a
time t means “from t onward, ¬Px, and Px before t,” and x prevents Py means “x causes
it to be the case that ¬Py.”
(50) a. bidu:nma ` (s\s)/s : λq.λp.λt.[ p at′t & ¬q at′ t′ ]





al ` (s|np)/(s|np) : λPed.λx.
I therefore conclude that wala-phrases that require licensing at all must be licensed by
expressions that entail the meaning of predicate negation.
Wala-phrases cannot be licensed in contexts that license “plain” negative polarity
interpretations of words like the following (c.f. Klima, 1964; Fauconnier, 1975; Ladusaw,
1979; Hoeksema, 1983; Linebarger, 1987; Kadmon and Landman, 1993; Zwarts, 1996;
Lahiri, 1998; von Fintel, 1999; Szabolsci, 2004):







These environments include the restrictions of universal quantifiers (52), antedecent clauses



























































11There are examples like the following, in which a wala-phrase occurs following a comparative, but ex-




san mIn wala wa:h
˙





























































“I want to know if you paid anything other than the 1000 dinars, in other words, the































































































Wala-phrases also cannot be licensed by other wala-phrases, although they can be licensed
by other sentential negation morphemes and by mah
˙
ada-compounds, which contain a sen-
tential negation morpheme:














































“No one ate a single thing.”
In this respect, wala-phrases contrast with Paiy-phrases headed by the arbitrary
choice (or quodlibetic) determiner Paiy “which, any” which is is acceptable in all these
environments.
4.2.2 Two Types of Scalar Wala
Up to this point, I have discussed scalar-wala as a single particle. However, in this subsec-
tion I argue that it in fact corresponds to two words, differing in terms of the scope of the
negation that they contribute, and in their etymological sources. Both, however, have simi-
lar scalar interpretations. This means that their intepretation involves comparing alternative
propositions that differ in terms of some parameter, and which are ordered in terms of a
scale (c.f. Fauconnier, 1975; Horn, 1989; Krifka, 1995b; Lahiri, 1998; Giannakidou, 2007).
I argue that the two senses of scalar wala differ in terms of the scope they assign to
their negative meaning components. Both have scalar interpretation, which I represent as a
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conjunction of two formulas derived by application of the focus (or rheme) and background
(or theme) meanings of the NP argument to the meaning of the verb phrase argument. As
discussed in Ch.2, the focus and background meanings are accessed by means of the projec-
tion operators [θ] and [ρ]. However, I argue that strong-wala contributes negation operators
that scope over both elements of the conjunction (59a), while weak-wala only contributes a
negation operator that scopes over the second element of the conjunction (59b):





























“Not even one student came to class today.”
Not one student came to class today, and for all cardinalities n greater than 1, n

















“Not even one student came to the class today.”
Not one student came to class today, and for all cardinalities n greater than 1, n
students did not come to class today.
(60a) contains strong-wala in pre-verbal topic position, while (60b) contains weak-wala in
a post-verbal subject position. In terms of truth conditions, they have the same entailments,
namely that for no cardinality n was it the case that n students came to class on the day in
question. However, the two sentences differ in terms of information structure: (60a) is a
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direct answer to the question “Who came?” (possibly asked with respect to a particular set
of people), while (60b) is a direct answer to “What happened?” or “How was the party?”
The use of each correlates strongly with word order relative to the clausal predicate:
sentence-initial or pre-verbal wala-phrases are typically interpreted as strong-wala, while
post-verbal wala-phrases are typically interpreted as weak-wala. Nonetheless, exceptions
do occur. In the “mute-ma” construction (discussed below), a pre-verbal wala-phrase has a
weak-wala interpretation, while in certain contexts involving contrastive focus (discussed
in Ch. 5), post-verbal wala-phrases can have the strong reading.
4.2.2.1 Strong-Wala
Strong-wala is typically is used in pre-verbal position, although, as I argue in Ch.6, it also
can occur in post-verbal positions. When used in the pre-verbal position, the wala-phrase is
often interpreted as the subject of a lexical predicate, such as a adjective or participle (61a),



















































12Sentences like (61a-61f) have the structure of what is called a nominal clause in traditional Arabic termi-
nology (Arabic ǧUmla PIsmiyya) (c.f. Khan, 1988; Brustad, 2000; Abdul-Raof, 1999; Abdul-Raof, 2001; Hoyt,
2007b). This term describes clauses that have a subject-predicate and/or topic-comment structure, in which a
sentence-initial subject or topic (referred to here as the initial-NP, after the Arabic terms mUbtadIP “inchoative,
that which begins”) is predicated of an open sentence (referred to here as the report constituent, after the Ara-
bic term Xabar “news, report”). The report constituent can be either a lexical predicate, or a derived predicate,
by which I mean a relative-clause like predicate by lambda-abstraction over a pronoun meaning within a full
clause.
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“Not even one of them has a word to say.”
However, just as commonly, the initial NP binds a resumptive pronoun in a non-
subject position within the sister-constituent of the wala-phrase. For example, in (62a) the
clause-initial wala-phrase wala ktæ:b “not one book” binds (i.e. is resumed by) the object
clitic-pronoun attached to katabu “(he) wrote him/it,” which is embedded inside a relative
clause within an embedded question. Likewise, (62b) shows the initial wala-phrase wala
wa:h
˙
ad “not one person” binding a possessive pronoun within the noun phrase bas
˙
matu “his




































“Not one person [was such that] his fingerprint was ever clear.”
However, resumption is not required, and a wala-phrase can also bind a gap provided that



















“Not one thing did I eat today.”
The generalization is therefore that strong-wala NPs can combine with either a
lexical predicate, or a clause containing a resumptive pronoun, which is interpreted as a
lambda-abstract.
Generalization 4.2. Initial NPs headed by strong-wala combine with report constituents
that can be either lexical or derived predicates.
Initial wala-NPs are frequently interpreted with a partitive or relevance presupposi-
tion, meaning that they presuppose the existence of a set of referents being quantified over,
or presuppose a question-under-discussion of the form “Who (is)X?” or “How many mem-
bers of Y are X?” (for some predicate X and some set of referents Y ). For example, (62a)
would presuppose the existence of a certain collection of books under discussion in a given
context, and a question of the form “For how many of these books could the speaker could
identify the author?” The sentence would assert that for not even one of these books was it
the case that the speaker knew who wrote it. Likewise, (62b) presupposes the existence of
a set of referents and a question of how many of their fingerprints were clear.
This might suggest that strong-wala be treated as a strong negative quantificational
determiner (strong in the sense of triggering a partitive presupposition; c.f. Barwise and
Cooper, 1981; von Fintel, 1994; Zucchi, 1995; Cresti, 1995, a.m.o.), as in the following
lexical entry (64):13
(64) wala ` (s\np)/np : λPed.λQed.not [ k | Pk and Qk ]
However, data can be found in which a topical wala-phrase does not presuppose the
existence of a set of referents. For example, (65) shows a topical wala-phrase interpreted
13C.f. Milsark (1974, 1977); Carlson (1977); Barwise and Cooper (1981); Enç (1991); Diesing (1992); de
Hoop (1992); Zucchi (1995); Ladusaw (2000), among many others.
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(by means of a resumptive pronoun) as the object of a creation verb. The meaning of the
sentence does not presuppose the existence of a set of particular words that the speaker
was not able to write. To the contrary, it negates the existence of such a set. Instead, the
sentence seems to have only the presupposition that the question under discussion is how











“Not one word was I able to write today.”
I take from examples like this that, while (64) is a possible interpretation of strong-wala, it is
not a necessary one, and indeed one that could be derived by inference from other meanings;
and hence, that a general analysis of strong-wala should not treat it as a quantificational
determiner of the usual kind.
I make an additional assumption about the formal properties of strong-wala which is
based on conjecture regarding the information structure of Levantine Arabic sentences. This
is that a sentence beginning with a strong-wala NP contains a topic-focus or theme-rheme
articulation. The conjecture is that this may correlate with certain intonational constituen-
cies (c.f. Steedman, 2000a,b).14 Following Steedman’s (2000a) coventions, I assume theme
and rheme constituents correspond to intonational units marked with an ι-feature, while
sub-constituents of each are marked with θ- and ρ-features respectively. I then assume that
a strong-wala phrase returns a category s marked with the ι modality or feature (I return to
this in Ch. 6). As such, I assume the following type assignment for strong-wala:






14Basic research into the intonation and information structure of Levantine Arabic is still very preliminary
(c.f. Chahal, 2001, 1999), and the conjecture is untestable at this time and will have to wait for further research.
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Strong-wala takes as it first argument a singular indefinite noun phrase with a focal inter-
pretation, represented as a focus pair of type 〈α, β〉, the components of which are accessed
using the projection functions [θ] and [ρ]. It takes as its second argument a verb taking an
object of a raised (ed)d type, and returns a pair of conjoined formulas in which a negation
scopes over the theme- and rheme-meanings of the NP argument applied to the meaning
of the verb argument. This derives the correct scope interpretation, according to which the
object of “write” exists only relative to the result event of the writing process. Example (65)






































I could not cause more than one wordk to exist
;
I could not cause one wordk to exist
〉
In the derived meaning, the negation operators contibuted by wala scope over the entire
verb meaning, while the focus and background meanings associated with the common noun
kIlmi “(one) word” are interpreted within the scope of the cause operator. This derives the
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intended scope reading for kIlmi “(one) word.”
4.2.2.2 Weak-Wala
The second variant of scalar-wala I refer to as “weak scalar-wala” or just “weak-wala,” to
which I assign the following category type:






Weak-wala is related etymologically to the homophonous additive particle wala “nor” (re-
ferred to here as “nor-wala”), which is very like English nor or Italian neppure or neanche
(c.f. Mari and Tovena, 2006; Tovena, 2006) in its use. Nor-wala implicates a set of alterna-
tives ranging over a class or scale and asserts that one of the alternatives holds. The set of
alternatives range over negative propositions. As such, for nor-wala to be used felicitously,
it has to be preceded (either in the sentence or in the context) by at least one other negative
alternative.15
For example, (69) shows sentences containing a sequence of noun phrases conjoined













































“The truth is that neither my grandfather, nor my grandmother, nor my mother, nor my
father, nor I, nor you, nor [any] one of us knows complete happiness.”
15For analyses of additive particles, see König (1991); Lechner (2000); Schwenter and Vasishth (2000);
Rullmann (2003); Hendriks (2004); Mari and Tovena (2006); Wurmbrand (2008). Most of these references
focus on either . . . or or neither . . . nor. There seems to be little discussion of nor as a particle in its own right,
with the exception of Wurmbrand (2008), which is a squib. More work is needed here.
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The sentence in (69) presupposes a question under discussion as to whether anyone in the
family in question has known complete happiness in his or her life. The wala-disjuncts in-
troduce various alternatives in the set of family members under consideration, each disjunct
implicating that that the alternative expressed by the preceding disjunct was false (with re-
spect to having experienced complete happiness). The first disjunct la ǧEddi “neither my
grandfather” (introduced by la, “not” corresponding here to English neither) expresses that,
of the various alternatives, the speaker’s grandfather did not experience complete happiness.
The following wala-disjunct wala sItti “nor my grandmother” implies (possibly as a pre-
supposition) that the preceding disjunct (la ǧEddi “neither my grandfather”) was a negative
alternative, and adds to this fact that the speakers grandmother did not experience complete
happiness. Next, wala PImmi “nor my mother” implies that the preceding disjunct (wala
sItti “nor my grandmother”) is a negative alternative the speakers mother did not experience
complete happiness. This list continues, so on and so forth, until the last wala-disjunct wala
h
˙
ada “nor anyone” which closes off the set of alternatives being discussed, expressing that
there are no further alternatives beyond those already mentioned for whom it is true that
they have experienced complete happiness (c.f. Mari and Tovena, 2006; Tovena, 2006).
Likewise, (70) presupposes a question-under-discussion of what there is to drink,
















“There’s no tea nor coffee nor anything.”
I conjecture that the development of weak-wala was influenced by constructions like this,
in which a final wala-disjunct with a singular noun phrase closes of a class off alternatives
ordered on a scale.
Like strong-wala, weak-wala has a scalar interpretation ranging over cardinality
values. Its interpretation introduces two conjoined propositions, according to which the
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first conjunct has a meaning ranging over scale values greater than one, and the second
conjunct has a meaning with one as a scalar value. For example, (71) is interpreted as







“I didn’t eat (not) even one thing.”
a. “I didn’t eat more than one thing and I didn’t eat one thing.”
⇔
b. “I didn’t eat (either) more than one thing or (even just) one thing.”
The sentence asserts that the speaker did not eat one thing during the period in question. It
has a scalar meaning component — the meaning component corresponding to English even
one — according to which for all cardinality values n greater than one, I ate n things is false
(c.f. Lee and Horn, 1994; Rullmann, 1997; Lahiri, 1998). In other words, the entailments
associated with (71) can be represented as the conjunction of two negated proposition in
(71a), as well as, by a de Morgan inference, the negation of a disjunction in (71b):
To capture the scalar interpretation, I treat weak-wala as a focus-sensitive operator
with a meaning similar to that of nor.16 This means that its meaning is a function from a
focused NP-meaning and a focused verb meaning, and returning a pair in which the back-
ground meaning of the NP combines with the focus meaning of the verb-phrase argument,
and vice versa.
Applying weak-wala to a singular indefinite noun-phrase returns a function from
verb-phrase meanings to a focus-meaning, in which the verb-phrase meaning is the back-
ground, and in which the foreground asserts the meaning of the verb-phrase combined with




ind.sing : λP(ed)d.λQ((ed)d)t.(Q([θ]P ) ; Q([ρ]P ))
16(c.f. Rooth, 1992; Krifka, 1991, 1992, 1993, 2006; Beaver and Clark, 2008, a.m.o.).
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Weak-wala is subject to a morphosyntactic licensing requirement according to which
its second argument must be morphologically marked as negative. I represented this as a
feature specification on the second argument requiring it to be marked with a negative value
for a binary polarity feature (c.f. Ladusaw, 1992; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003; Zei-
jlstra, 2004; Dowty, 1994; Bernardi, 2002). Expressions that are marked with negation are
−pol (or just neg), while expressions that are unmarked for negation are +pol (or just pos).




ind.sing : λP(ed)d.λQ((ed)d)t.(Q([θ]P ) ; Q([ρ]P ))
Morphemes that contribute a negation operator to meaning composition also specify a mor-
phosyntactic binary negation or polarity feature
(74) a. ma:kaltIš ` sneg/(s\(s/np)) : λZ(ed)d.Z(λy.[ Ix didn′t eate y ])
b. PEkalIt ` spos/(s\(s/np)) : λZ(ed)d.Z(λy.[ Ix atee y ])







′t eate y ]) λQ((ed)d)t.
〈
Q(λPet.more than onek thingk (P ))
;






′t eate more than onek thingk
;
Ix didn
′t eate onek thingk
〉








λZ(ed)d.Z(λy.[ Ix atee y ]) λQ((ed)d)t.
〈
Q(λPet.more than onek thingk (P ))
;
Q(λPet.onek thingk (P ))
〉
∗ ∗ ∗ < ∗ ∗∗
4.2.3 Multiple Wala-Phrases
The analysis captures the observation that multiple wala-phrases can be licensed at once.
Interpretation of sentences like these involves evaluation of complex scalar models, a point
I return to below.
For example, the sentence in (77) can be analyzed either as in (78) or as in (81),















“I haven’t said even one word to a single person.”
(78) shows the two argument wala-phrases applying to the verb in succession, giving the






























17For the sake of space, meaning representation in (78) are shoown in a more compact predicate-logic style







Combining the sequence mah
˙
ake:tIš wala kIlmi “I didn’t say not even one word” with the
indirect object wala lah
˙
ada “to not even one person” results in a logical form consisting of






































The last derivational step in (79) is application of a rule str. This is intended to rep-
resent a strengthening inference in the interpretation of multiple focus items by means of
a complex scalar model. Sentences like (77) contain two expressions with scalar interpre-
tations, with the result that the interpretation of the sentence requires simultaneous consid-
eration of two sets of alternatives. This corresponds in the derived meanings to a four-way
conjunction of alternatives varying over cardinality values one′ and more.than.one′, and
forming a lattice in terms of entailment (alternatives are shown in bold):
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(80) I didn’t say more than one word to more than one person.
↙ ↘
I didn’t say one word to more than one person. I didn’t say more than one word to one person.
↘ ↙
I didn’t say one word to one person.
This meaning can be strengthened to a meaning conjoining two alternatives, one with terms
of higher cardinality in the focus positions (e.g., words′ and persons′ in the example), and
one with singleton terms in each (one.word′ and one.person′ in the example).18 In what
follows, I show only strengthened meanings for the sake of readability.
Here I assume with Aranovich (2007) that the strengthened meaning has the force
of an entailment, rather than a conversational implicature (c.f. Krifka, 1995b), because it
cannot be cancelled. I demur on whether it should be considered a conventional implicature
(c.f. Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003) or a presupposition (c.f. Lahiri, 1998; Giannaki-
dou, 2007), or perhaps what has been referred to variously as an assertorically-inert or
non-asserted entailment (c.f. Horn, 2002; Roberts, 2006; Beaver et al., 2009).19
18Strengthening can be thought of as construction of a complex scalar model, as discussed by Fillmore et al.
(1988). In brief, construction of a scalar model requires that for each parameter (i.e. focused element) in the
model, the set of alternatives being evaluated must maximize the contrast between the parameter’s value in each
alternative and that parameter’s value in the asserted proposition. In the sentence in question, the focus is on
the cardinality values of the argument noun phrases. The asserted proposition is I didn’t say one word to one
person, and the focused expressions are one word and one person, the alternatives to which are more than one
word and more than one person respectively. The alternatives calculated by the derivation are:
i. I didn’t say more than one word to one person.
ii. I didn’t say one word to more than one person.
iii. I didn’t say more than one word to more than one person.
iv. I didn’t say one word to one person
Of these, (iii) is the most distinct from the asserted proposition (iv) because their values for the focused expres-
sions are the most distinct: (i) has the same value as the asserted proposition for one word, and (ii) has the same
value for one person.
The str rule can then be thought of as an operator returning the maximally distinct alternatives. For dis-
cussions of the interpretation of complex scales and strengthening inferences, see Fillmore et al. (1988); Israel
(2001); Chierchia (2006).
19If it is a conventional implicature, it is one that is calculated locally (c.f. Chierchia, 2004, 2006), rather than
an expressive implicature of the sort identified by Potts (2003), which is notable for not interacting with other
meaning components of a sentence. Likewise, if it is an presupposition, it is a presupposition that can be used
for introducing novel information into a discourse. This is made particularly clear by the fact that wala-phrases
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(81) shows the same sentence derived with the two wala-phrases forming a con-
stituent by means of function composition (for the sake of notation, in the following exam-
ples I show lambda-binders above rather than preceding the bodies of the lamba-terms):

































The analysis is therefore able to derive the licensing requirement and the concord
effect with multiple n-words.
4.2.4 Prepositions, Noun Phrases and Wala-Float
So far, scalar-wala in both its weak and strong forms has been treated as a determiner-
like function, taking an NP meaning, and returning a function from predicate meanings to
propositions. However, as discussed above, scalar-wala is homophonous with several other










































“Like everyone knows, there isn’t a single Palestinian who left his country with one penny in his pocket.”
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particles that have related semantics. Is there independent evidence for treating scalar-wala
as a determiner-like particle?
In this section, I consider syntactic arguments involving constituency and word or-
der that show that scalar-wala combines directly with its associate. However, I note that
scalar-wala has freer word order possibilities than do other more typical determiners such
as Paiy “any, which,” kUll “every, all, each,” baQd
˙
“some (of),” and others, a property that it
shares with the scalar focus particle h
˙
Itta “even.” I conclude that scalar-wala, like h
˙
Itta, has
a polymorphic syntactic type related to the syntactic type associated with the conjunction
wa- “and,” to which wala is related etymologically, and which allows freer word order.
When scalar-wala is combined with a prepositional phrase or a “construct state”
possessive noun phrase, variations in word order arise. However, scalar-wala can either
combine directly with the object of the preposition, or — more commonly — combine with
the whole prepositional phrase. I refer to this phenomenon as “wala-float,” since the wala
seems to “float” away from its associate.
For example, in (82b) wala “floats” past the comitative preposition maQ “with,”




























































“I didn’t say a word even to one of them.”
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Wala-float also occurs with construct-state possessive noun phrases. A wala-particle asso-
ciated with the inner noun phrase in the construct (84a) can “float” past the “outer” noun to
























































































“I didn’t see even one of your brothers’ sons at the wedding.”
These examples are a problem for the analysis so far because they show wala floating out
of prepositional phrases and out of possessive NPs, which are “strong” islands, resisting
extraction of any kind.
For example, prepositions cannot be stranded in interrogative clauses: they must
either be pied-piped with the question word, or they must host a resumptive pronoun bound






























“Who did you speak with?”
Likewise, no extraction is possible out of possessive NPs, the whole possessive NP having































“Who [is it such that] you want to marry his daughter?”
Likewise, possessor NPs cannot permute with modifiers, instead following the preposition
or possessee directly:































In CCG terms, this implies that prepositions and possessive NPs take NP arguments by
means of Baldridge’s (2002) ?-modality, which blocks associativity or permutation in com-
position.
(91) a. maQ “with” ` (s\s)/?np
b. PIbIn “son of, ’s son” ` np/?np
Accordingly, wala-float should be impossible.
The permutation of wala with the preposition or outer noun appears to correspond
with a difference in the breadth of the focus associated with the particle: the word order
preposition-wala-NP expresses narrower focus on the NP, while the order wala-preposition-
NP expresses broader focus that can include focus on the verb. For example, (92a) has
a narrow focus on wa:h
˙
ad “one,” and considers alternatives ranging over the number of
people the speaker might have spoken with, while (92b), with broader focus, can consider















“I didn’t speak with even one of them.”















“I didn’t speak even with one of them.”
(Alternatives: I did P with n of them)
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Nonetheless, the same restrictions apply to the noun phrase associate in either case (e.g.,
the noun phrase must still be a singular indefinite).20
Wala-float only seems to happen with “functional” prepositions that are used as
oblique object markers, or, to put it differently, that are used as case markers (c.f. Fillmore,
1968; Gazdar et al., 1985; Pollard and Sag, 1994; Sag and Wasow, 1999; Bresnan, 2000,
a.o.). For example, wala-float is used by preference with the comitative preposition maQ
“with,” the dative/benefactive preposition l- “to,” and the instrumental or locative bi “with,
in,” and is possible (but not as preferred) with the locative fi: “in” and allative Qala (or its
reduced enclitic form Qa-) “to, towards, against”:21
(95) i. Comitative maQ “with”
ii. Dative, benefactive l- “to, for”
iii. Instrumental, locative b- “in, with”
iv. Locative fi: “in, about”
v. Allative Qala “to, towards, against” (or its reduced enclitic form Qa-)
vi. Ablative/Adversative mIn “away from, from, part of”
Wala-float is not used with predicative or substantive prepositions (ones that describe actual
locations or spatial relationships), such as tIh
˙
It “under, underneath,” fo:q “above, on top of,”
ǧEnIb (or ǧEmb “next to,” etc.
20I conjucture that it is mostly a prosodic phenomenon: the wala-preposition-noun sequence has an even
trochaic rhythm (93a, 94a), while the preposition-wala-noun sequence is uneven (93b, 94b).
(93) a. ["wa.la maQ "wa:.h
˙
ad]
b. [maQ "wa.la "wa:.h
˙
ad]
(94) a. ["wa.la ­PIbIn "wa:.h
˙
ad]
b. [­PIbIn "wa.la "wa:.h
˙
ad]
It also may be related to the prosody of the construct state. Most Arabic prepositions are etymologically derived
from noun stems, and hence form a close prosodic unit with their objects, often to the extent that the preposition
is a proclitic (in the case of most of the functional prepositions).
21These are also frequently found in phrasal-verb idioms. For example, to be “concerned about” in English
is to be “concerned in” in Levantine Arabic (c.f. Pahtamm-yahtamm-fi: “to be concerned about, take an interest
in”), and similarly one thinks “in” rather than “about” (c.f. fakkar-yfakkIr-fi: “think about”) and is angry

























This contrast between functional and predicational prepositions is easily captured in terms
of type assignments. Functional case markers can be treated simply as identify functions
over NP categories, returning a specification for a particular case-function, and interpreted
as semantically vacuous (i.e. as identity functions):
(97) a. l- “to” ` np↑dat/?np↑ : λP.P
b. bi “with, in” ` np↑loc|inst/?np
↑ : λP.P
c. maQ “with” ` np↑con/?np↑ : λP.P
d. Qa- “to, towards” ` np↑all/?np↑ : λP.P
Predicational prepositions, on the other hand, have relational types much like transitive
verbs:
(98) a. ǧEnIb “next to” ` (s\np)/?np : λy.λx.[next.to′yx]
b. tIh
˙
It “below, under” ` (s\np)/?np : λy.λx.[under′yx]
Given these types, wala-float is simply a function of the fact that functional PPs are
still noun-phrases, albeit ones with overt “case” morphology (I suppress semantic represen-



































Note that Levantine Arabic does not allow preposition stranding (100a). Instead,
extraction of the object of a preposition requires either “pied-piping” of the entire preposi-
tional phrase (100b), or use of a resumptive pronoun in the object position of the preposition
(100c):

































“Who [is it that] you spoke with [him]?”
Following Baldridge (2002), this follows if prepositions are assigned syntactic categories










∗ ∗ ∗ >B ∗ ∗∗
Instead, as was discussed in Ch.2, the whole prepositional phrase must be “pied-piped”
(102a), or the fronted question-word must bind a resumptive pronoun in the object position

































The same considerations apply to wala-float out of construct-state possessive noun
phrases. The construct rule in (16, p.71) assigns the outer noun the type of a function

























Note, however, that most determiners cannot “float” away from the nouns they mod-
ify. For example, the demontratives hæ:Da “this,” the quantifiers kUll “every, each, all,” or













































Determiner float is possible with kUll, but requires kUll to host a pronoun resuming the

































In other words, determiners are generally well behaved and consistent with an anal-
ysis in which they form tightly coherent constituents with the nouns they modify. This
suggests that perhaps the ?-modality should be assigned to determiners. For example, the
determiners kUll “every, each, all,” hæ:Da “this (ms.),” and Talæ:Ta “three” would have the
following syntactic category:
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(108) kUll, hæ:Da, Talæ:Ta` np↑/?np
One might then suggest that maQ does not combine with its object by means of the ?-
modality, and an alternate explanation has to be found for the failure of extraction out of its
object position. Of course, this discussion is predicated on the assumption that scalar-wala
is a determiner, and that it selects a singular indefinite NP complement. This assumption is
motivated by the observation that scalar-wala can only associate with singular indefinites
(this was captured above by assuming that the syntactic category for scalar-wala takes an
argument marked with a negative value for a definiteness feature (see 66, p.137 and 72,
p.141).
It is interesting to note here that NP-wala has similarities in its distribution and
in aspects of its interpretation with h
˙
Itta “even,” a scalar focus particle very much like
English even and which has a polarity-sensitive intepretation. When h
˙
atta is associated with
a singular indefinite NP pronounced with contrastive focus, its interpretation is virtually


































“I didn’t see NOT EVEN ONE person!”
Like wala, h
˙































“I didn’t speak even with one person.”
This is in contrast to the polarity-sensitive determiner Paiy “which, any.” As was noted
above, Paiy overlaps with wala and h
˙
Itta in aspects of its interpretation, and can be used in
tandem with either.
Nevertheless, Paiy is like other well-behaved determiners in that it cannot float away






























I conclude that scalar-wala (like h
˙
Itta) has selectional properties that differ from those of
other determiners.
4.2.5 Wala-Phrases as Sentence Fragments
In Chapter 5, I argue that wala-phrases contribute negative meaning in sentence fragments
Giannakidou (2000, 2002) and Watanabe (2004). Therefore, I am obliged to provide some
account of how n-words are used and interpreted in fragment answers.
However, the analysis of n-words in sentence fragments and other elliptical con-
structions entails the existence of a theory of elliptical constructions in CCG. I am not
aware that such a theory exists. As such, in order to be able to talk about the use of n-words
as fragments, I have made some assumptions in Ch.2 about the grammar of sentence frag-
ments in CCG, in the hope it will be understood that these are intended as place-holders for
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a more adaquate and thoroughly motivated account.23
As discussed in Ch.2, I assume that fragment answers are function types, and that
the questions should be represented as having syntactic structure. For example, (112) shows











“Not one thing, not a single thing”
According to the assumptions made in Ch.2, the syntactic structure of (112A) would be as
follows:





λR(ed)d.[R(λy.youx atee y)] λQ((et)t)〈dd〉.
〈
not Q(λYet.more than onek thingk(Y ))
;






′t eate more than onek thingk
;
youx didn
′t eate onek thingk
〉
Note that the type assumed here is strong-wala. Having claimed that there are two variants
of scalar-wala, the question is then which of these is used in fragments, and how can one
tell? Is there independent evidence that a wala-phrase used as a fragment is necessarily
headed by strong-wala. Or could it also be weak-wala?
23There are analyses of some ellipsis phenomena, such as antecedent-contained deletion (c.f. Jacobson,
1992), sluicing or other kinds of ellipsis in which an ellipse is understood as having an explicitly pronounced
antecedent. I am not aware of any analysis of the use of sentence fragments in CCG.
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Answering this question adaquately is beyond the scope of this project, because
doing so would rely on evidence from the prosody of fragment answers and their full-clause
paraphrases. So, again, I will make provisional assumptions, further consideration of which
will have to wait for future work. I assume that, in principle, either strong- or weak-wala
can be used in a fragment. I assume this because I currently see no strong arguments for
assuming otherwise.
Movement-based analyses of fragments (c.f. Merchant, 2004) claim that fragments
are ellipsis remnants, meaning that they move to a left-peripheral position in the clause,
followed by ellipsis of the constituents out of which they have been moved. For example,
the fragment answer a sandwich used in answer to the question What have you eaten today?
is claimed to have raised to a left-peripheral position in a clause, followed by deletion (or
complete prosodic reduction) of the IP-constituent from which it was extracted (ellipsis is








Merchant makes this claim based on the presence of connectivity effects of the kind dis-
cussed in Ch.2, as well as the generalization that fragment answers show a kind of island-
sensitivity, as well as binding effects. In other words, the claim is that fragment answers
are derived as a kind of focus-movement, exactly paralleling wh-movement. Both focus-
movement and wh-movement can then be followed by deletion/reduction of the constituent
containing the extraction site.









According to the analysis, the wala iši “not one thing” contains strong-wala in a topical po-
sition because it does not require licensing. The claim that is made by the fronting analysis
is therefore that only strong-wala-phrases can be used as fragments.
Nonetheless, without further justification it is not clear that this claim should be
made for Levantine Arabic, nor would it resolve the ambiguity issue, because, as was
discussed above, both strong- and weak-wala phrases can be fronted. Furthermore, al-
though Levantine Arabic speakers use fronting by preference for question formation, ques-





































































“Tell me, you spoke with whom about me?” (In-Situ)
This indicates that question formation does not correlate as strongly with fronting of ques-
tions as is the case in English.
Nonetheless, the fronting analysis would be consistent with the coherence presup-
position associated with the use of fragment answers, which is that the answer must be con-
gruent with the most current question under discussion.(c.f. Roberts, 1996; Büring, 1997;
Schwarzschild, 1999; Kadmon, 2000; Krifka, 2001; Nelken and Shan, 2006; Beaver and
Clark, 2008) An answer A to a question Q is congruent (roughly speaking) if A provides at
least a partial answer to Q. This requirement corresponds closely to the presupposition that
I attribute in Ch.6 to the use of topical wala-phrases, and it might be tempting to treat the co-
herence presupposition associated with fragment answers and the relevance presupposition
associated with topics as the same phenomenon.
It might be objected that fragment answers can have existential (in the sense of “all
new”) interpretations, and that topical noun phrases cannot. For example, (119A1), the




























“There isn’t a single thing.”
The fact that (119A1) shows a wala-phrase being used as a fragment answer and having
an all-new interpretation might then be taken to counter-indicate the fronting analysis of
fragments.
However, examples can be found in which even wala-phrases that are the subjects


























“Not a thing was there in the box.”
This indicates that an existential, all-new interpretation is available for strong-wala noun
phrases.
As such, I take the evidence currently available to be inconclusive. A more adaquate
analysis would have to take into consideration the intonation patterns that are used in frag-
ment answers, and whether those intonation patterns coincided with the intonation patterns
used with wala-phrases in different positions in full clauses. For now, I assume that the
fronting analysis is correct, and that when a wala-phrase is used as a fragment answer, that
it is strong-wala that is being used.
4.3 Never-words
The “never-words” are expressions that can felicitously be translated as English never or
not at all :
(122) a. Pabadan “never, not at all,” etymologically derived from the Old Arabic adverbial-
accusative form of the noun PEbd “eternity,” in meaning “forever, for all eternity”;24
24In Classical Arabic, PEbadan could also be used to mean “eternally, forever.” Its negative use, it was used
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b. bilmarra (or min marra in some varieties of Palestinian) “never, not once,” derived
from a prepositional phrase headed by b- “with, in” and Ilmarra “(the) once,” meaning
“with the once” or “in the once,” or “from the once” in the case of mIn marra.
Both of the never-words satisfy the definition of n-words in (1i), repeated here:
(123) N-word : A word that can be used to express negation in a sentence fragment.















When used in a full clause, never-words cannot express negation by themselves,
and instead must be licensed by a negation morpheme, regardless of their positions within
the word order of the clause. They must be licensed following the verb or tensed predicate









“There isn’t a problem ever.”




i:n PEbadan “I will never visit China.” A different word, qat
˙
Qan, was




































































The distribution of never-words therefore follows the pattern of what has sometimes been
called “strict negative concord” (Giannakidou, 2000, 2002; Zeijlstra, 2004), meaning that
when they have to be licensed at all (i.e., in a full clause), they must be licensed in all
positions: the licensing requirement applies to them “strictly.”
Generalization 4.3. Never-words are strict negative concord items.
The never-words can also be paraphrased with the wala-phrase wala marra “not
even once” discussed below. The two never-words are almost identical in usage, but differ
slightly in register, with PEbadan being slightly more formal (mostly likely because it is
also used in Standard Arabic), while bIlmarra (or mIn marra) is strictly colloquial.
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Nonetheless, the never-words, like English ever (c.f. Heim, 1984; Krifka, 1995b),
don’t seem to have a scalar interpretation, as has been argued to be the case for the particle
wala. This is perhaps illustrated with a comparison with the wala-phrase wala marra “not
even once,” the meaning of which is very close to the meaning of the never-words, but
which does have a scalar interpretation.25




















“By God, I haven’t got mad at you ever.”
(130a) shows wala marra “not even once.” The meaning of the sentence asserts that the
speaker has not gotten angry at the addressee on even one occasion. The sentence asserts
that the speaker did not get angry one time, and has a scalar meaning component that for
all numbers n greater than one, it’s not the case that the speaker got angry at the addressee
on n occasions. To put it differently, the sentence answers the question “How many times
have I gotten angry at you?”
In contrast, (130b) contains PEbadan “never” in place of wala marra “not even once,”
and lacks the scalar implication (c.f. Krifka, 1995a). Instead, its interpretation involves
consideration of a set of occasions at which the speaker might have gotten angry at the
























“I have a problem and I really want a solution.”
I do not discuss this further here.
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addressee, and asserts that for any arbitrary member of that set, it’s not the case that speaker
did get angry at that occasion. The sentence does not imply comparison of the number of
times that the speaker might have become angry, but rather comparison of various actual
occasions. In this respect, PEbadan is more like an Paiy-phrase, and might be thought of
as an equivalent to the unattested Paiy marra “ANY time.” It therefore appears to have
a quodlibetic (c.f. Horn, 2005; Tovena and Jayez, 1999), arbitrary choice (c.f. Rullmann,
1996), or phantom (c.f. Israel, 1995) interpretation rather than a scalar interpretation.
The never-words also do not seem to have double-negation readings when used as
fragments in answer to negative questions. For example, (131) and (132) show PEbadan





“Have you visited Syria?”
A: PEbadan.
never





“Have you not visited Syria?” “Haven’t you visited Syria?”
A: PEbadan.
never
“Never.” (i.e., “I haven’t visited Syria.”)
In both cases, using PEbadan as a fragment answer means “I have not visited Syria,” and it
does not have a double-negation reading for (132).
The question is why the use of PEbadan lacks a double negation reading in (132).
In general, the never-words seem to be used most frequently in answer to yes-no questions,
or to questions asking “when.” I assume that both kinds of questions, when asked about
an episodic clause-meaning P , amount to asking “Is/was there an occasion t at which P
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held?” In terms of standard approaches to question meaning (c.f. Hamblin, 1973; Hintikka,
1976; Karttunen, 1977; Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1984; Krifka, 2001)„ the meaning of this
question will be the pair of propositions “there was an occasion t at which P held” and
“there was no occasion t at which P held.”
In terms of the notation used here, this can be represented as a function from propo-
sitions to propositions (133a), or, alternately, as a function from truth-functions to proposi-
tions (133b):
(133) Have you visited Syria? `
a. λpst.[p=λt.[you visited Syria at t] ∧ there is a time t such that p(t) or there is no time t
such that p(t)]
b. λftt.[f(there is a time t at which you visited Syria)],
where ftt = {λp.p, λp.¬p}
The use of PEbadan in (131) and (132) always picks out the negative alternative in the
question meaning. The question is how this works.
I assume that, unlike scalar-wala, the never-words do not contribute negative mean-
ing, but rather select as arguments “negative clauses,” which I take to be clauses marked
with a morphosyntactic negation feature corresponding to a negation operator in meaning
representation (c.f. Ladusaw, 1992; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003). In particuar, I treat
the never-words as being similar to English ever or at all in meaning (Heim, 1984; Krifka,
1995b), and assign them each two meaning representations, one for the ever-meaning and
one for the at all -meaning.
Following Krifka (1995b), the never-meaning is interpreted as a function from a set
of times to an existential quantifier over times, and presupposes a set of alternatives varying
over a set of contextually relevant times, which I treat as a λ-term (as I did in the definitions
for the meaning of wala above). The not-at-all meaning I treat as a similar function, but
defined over sets of degrees or standards of measure (c.f. Landman, 1992) and returning an
existential quantifier over degrees:
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The types given here assume that verbs have lexical varients that select for a temporal
modifier (which I refer to as a “V-Adv” type; c.f. Dowty 2003), and that never-words have
higher types that select for V-Adv categories.
Neither the temporal nor the degree interpretations of the never-words are inher-
ently negative in the sense of contributing a negation operator. Rather, they select a “nega-









“I haven’t even once seen an Arabic film.”











′tt seee onej Arabicj filmj evert

















λQ((td)d)d.Q(λYtd.evert(Y )) λZtd.Z(λt.[ Ix haven





′tt seee onej Arabicj filmj evert
When used as a fragment answer, a never-word requires that the current ques-
tion that it answers provides a negative answer, which corresponds to a syntactic category



















′tt visite Syriaj evert
This might be thought of as a connectivity effect of the sort discussed in Ch.2.
Possible support for the claim that PEbadan does not contribute negative meaning on
its own might be found in the observation that it has developed a non-polar use in Levantine
Arabic, according to which it means “very, exactly, just so” (an observation that, as far as I





















“By God, I really need a solution!”
This use of PEbadan appears to have developed from the “at all” meaning of the n-word,by
losing its morphosyntactic association with negative meaning and retaining only its mean-
ing as an intensifier.26
In sum, the discussion of never-words leads to the following conclusions:
(139) i. Never-words express — but do not contribute — negation in fragment answers.
ii. Never-words must be licensed in all positions in full clauses.
iii. Never-words, unlike wala-phrases, do not have scalar interpretations.
The implication is that the never-words are n-words only in the morphosyntactic sense that
they have to combine with a negative-marked sentence. They are hence compatible with
an NPI-approach to the analysis of n-words and negative concord (c.f. Laka, 1990; Pro-
govac, 1991, 1992, 1993a; Ladusaw, 1992; Wouden, 1994; Suñer, 1995; Acquaviva, 1999;
Giannakidou, 2000; Blaszczak, 2001b; Zeijlstra, 2004; Penka, 2007; Aranovich, 2007).
4.4 Negative Minimizers
The next class of expressions that satisfy the definition of n-word above are what I call
negative minimizers. These are words that have idiomatic meanings expressing a lack of
minimum quantity or minimum degree of significance:
(140) a. hawa “nothing” (lit. “air”; c.f. Elihay 2007)
b. gEšal , kEšal “nothing, not a bit, not a cent.” (lit. “poverty, penury”)
26An analogy in English might be the non-polar use of anymore that has developed in the Mid-West or West
Coast state, and which has taken on the meaning of “nowadays, these days.”
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“I’m criticizing the situation in Jordan because I lived there for a time and know that













“. . . and we’ll have even less than we already have.” (lit. “we’ll be eating air above





























“You want democracy? You’re going to get nothing.”
Both derive their meaning from idiomatic usage. The first, hawa, literally means “air” or
“wind,” and is closely associated with the verb ?Ekal-yo:kIl “eat” (usually the active par-
ticiple mæ:kIl “eating, have eaten”), in an item of hyperbole, “eating air” meaning “having
eaten nothing” or “having nothing.”
The second, gEšal, appears to be related to or derived from the verb qašala-yaqšilu
“to be poor, impoverished.” It is used in several idioms, including the verbal formula kašal
ykaššilhUm, perhaps literally meaning “may poverty impoverish them,” but meaning “may
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“I can’t sleep at all,” “I can’t sleep or anything.”



























Although hawa is most often used along with mæ:kIl “eating,” the active participle of PEkal-
yo:kIl “eat,” it can also be used with other verbs or predicates, such as QInd “at,” indicating






































“Today, the Arabs who succeed have nothing.”
I take this to show that the negative meaning is associated with hawa itself, rather than with
an idiomatic phrase containing it.
Used as a negative minimizer, hawa always expresses negation. This is shown by the
fact that if a clause containing hawa contains a negation morpheme, the clause necessarily

















“Thank God, we don’t have nothing.” (i.e., “we have something”)27
There is therefore no evidence that hawa undergoes negative concord.
Like hawa, gEšal can be used by itself to express negation. For example, in (148),


















However, unlike hawa, gEšal, when used within the scope of a negation morpheme,
can have either a negative concord interpretation or a double negation reading. In the former
27Note that the double negation intepretation is ¬¬∃ = ∃, rather than ¬∃¬ = ∀. This indicates that there
are restrictions on the scope interpretations available for hawa.
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“I don’t have anything at all.”
This indicates that hawa and gEšal are not a perfect natural class. Instead, gEšal
appears to be ambiguous between a negative minimizer meaning, and between an indefinite
use that is used in the wala-phrase wala gEšal.
To capture the observation that the negative minimizers can contribute sentential
negation without requiring licensing by another negation operator, I treat them as functions
from verb types seeking raised arguments to verb types, and contributing negation that
scopes over the verb meaning and over an nominal description applied to the verb type, as
per the discussion of split-scope interpretation in 2.4 (p.51). This is illustrated for gEšal by
the derivation in (150c) for the predicate in example (150b):

















λx.x do not havee anythingk
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Chapter 5
N-Words and Negative Meaning
In the previous chapter, I presented the different classes of n-words found in Levantine
Arabic, discussed their meanings and syntactic distributions, and presented grammatical
analyses of them. In this chapter, I motivate these analyses by looking more closely at their
meaning, focusing mainly on the meaning of scalar-wala, which I claim to be inherently
negative.
In section 5.1, I present three kinds of evidence to the effect that wala-phrases
contribute negative meaning. Having made this argument, I then consider in section 5.2
what this means for an analysis of the licensing requirement. In particular, having claimed
that wala-phrases are inherently negative, I am obliged to explain why they require licensing
in certain configurations, and how the concord effect comes about.
My claim is that the licensing requirement arises when the interpretation of a wala-
phrase entails a contradiction with the meaning of the predicate upon which the wala-phrase
depends, a generalization that I express as an elsewhere condition:
(1) Licensing Requirement : A wala-phrase N dependent on a predicate P must be licensed
by negation marking on P if the interpretation of N within a given context would entail a
contradiction with some aspect of P . Elsewhere a wala-phrase need not be licensed.
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5.1 Wala-Phrases Contribute Negative Meaning
In this section, I return to the interpretation of scalar-wala, and argue that it contributes
negative meanings: it is inherently negative. The discussion focuses on the use of wala-
phrases in elliptical constructions, because according to the definitions in Ch. 1, repeated
here, expressing negation in elliptical constructions is a necessary condition for a word to
be identified as an n-word:
(1) i. N-Word: A word that necessarily expresses the meaning of sentential negation when
used as a sentence fragment.
ii. Negative expression: A linguistic expression (bound or free) that expresses the meaning
of sentential negation.
iii. Negative concord: The failure of a negative word (“n-word”) to distinctly express
negation when in syntagm with another negative expression.
The arguments are as follows:
(2) i. When used as fragments in answer to negative questions, Levantine N-words necessarily
have double-negation intepretations. An NPI-analysis would incorrectly predict them to
be ambiguous between double-negative and negative interpretations.
ii. Plain NPIs cannot be used as fragment answers, while n-words (by definition) can. Re-
cent proposals (c.f. Guerzoni & Ovalle 2003) address this by claiming that fragment
answers are fronted constituents c-commanding ellided structures, and that NPIs can-
not be fronted, such that they cannot be used as fragments. However, Levantine has
NPIs which typically occur in the same pre-verbal position in which n-words appear,
but which cannot be used as fragments. The NPI-analyses therefore make an incorrect
prediction.
iii. Many NPI-analyses assume that n-words used as fragments are licensed by implicit
negation operators recovered from interpretation of the ellipsis. Levantine Arabic has
a class of words — still -words — which can have a negative interpretation from im-
plicit negation, showing that this mechanism is at work in Levantine Arabic. However,
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still -words used as fragments are ambiguous between negative and non-negative inter-
pretations, whereas n-words are not. This shows that while an implicit negation analysis
of negative meanings makes correct predictions for still -words, it makes incorrect pre-
dictions for n-words.
iv. Levantine Arabic still -words can have negative interpretations (corresponding to En-
glish yet) due to implicit negation, but need not, showing that implicit negation can
license negative readings. N-words, in contrast, always have negative interpretations,
indicating that an implicit-negation analysis of the negative interpretation of still -words
does not extend to n-words.
I begin by first reviewing the environments in which wala-phrases are not subject
to a strong licensing preference, showing them to be syntactically and semantically hetero-
geneous.
5.1.1 N-Words in Elliptical Constructions






























































































































“Never, not at all.”
Likewise, as was shown in Ch. 4, Levantine n-words also express negation in what I































“You ate a lot, and I nothing!”
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Both kinds of construction are often analyzed as involving elliptical interpretation, in which
case they are similar to the use of n-words in fragment answers (referred to as “short an-
swers”: c.f. Reich, 2004).
Wala-phrases generally do not need to be roofed when they occur in pre-verbal (or






















“Not one person ever had a clear fingerprint.”
















“Not one book did I know who it was who wrote it.”
There is an important difference between wala-phrases and the never-words: while wala-
phrases in pre-predicate position are able in most cases to express negation without being































I argue below that this is due to wala-phrases having topical interpretations, whereas
never-words cannot be interpreted as topics.
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The last kind of example in which n-words need not be roofed are those in which





















































































“I’m in the seventh class, I was nothing in English, I decided to learn and started
































“Pretty! But I wasn’t any one of them.”
Three kinds of data indicate that Levantine Arabic n-words should be analyzed as
contributing negative meaning as part of their lexical meaning assignment, and are against
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analyses that would treat them as species of negative-polarity sensitive indefinites.1 I
present each of these arguments in turn.
Perhaps the greatest strength of analyses that treat n-words as inherently negative is
that they immediately predict the fact that in language after language, n-words can be used
to express negation in fragment answers, while non-negative negative polarity items cannot
(Watanabe, 2004).
5.1.1.1 N-Words and Fronted NPIs as Fragments
In this subsection, I present an argument that treating n-words as non-negative polarity
items makes incorrect predictions about the distribution of other non-negative polarity items
in Levantine Arabic. Analyses that treat n-words as a special class of non-negative indef-
inite NPIs must account both for where the negative meaning comes from in fragment
answers, and for why other kinds of negative polarity items (such as h
˙
ada “one, someone,
anyone” or iši “thing, something, anything,” etc.) cannot be used to express negation in
fragment answers (Blaszczak, 2001b; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003; Zeijlstra, 2004).
NPI-approaches typically account for the use of n-words in fragment answers by assum-
ing either the presence of an “abstract” (unpronounced) negation (Ladusaw, 1992; Zeijlstra,
2004), or that negation can be recovered contextually from the interpretation of the ellipse
(Giannakidou, 2000, 2002).
For example, the question in (14-Q) can be answered either with a full clause con-
taining an n-word or weak NPI (14-A1), or with the wala-phrase fragment in (14-A2). Ac-
cording to NPI-analyses, (14-A2) would have a syntactic structure as in (14a) in which an
negation operator is interpreted as part of the elliptical structure from which the wala-phrase
is extracted:2
1The “NPI-analysis”: c.f. Laka (1990); Progovac (1991, 1992, 1993b, 2000); Ladusaw (1992); Benmamoun
(1995, 1997); Przepiórkowski and Kupść (1997a,b, 1999); Przepiórkowski (1999a,b, 2000); Blaszczak (1998,
2001b); Ouhalla (1997); Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle (2003); Zeijlstra (2004), a.o.
2For illustration, we show ellided structure uses dotted branches and italicized labels. Solid branches and






























This incorrectly predicts that “plain” NPIs such as English anyone or anything or Levantine
Arabic h
˙
ada “(any)one” or iši “(any)thing” will have NPI interpretations in fragments.
For example, the question in (15) can also be answered with a full clause containing
either a polarity-sensitive indefinite pronoun (15-A1), possibly with the more emphatic
NPI-determiner Paiy “any.” However, a weak NPI cannot be used as a fragment answer




















“I didn’t eat anything (ANYthing) today.”









( Paiy ) iši
NP
Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle (2003), advocates of an NPI analysis, respond by ar-
guing that NPIs cannot express an NPI interpretation in fragments because they can’t be
fronted, and that fragment answers involve ellipsis of a clausal constituent within the scope
of a fronted constituent (c.f. Merchant 2000). In other words, they argue that the derivation





They further claim that weak NPIs cannot be fronted, and hence would be “stranded” within
the ellipsis as in (15a), disallowing their use as fragments.
In fact, the weak NPIs iši “thing, anything, something” and h
˙
ada “person, someone,









“I didn’t see anyone.”










This might be taken to support Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle’s argument.
To see how this is, assume for argument’s sake the structure in (16) as an analysis
of answer A2 in (15). The claim would be that the fact that wala-phrases can be fronted
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allows them to be used as fragment answers. In contrast, iši cannot be fronted, as shown in
the structure in (15a), and hence ellipsis of the IP constituent would entail ellipsis of iši as




Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle therefore predict that if there were a non-n-word NPI that
could be fronted in Levantine Arabic, that it should be usable as a fragment with an NPI
interpretation.
Levantine Arabic does in fact have at least one kind of NPI that not only can be
fronted, but which is typically pronounced in a pre-verbal position. This is the aspectual
adverb QUmr “ever,” which typically precedes the finite verb in a clause, and can either






















“I haven’t ever seen anything like this.”






















3This particle has as its etymological source the homophonous noun QUmr “age, life.” As an adverb, it is
used either in its bare form, or hosting a clitic pronoun corresponding to the subject of the clause.
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“I haven’t ever heard this talk.”
QUmr has the distribution of a typical weak NPI (using Zwarts’ 1996 term; see also Kad-
mon and Landman, 1993; Wouden, 1994; Krifka, 1995a, a.o.), appearing in questions (e.g.,
21a), in antecedents of conditional clauses (e.g., 21b), restrictions of strong quantifiers (e.g.,
21c), and other positions in which weak NPIs (such as h
˙
ada “thing, anything,” iši “thing,
anything,” or QUmr “ever”) can typically appear (c.f. Klima, 1964; Fauconnier, 1975; Ladu-
saw, 1979; Hoeksema, 1983; Linebarger, 1987; Kadmon and Landman, 1993; Zwarts, 1996;

























































“If I ever make someone angry without meaning to, I’ll offer him the nicest rose with


























“. . . and those that remain, I’ll buy cars with them, and distribute to every one that I
ever see.”
I conclude, therefore, that QUmr is a weak NPI.
QUmr not only can appear in pre-verbal position, but is in overlapping distribution
with the never-words. This is shown by the fact that they can alternate with one another















































































“I never ever make him angry, nor do I try to make him angry.”
These data indicate that QUmr and the never-words occupy the same position.
QUmr is therefore exactly the kind of word that Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle pre-
dict should be able to be used in fragment answers with an NPI interpretation: it has the
semantics of a weak NPI, and it can be fronted to the same pre-verbal positions that n-words
can occupy. However, the prediction is incorrect: QUmr is just as unacceptable in fragment




























If (25a) is a derivation for the acceptable (24-A1), allowing the use of PEbadan in a fragment










This shows that n-words and weak NPIs are not distinguished in terms of whether they
can be fronted or not, and hence their different degrees of acceptability as fragment an-
swers cannot be reduced to this difference. However, an analysis which treats n-words as
contributing negative meaning and QUmr as not doing so predicts the contrast.
5.1.1.2 Negative Meaning and Negative Questions
Another data point in favor of inherent-negation analyses is the interpretations that n-words
have when used in answer to negative questions: in such utterances they necessarily have
double-negation interpretations.
For example, the question-answer pair in (26) shows an n-word used in response to
























“Not even one thing (I’m starving!).”
In constrast, (27) shows an n-word used in answer to the negative question “What didn’t





















“Not even one thing. I’m really full!”
(i.e., “There isn’t even one thing that I didn’t eat.”)
If n-words did not contribute negation, and were merely negative polarity items, then an
answer like (27) should be at least ambiguous between a double-negation reading and a
single-negation reading. This is because the context would make available two possible
answer meanings “I ate nothing” and “I didn’t eat nothing,” each of which would license the
use of an n-word fragment answer. For example, following Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle
(2003), one might assume that the double negation interpretation of a fragment answer





4As in English, negative questions in Levantine Arabic are often used to express a degree of surprise,
amazement, or irony. For example, Maged and Lutfi were at a wedding party, and Maged was surprised by the







On the other hand, if n-words contribute negative meaning, then the double-negation
reading expressed by the answer in (27) follows immediately.
5.1.1.3 Negative Meaning from Implicit Negation
A third argument in favor of inherent negation analyses of Levantine Arabic n-words comes
from the interpretation of the “still -words” lIssa- or baQd-, which can be translated into
English as either “still” or “yet” (where “yet” is a negative-polarity-sensitive meaning).
The argument is as follows: The still -words are interpreted in a way that provides
evidence that negative meaning can in fact be licensed by implicit negation operators re-
covered from the context. However, even though implicit negation can license negative-
polarity-sensitive interpretation for the still -words, it cannot do so for n-words. Accord-
ingly, the negative meaning associated with the interpretation of n-words must come from
somewhere else.
The availability of the “not yet” interpretation suggests that the still -words might
be n-words. However, in what follows, I argue the negative meanings in the “not yet”
interpretation come from contextually implicit negation, and not from the lexically speci-
fied meanings. If n-word fragments also expressed negative meaning courtesy of implicit
negation operators, they might also be ambiguous in their interpretation. The fact that they
are not suggests that the negative meaning expressed by the use of n-words should not be
treated as coming from implicit negation.
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The still -words in Levantine Arabic include the following (c.f. Stowasser and Ani,
1964; Elihay, 2007):
(29) a. lIssa-: from la-s-se:Qa “to-the-hour, until now,” used more in Syria, Lebanon, and
urban Palestinian dialects, either as a bare stem or hosting a clitic-pronoun correlating
with the subject of the clause.5
b. baQd-: from Old and Standard Arabic baQa “after, following, still, yet,” used more in
rural dialects in northern Jordan and Palestine, also either as a bare stem or hosting a
clitic-pronoun correlating with the subject of the clause.
c. Issa:Qan: from “the-hour” with an adverbial ending, used in the Hebron/Khalily di-
alect of Palestinian.
The still -words can be understood as expressing negation in sentence fragments,
but need not be, and as such have the appearance of being ambiguous between a negative
interpretation and an affirmative one. For example, (30) shows lIssa used as a fragment



































“Still [in] the first year.”
5Compare with PIssa “now,” from is-se:Qa “the hour, now.”
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“Yes, [I] still [am].”



















































“Why haven’t you finished yet?” “Why have you still not finished?”
Assuming Lee’s (2008) analysis of the meaning of English still,6 I assume that lIssa and
baQd have meanings as in (36):
(36) baQd-(P ) or lIssa-(P ) uttered with respect to reference time tR:
i. Presupposes that P holds during an unbroken interval beginning before and leading up
to tR, and that it was possible that P could have ended at some time t′ preceding tR
during that interval;
ii. Is true iff P is true at tR.
These semantics are illustrated in (37) and (38), two sentences with roughly equivalent








i. Presupposition: The speaker was single at an unbroken interval beginning at a point in
time preceding tR and leading up to tR, and the speaker could potentially have stopped
being single at some point during that interval.









“I am still not married,” “I am not married yet.”
i. Presupposition: The speaker was not married during an unbroken interval beginning at
a point in time preceding and leading up to the speech time, and could potentially have
stopped being not married at some point during that interval;
6See also Löbner (1989; 1999), Michaelis (1993), and Mittwoch (1993).
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ii. Truth condition: The speaker is not married at the time of speech.
Comparison of (37) and (38) implies that whether the still -words are understood in
a sentence fragment as expressing negation or affirmation correlates with the conversational
background against which the fragment is uttered. If the still -word is used in answer to a
negative question, it will likely have a “not yet” interpretation, while if used in answer to a
positive question, it will likely have a “still” interpretation.
The aspectual interpretation of the clause is also a factor in determining whether
the still -words have a negative or positive interpretation. For example, consider (30) above,
in which lIssa is understood as expressing negation. In each case, the clause includes a
predicate with perfective aspect, the question being about whether an event of a particular
kind took place (i.e., buying a ticket, visiting Wadi Rum, leaving Jordan).
I conjecture that the negative interpretation for these examples may be due to an
incompatibility between the non-negative interpretation of the still -words and the meaning
of the perfective stems. Both of the questions are polarity questions, expecting a yes-or-no
answer. Accordingly, the meanings for the question in (30) and (32) are respectively as
follows (I assume for concreteness a semantics for questions in the style of Groenendijk
and Stokhof 1984, 1997):
(39) i. (I bought a plane ticket) or (I did not buy a plane ticket)
ii. (I visited Wadi Rum) or (I did not visit Wadi Rum)
For each of these questions, the positive answer describes an event or process that was
completed in the past, the occurrence of which is therefore inalterable, because while the
results of the event might be undone, the fact that the event took place cannot be changed.
According to the definition for lIssa/baQd above, still -words presuppose a changeable state
in the past, and asserts that this state is unchanged at the evaluation time. The positive
answers are incompatible with this presupposition because the state is unchangeable, and,
as such, are filtered out, leaving the negative answer as the only compatible answer.
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In summary, implicit negation recovered from conversational context can license
negative polarity interpretations for the still -words,
Generalization 5.1. Implicit negation can license negative polarity interpretation for still -
words in Levantine Arabic.
However, while implicit negation can provide the negative meaning licensing negative-
polarity interpretations for still -words, it cannot do so for negative polarity items like QUmr
“ever,” as was discussed above. In other words, if an NPI like QUmr “ever” and iši “thing”
and the still -words belonged to the same class, then it should be possible to use QUmr as
a sentence fragment with a negative-polarity interpretation, which, as was shown above,
is an incorrect prediction. The fact that wala-phrases and the never-words can be used as
fragments with a negative interpretation therefore indicates that they must be distinguished
from NPIs like QUmr in terms of how they are interpreted.
5.2 The Licensing Requirement
In the preceding section I argued that Levantine Arabic n-words are inherently negative:
they contribute negative meaning. If this is the case, two questions must be answered: why
is it that they must be licensed by another negative expression in some configurations, and
how is it that their negative meaning can be non-distinct?
In this section I make the following observations:
(40) i. Negative-minimizers are never required to be licensed, although they can be (for at
least some speakers).
ii. Phrases headed by the negative scalar focus particle wala (“wala-phrases”) must be
licensed if they are interpreted as the rheme/focus/comment portion of a clause. They
must be licensed by expressions that contribute the meaning of predicate negation
(including sentential negation morphemes and particles such as bidu:n (or mIndu:n)









Il “stop, cease, quit” or manaQ-yImnaQ “forbid, prevent”).
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iii. Never-words must always be licensed in a full clause. They can be licensed by the
expressions that license wala-phrases, as well as others that do not, such as topical
wala-phrases.
5.2.1 Licensing and Existential Entailments
Native speakers strongly prefer wala-phrases to be licensed when they occur in argument
or adjunct positions that correspond to existential entailments of the predicate. Such entail-
ments often correspond to various thematic role labels that are commonly assumed, such as
agent /actor, patient /theme, goal /recipient, instrument, location. What is important for the
generalization is not whether one assumes a particular set of thematic-role labels, but rather
the presence of an existential entailment.
For example, the meaning of Paǧa-yi:ǧi “come” entails the existence of someone
or something that moves from a distal location to a proximal location at a particular time.
Similarly, PEkal-yo:kIl “eat” entails the existence (at the beginning of an eating event) of an
object that is consumed as the event progresses, as well as the existence of an entity doing
the eating, a location at which the eating takes, and a manner or instrument by means of
which the object being eaten is placed in the eater’s mouth.
If a wala-phrase occupies the syntactic position associated with each of these en-

























































































































“The woman must understand what her rights are and embrace that she is a human













The licensing restriction does not apply to verb meanings per se, but rather to pred-
icate or verb-phrase meanings (c.f. Smith’s 1997 term verb constellation). This is shown
by negative concord sentences with comitative or instrumental adjuncts. For example, an
n-word within a comitative PP adjunct has to be licensed, as in (45a), and is unacceptable
otherwise (45b). This is not a lexical entailment, because there is no sense in which going
to the store entails the presence of a companion. Nonetheless, native speakers consistently





























































There is independent evidence that comitative adjuncts contribute an additional agent ar-
gument. This is that comitative adjuncts can affect agreement marking (McNally, 1993;
Vassilieva and Larson, 2005), provided that the comitative PP forms a constituent with the























































“You with your friends went to the sea.”
I take this as an indication that the comitative adjunct adds an agent participant role, which
corresponds to an existential entailment.
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Similarly, Levantine Arabic qaQad-yuqQud “sit” does not entail the presence of
someone sat next to, but it does entail a location sat at, expressed by modification with




































“I sat next to Majid.”
“I sat in a region r1 adjacent to a region r2 that was co-extensive with Majid.”
Even though the meaning of a h
˙
add-PP is not entailed by the meaning of qaQad-
yuqQud “sit,” addition of a h
˙
add-PP nevertheless creates an entailment that there is a person
or object being sat next to.
5.2.1.1 Exceptions and Information Structure
As was said above, native speakers express a very strong preference for wala-phrases to
be licensed when they occur in entailed positions. Nevertheless, examples can be found,
as rare as they may be, in which a wala-phrase in a post-verbal entailed position is not
licensed:





























“I like not even one of these.”
Examples like these seem to occur in a well-defined kind of discourse context, which is a
discussion that involves multiple participants sharing opinions and experiences regarding a
certain topic. The contributions appear to be pair-list answers, meaning that a general ques-
tion is under discussion (such as “Who ate what today?” or “Who likes which animal?”),
and the expectation is that the participants’ contributions will make up a list of pairs.
For example, the discussion in (52) involves differ participants answering the ques-
tion “Which of the following animals do you like: the horse, the elephant, the dog, the cat,
the monkey?” Given a set of participants, the question under discussion in the conversation
is “Which person likes which animal?,” the answers to which will be pair-list answers (c.f.































“Which of the animals do you choose: the horse, the lion, the elephant, the dog, the











































“. . . but I like none of these animals.”
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In other words, this is the kind of environment in which, in English, speakers using gapping,
“short-answer” sentences, or strong deaccenting on words in a clause whose meanings are
understood as given in a discourse context (c.f. Dalrymple et al., 1991; Gardent, 1997, 2000;
Krifka, 2001; Reich, 2004, a.o.).8
I conjecture, therefore, that something similar is going on with these exceptional
examples. The conjecture is that, in a discourse context in which pair-list answers are
called for, the speakers who produce these examples are pronouncing the wala-phrases
with a strong contrastive intonation. On the basis of this conjecture, I suggest further that
the licensing restriction arises when wala-phrases are pronounced with new-information
focus, rather than with contrastive focus.9
The correlation between the licensing restriction and entailed syntactic positions
might then be analyzed as a correlation between existentially-entailed positions and new-
information focus. In other words, native speakers may strongly prefer wala-phrases in
entailed positions to be licensed because they strongly prefer entailed arguments to be in-
terpreted with new-information focus.
(53) Conjecture: Wala-phrases must be licensed when they are interpreted with new-information
focus.
If this conjecture is correct, then strong association between entailed positions and the li-
censing requirement is then just an epiphenomenon of a strong association between new-
information focus and existentially-entailed positions.
Unfortunately, there is very little research to date on the intonational phonology
of Levantine Arabic, or indeed of any Arabic regional dialect, the main contributions so
far being Chahal (2001) and Helmuth (2006).10 Likewise, I am not aware of any research
8Sentence A2 in (52) shows the verb bah
˙
Ibb “I love,” which has a stative interpretation. However, lexical
aspect does not seem to play a role in the acceptability of unlicensed post-verbal wala-phrases, as examples can
be found with eventive or punctual verbs such as PEkal-yo:kIl “eat.”
9Helmuth (2006), in a detailed study of intonation in Cairene Egyptian Arabic, notes that new-information
focus is unmarked prosodically, while contrastive focus is marked with exaggerated pitch excursion.
10Shorter studies include El-Hassan (1990), Chahal (1999) and Kulk et al. (2003). See also Abdalla (1960)
for Egyptian Arabic and Moutaouakil (1989) for study of information structure in Standard Arabic.
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on the correlation between information structure and argument structure such as has been
noted for English and other languages (c.f. Bolinger, 1972; Gussenhoven, 1982; Selkirk
1984, 1995; Jacobs 1991, 1993). Therefore, this conjecture must remain unverified until
further foundational work is done on Arabic.
However, in the following section, I provide additional classes of examples in which
the licensing requirement does not apply, and in a way that correlates with the information-
structural or pragmatic usage of the clause.
5.2.2 Non-Entailed Arguments
Another category of contexts in which wala-phrases are not subject to the licensing restric-
tion are arguments that do not correspond to existential entailments. These include objects
of “exceptional case-marking” verbs (or ECM-verbs, to use common terminology), which
take objects with respect to which they have no entailments, and verbs that take arguments
that specify presuppositions.
I consider each of these in turn.
5.2.2.1 ECM Objects
Exceptional-Case-Marking (ECM; otherwise known as “raising-to-object”; I use the term
ECM here for familiarity’s sake) constructions are one kind of example in which object
arguments are not associated with any entailments, and to which the Licensing Restriction
is predicted not to apply.
Prediction 5.2.1. The objects of ECM-verbs should not need to be licensed by a negation
morpheme.
This prediction is correct.
I begin with a brief review of ECM-constructions. ECM-constructions have been
studied at length in English (c.f. Rosenbaum, 1967; Postal, 1974; Chomsky, 1981; Bresnan,
1982; Haegeman, 1994; Pollard and Sag, 1994; Bresnan, 2001; Lasnik and Saito, 1991;
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Runner, 1998; Davies and Dubinsky, 2004) as well as in other European languages. They
are headed by members of certain classes of verbs, including verbs of perception (see, hear,
feel, etc.), belief (believe, know, consider, regard, etc.), and desire (want, intend, need, etc.).
An ECM-construction consists of a verb (an “ECM-verb”) taking a non-finite com-
plement and an object argument, the latter of which is interpreted as predicated of the
former:
(54) a. We now know Mars [ to be a cold world with a very thin atmosphere of carbon
dioxide ].
b. U.S. officials have said they believe bin Laden [ to be hiding somewhere in rugged
mountains between the two nations ].
c. I saw three people [ at the airport in Cancun wearing masks ].
d. I want the Arabs [ to be united ], but this means uniting the people, not a religion.
e. They want us [ as pickers and gardeners and maids but then they complain we are
here ].
The non-finite complement can be a to-infinitive or a “small clause,” headed by a bare in-
finitive or other non-verbal predicate, depending on the particular ECM-verb. For example,
each of the examples in (54) shows a verb taking an object (shown in bold) and a com-
plement clause (enclosed in square brackets), with the object noun phrase interpreted as
the subject of the complement clause. Some ECM-verbs can also take finite that-clauses
instead of non-finite complements, in which case the ECM-construction does not obtain.
This is particularly the case for believe and know:
(55) a. U.S. officials have said they believe [ that bin Laden is hiding somewhere in rugged
mountains between the two nations ].
b. Today, unfortunately, we know [ that Mars is a cold dry desert planet with a thin
unbreathable carbon dioxide atmosphere ].
The objects of ECM-verbs (referred to here as “ECM-objects”) are identified as such be-
cause they are in the accusative form if they are pronouns (56), and because they are the
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subjects of the passive of the ECM-verb in a passive paraphrase (57):11
(56) a. I saw them [ wearing masks ].
b. If they want us [ as fans and consumers ], they should allow us in their contests.
(57) a. Although Mars is known [ to be a cold, rocky planet with no liquid water on its
surface ], there is plenty of evidence in the form of river-like features and ancient
coastlines to suggest that it was warmer and wetter in the past.
b. Osama bin Laden is believed [ to be hiding in the rugged mountains between Pak-
istan and Afghanistan ].
c. They were seen [ wearing masks ].
d. We want to get away from here just as much as we are wanted [ to be gone ].
e. We are needed [to be a presence] because there are no media or internationals.
f. We are needed [ as a presence ].
Although ECM-verbs take objects in the ECM-construction, they have no existential
entailments with respect to their objects. This is shown by the observation that ECM-verbs
can take expletive particles (such as the existential particle there) and idiom chunks as
objects.
(58) a. At the last presidential elections, 80 percent of the people who voted for Bush be-
lieved there to be weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.
b. As I approached the truck, I saw there were several teenage hoodlums hanging
around it, which made me uneasy.
c. You want there to be some unemployment in the economy because that demonstrates,
among other things, that workers have some flexibility to leave jobs they’re poorly
suited for and adapt to an evolving economy.
(59) a. I believe the cat [ to be out of the bag ].
b. I know the shit [ to have hit the fan ].
11It is generally claimed that want cannot be passivized (c.f. Huddleston and Pullum, 2005, a.o), and my
personal intuition is that passivization of want is very awkward sounding. Nonetheless, examples can be found
in Google-data, and are included here.
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If there were existential entailments associated with the object position, a non-referential
expression interpreted in that position would be expected to be uninterpretable.
As before, if the sentence is paraphrased with passivization of the verb, the expletive
appears as the subject, indicating that it is the object of the verb in the active voice:
(60) a. The reason we went into Iraq is because there were believed to be weapons of mass
destruction, which I believe there were at a time.
b. Internal workshops featured widely. . . as significant and defining events in the project
for many participants, mainly because there were seen to be so many experienced
people in the room who participated in excellent group debates, informal discussions
and workshop dinners to work through and resolve issues.
(61) a. The cat is believed [ to be out of the bag ].
b. The shit is known [ to have hit the fan ].
The generalization is that passivized ECM-verbs are raising verbs (a.k.a. “raising-to-subject”)
verbs, like seem, appear, etc.
Theoretical analyses of ECM-verbs link the object-marking of the ECM-object to
the non-finiteness of the complement clause. In transformational accounts, the ECM-object
cannot be “licensed” (meaning assigned subjective structural case or a grammatical func-
tion) in the non-finite subordinate clause, and so it is licensed with objective structural case
or grammatical function.
In constraint-based formalisms such as HPSG or LFG, as well as in CCG, the strat-
egy is to treat ECM-verbs as verbs that take a semantically empty argument that is predi-
cated of an abstraction over an open position in the complement clause. For example, the
following CCG type assignments for believe and see would capture the generalizations:
(62) a. believe ` ((s\np)/(sto\np))/np : λy.λPet.λx.believe′(Py)x
b. see ` ((s\np)/(sinfin\np))/np : λy.λPet.λx.see′(Py)x
Given that the interpretation of an ECM-verb imposes no existential entailments on its ob-
ject, the roofing restriction predicts that an n-word interpreted as the object of an ECM-verb
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should not have to be roofed by a negation morpheme. The question is therefore whether
ECM-constructions occur in Levantine Arabic, and, if so, whether the prediction is correct.
ECM-like constructions can also be found in Standard Arabic, in which belief- and
desire-verbs take objects (marked in the accusative case) interpreted as the subject (or topic)















“I believe Hind to be loved by Zeid.”







































“The family wants me to study civil engineering.”
If the verb is passivized, then the subject of the subordinate clause emerges as the subject of
the passive verb (as evidenced by the agreement marking on the verb, and the nominative















“Hind is believed to be loved by Zeid.”
“It is believed of Hind that Zeid loves her.”
12Arabic subjunctive mood morphology includes agreement-marking, and, as such, does not correspond
directly to the English infinitive, which is defined by lacking agreement marking. For this reason, there is no
basis for talking about finiteness in Standard Arabic ECM constructions.
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The examples can be paraphrased with sentences in which the subject of the subordinate
clause is realized as the object of the complementizer Panna “that” (which assigns it ac-




























“The family wants me to study engineering.”
This parallels the alternation in English between infinitival complement clauses with ECM-
subjects, and indicative complement clauses with internal subjects.
Levantine Arabic has verbs that correspond to at least some degree with English
ECM-verbs. The verbs in question belong to classes corresponding to the classes to which
English ECM-verbs belong to, namely belief-, perception-, and desire-verbs:





Unn, PIftakar-yIftakir , twaqqaQ-yItwaqqaQ “believe”














c. Verbs of sense perception: šæ:f -yIšu:f “see”; sImIQ-yIsmaQ “hear,” la:qa-yIla:qi “to
find”
These classes of verbs are treated as taking an object argument that is interpreted as the
subject or topic of a open sentence corresponding to the complement clause.
Levantine Arabic does not have a direct analog with English ECM-constructions in
its morphosyntax. This is because Levantine Arabic lacks the following (c.f. Mohammad,
2000):
(67) i. Productive use of infinitive verb stems. Instead, unmarked inflected imperfect stems
(the “y-imperfect”: c.f. Blau 1960, 77-95; Mitchell and al Hassan 1994, Ch.2; Brus-
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tad 2000, 231-241) are used where infinitives would be used with irrealis interpreta-
tions in English;
ii. NP-raising;
iii. Case-marking on common nouns;
iv. A fully productive passive voice (c.f. in particular Retsö 1983; also Blau 1960, 67;
Cowell 1964, 234-240; Holes 2004, 135-138).
Because there is no nominal case marking in Levantine Arabic, wala-phrases cannot be
identified as objects morphologically. In languages like English, the object position/function
is identified by passivization: passivization of a verb leads to its object being promoted to
subject. However, Levantine Arabic lacks raising to subject (c.f. Mohammad, 2000), so
passivization of the verb tells us little about its object. As such, it is not clear to what extent
there is a morphosyntactic analog in Levantine Arabic of English ECM-constructions.
However, relevant semantic tests for ECM-verbs still apply. In particular, the Lev-
antine ECM-objects are not associated with lexical entailments. This is shown by two
observations: (i) the ECM-object need not correspond to the subject of the complement
clause, but rather can correspond to any arguments expressed by a resumptive pronoun, in-
dicating that it is not associated with any particular participant role; (ii) it can be an idiom
chunk, and therefore can be non-referential.
For example, the following all show variations on the subject-idiom Qasa:fi:r bat
˙
nu





n “stomach birds” appears as the object of perception-verbs in (68a-68b)


















































“I advise whoever comes after me to get up and have breakfast because I feel the











“I don’t want it to be time to go home.” (lit. “I don’t want the bird to fly.”)





birds” has a non-referential interpretation.
The object of an ECM-verb need not be interpreted as the subject of the comple-
ment clause (c.f. Doron, 1996; Doron and Heycock, 1999), and can rather be interpreted
as binding a resumptive pronoun in some other position within the complement, indicat-
ing that the ECM-object is not associated with a particular participant role. For example,
in (69a-69b) the ECM-object pronouns Piyyæ:-hUm “them” and Piyyæ:k “you” correspond
to the objects of the embedded clause, rather than to their subjects, while (69c) shows the




































“. . . but I wanted to speak with you about something.”
13These examples show the object clitic pronouns attached to the “carrier” morpheme Piyyae:, which is
semantically empty and serves to host object morphemes when they otherwise lack a host. The verb bIdd- is
irregular, showing agreement marking in the form of an object clitic, and in Levantine, one object clitic cannot
attach to another. For this reason, the carrier morpheme is used when bIdd- takes a pronominal object.
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I conclude that a Levantine Arabic ECM-verb does not assign any particular participant role
to its object. To the extent that participant roles are interpreted as existential entailments,
then it follows that ECM verbs do not have existential entailments with respect to their
objects.
This predicts that a wala-phrase occurring as the object of an ECM-verb should not



















































































































































“I prefer for no one to see my tears.”
The same applies to instances of PIQtabar-yIQtabIr “consider” that have perception-verb










































































































“I would consider nothing to have happened. She [ would have ] become one of
someone else’s female relatives, forbidden [to look at].”




















































































“By God, I have found that they’re all hard on me. I don’t wish for even one of them































“I don’t want even one person to leave the club.”















































“I don’t consider even one moment of my life [to be] nice, it’s all bad.”












































































“I haven’t heard even one son of Adam complain about this step.”
To summarize, Levantine Arabic has verbs that share with English ECM-verbs the
properties that they predicate the meaning of an object argument of the meaning of a com-
plement clause, and that they have no entailments with respect to the object. The licensing
restriction correctly predicts that wala-phrases occurring in the object position of such verbs
should not be subject to a licensing preference. However, if the verb is negated, then the
wala-phrase has a negative concord interpretation.
5.2.2.2 Presuppositional Arguments
In this section I consider a class of examples in which the licensing requirement does not
apply to wala-phrase, because the wala-phrase is not in an existentially-entailed position,
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but rather a witness to a presupposition. As I will show, in such cases, the licensing re-
quirement does not apply, supporting the analysis of the licensing condition as a matter of
entailment.
This involves the Levantine Arabic equivalents of English agree, the most common
of which is ittafaq-yittafiq-maQ “agree with,” wa:faq-ywa:fIq-maQ “agree with, accept,”
waqaf -yaqaf -maQ “stand with” (I refer to them as the agree-verbs). The agree-verbs are
remarkable in that they optionally take a prepositional phrase object with the preposition
































































“I am in agreement not with one word of what you said.”
























































































“I don’t agree even with one word of your talk.”
This means that wala-phrases used as arguments of the agree-verbs can be licensed, but
need not be.
The maQ-PP can also be used alone as a predicate to express the meaning of agree,
in which case the same pattern occurs. Negation can be expressed by a wala-phrase in the


























“I’m not even with one of you.”






































“I’m not even with one [of them]. Let them smash each other up.”
14Some native speakers reject permutation of wala and maQ in (86b).
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“I’m not with no one. I’m with God.”
I argue that the maQ-phrases do not have to be licensed because they do the maQ-
phrase selected by an agree-verb is not an existentially-entailed argument. By this I mean
that the interpretetation of an agree-verb does not entail the existence of a colocutor with
whom the agent of the verb shares an opinon. Instead, I argue that the interpretation of
an agree-verb presupposes the existence of a colocutor, and that maQ-phrase specifies or
identifies a witness to this presupposition.
In order to discuss the presuppositions of the agree-verbs, I assume that they (like
English agree) presuppose the following when used in a given discourse context D (c.f.
Lahiri, 2002):
(89) a. A topic of discussion T in D, where T is a question meaning;
b. A (non-empty) set of conversation participants Y ;
c. A (non-empty) set of beliefs P that are possible answers to T or to sub-questions of
T ;
d. A (non-empty) relation Ropinion from Y to P pairing each conversation participant
with the beliefs in P that he or she holds. Each such pair is an “opinion”;
e. That for each y in Y and each p in P , y believes either p or ¬p.
In terms of its asserted meaning, the entailments of ittafaq-yttafiq are very much those
of itwaqqaQ-yItwaqqaQ or other verbs meaning “believe,” such as fakkar-yfakkIr “think,”
iQtaqad-yaQtaqid “believe,” or saddaq-ysaddiq “believe,” the difference being that agree
has a complex set of presuppositions.
For example, (90) uttered against a contextC merely asserts that its subject believes
some proposition p that is understood from C. (90) is also understood as expressing that p
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is the opinion of some other participant y. However, I argue that this is an implicature or








b. Presupposition: Some person y (other than the speaker) believes some proposition q
(i.e. D there is an opinion 〈y, p〉 in C).
c. Assertion: The speaker believes p.
d. Implicature: p = q

















“I agree with you that the weather is nice today.”
b. JPana muttafiqKM,g,w presupposes that some y other than the speaker believes some
q, and asserts that the speaker believes p.
c. JmaQakKM,g,w asserts that y is a singular male colocutor.
d. JPInnu lǧ aw h
˙
EluKM,g,w asserts that p = “the weather is nice today.”
The claim that ittafaq-yttafiq (and indeed English agree) do not entail the sharing
of an opinion is counterintuitive, and so calls for some justification.
When an agree-verb is used alone as in (92a), the content of the opinion and the
identity of its advocate are understood from the context. It can optionally take as arguments:
(i) a comitative prepositional phrase (headed by maQ “with”) specifying which member or
members y of Y (the set of conversation partners) — or, to put it differently, which members
of the domain of the Ropinion-relation — are under discussion (92b); (ii) a prepositional
phrase expressing the belief presupposed to be held — that is, which member of the range of
Ropinion-relation — as in (92c); (iii) alternately a subordinate clause specifying the opinion
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“I agree with you that most girls will be faithful more than boys.”
That this is the case — agree-verbs presuppose, rather than entail, the existence of
a conversation partner with an opinion — is shown by the usual tests for presuppositions
(c.f. Karttunen and Peters, 1979, a.m.o.): projection out of the scope of negation and out
of the antecedent clauses of conditional sentences, and cancellation. For example, (93a)
asserts that the speaker does not agree with some (contextually implicit) opinion, but still
presupposes that the opinion is held by the listener, showing the presupposition to project
out of the scope of the negation. Likewise, (93b) shows agree in the antecedent clause
of a counterfactual conditional sentence, and the presupposition persists, namely that the

































“If I agree with you, I’ll be the first to reply and say ‘you’re right’.”
Likewise, the presupposition can be cancelled. Consider a context in which two friends,
Abed and Bilal, are talking about foods they like, with the thought in the background that
they might go get something to eat. Abed says (94A) and in doing so presupposes that
Bilal likes pizza, and implies that they might go get some. Bilal, who does not actually like
pizza as much, says (94B), negating the verb and in doing so correcting the presupposition













“I agree with you that pizza is tasty.”
Presupposition: Bilal likes pizza.



























“Honestly, I don’t like pizza much, but if you want pizza, I don’t object.”
That the existence of an opinion is presupposed is also shown by the standard projection
tests:












































“OK, you don’t agree that pizza is tasty.”
The truth-conditional meaning of the agree-verbs is simply belief: “x agrees that P ” asserts
that “x believes P .” It does not actually entail that the subject shares an opinion with one of
his or her conversation partners. For example, (92d) asserts simply that the speaker believes
that friendship is necessary between spouses. The implication that x shares belief P with
some other conversation partner y arises as an implicature or inference.
This claim is perhaps controversial. However, it is supported by the observation that
this meaning component can be cancelled, as shown by examples like (96), in which Bilal’s
use of agree in the second sentence echoes or parallels Abed’s use in the first. However,














































“And I agree that you don’t know what you’re talking about because there’s no dif-
ference between them.”
Bilal expresses that he thinks Abed’s opinion is wrong by asserting that Abed doesn’t know
what he’s talking about. In doing so, he does not contradict himself. Rather, his use of an
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agree-verb here both echoes Abed’s use of the same verb in (96A), and expresses a degree
of sarcasm.
If PIttafaq-yattafIq entailed that Bilal shared Abed’s opinion, then (96B) should
entail a contradiction. It does not. I conclude therefore that PIttafaq-yIttafIq does not entail
the existence of someone with whom the subject shares an opinion.15
This conclusion is somewhat counterintuitive, because there is an intuition that to
say “I agree” necessarily means that I share some opinion. However, this can be derived as




















Assuming a question-answer model of discourse congruence (c.f. Roberts, 1996; Büring,
15The same can be said of English agree, as shown by the following naturally-occurring example of a dis-
agreement between two speakers Cindy and Tom, who have very different ideas about the state of law enforce-
ment in their county. In the exchange, Speaker T uses agree multiple times to actually contradict what his
conversation partner is saying:
(97) C: I do know Sheriff Young and his investigators work 24/7 to get drugs and thugs off the streets
and are doing a good job of it. Yes crime is up. BUT..not just in Gadsden County. Crime is up
all over the country. The economy is the worst it has ever been and some criminals rob just to
survive. Others due to just plain greed and too lazy to work. This will be my last post to you as
we have different views on this issue and that obviously will not change. Have a good weekend
and stay warm.
T: I guess we will have to disagree Cindy. After all, I have talked to the people and not turned
a blind eye. I agree crime in Gadsden has gone up, not down. I agree that the paperwork the
deputies are required to fill out to make an arrest has gone up not down, in an effort to discourage
arrests and therefore pad the stats. I agree that you have no idea what is going on in the county.
In other words, Speaker T is using the verb agree to say emphatically that he does not share Speaker C’s view
of things, and, even more so, that Speaker C is wrong and ill-informed. If agree entailed sharing of opinions,
Speaker T would be contradicting himself. However, if agree merely has an implicature that opinions are
shared, then this use is expected to be felicitous.
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1997; Kadmon, 2000; Beaver and Clark, 2008), Abed’s utterance of (98) raises as a topic
of discussion the question of whether brains are tasty or not in the opinions of the discourse
participants. The current question (to use Beaver & Clark’s term) is therefore the meaning
of the question “Does X think that brains are tasty?,” where X is Abed or Bilal. Bila,”
ls statement in (98) therefore answers the subquestion “Does Bilal think that brains are
tastythe possible answers to which are that “Bilal thinks brains are tasty” or “Bilal thinks
that brains are not tasty.”
Analysis of the meaning of a negative concord sentence with an agree-verb requires
considering that it is a “neg-raising verb”: negating it implies negation of its complement
proposition (Bartsch, 1973; Horn, 1989; Heim, 2000; Tovena, 2001; Gajewski, 2005, 2007,
a.o.). For example, (99a) is understood with the negation scoping over the complement
clause: the speaker believes that there is no one who has as many problems as he does.
Likewise, (99b), with Ittafaq-yttafiq-muttafIq “agree,” asserts that the speaker believes it is
not the exclusive duty of a girl to help her mother, although the negation marks the agree-

















“I don’t believe that there’s a person that has more problems than me.” ⇒

























“[I] don’t agree that it’s the duty of the girl to help her mother, the boy also should
help.” ⇒
“I believe that it is not the duty of the girl [alone] to help her mother.”
For concreteness, I follow Bartsch (1973), Heim (2000), Tovena (2001) and Gajewski
(2005) in treating the Law of the Excluded Middle as a lexical presupposition of neg-raising
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predicate:16
(100) The Law of the Excluded Middle: p ∨ ¬p
The intuition behind this approach is that, in general, if we do not know p, we cannot
conclude ¬p, but rather that we don’t know. To put it differently, we generally seem to need
three truth values: true, false, and unknown. However, certain semantic environments allow
the Law of the Excluded Middle to apply, such that if we do not know p, we can conclude
¬p. The complements of neg-raising verbs are argued to be one such environment. For
example, in the case of neg-raising verbs such as believe, my saying “I don’t believe P”
allows you to conclude that “I believe not P.”
(101) a. Jx agree that PKM,g,w:
Presupposition: some y other than x believes P and that either x believes P or that
x believes ¬P .
Assertion: x believes P .
b. Jx not agree that PKM,g,w:
Presupposition: some y other than x believes P and that either x believes P or that
x believes ¬P .
Assertion: x does not believe P .
Neg-Raising Inference: x believes ¬P .
Accordingly, negative concord examples with agree-verbs give rise to an inference that the













“I agree with not even one of you.”
b. JbattafIg maQ wala wa:h
˙
ad fi:kuKM,g,w:
Presupposition: some y other than x believes some p and either the speaker believes
p or the speaker believes ¬p.
16See Gajewski (2005) for discussion of the pros and cons of this approach.
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Assertion: the speaker does not believe some q in P and there is no y in Y with
whom the speaker shares some belief p.
Neg-Raising Inference: the speaker believes ¬q and there is no y in Y with whom
the speaker shares some belief p⇒ no y in Y believes ¬q⇒ every y in Y believes q.
In the case of Abed and Bilal, the question under discussion is whether or not Bilal thinks
brains are tasty. The use of agree presupposes that Bilal either thinks they are or that
they aren’t. Bilal’s utterance of (98) is an answer to this question, and, assuming that the
non-negative form of the sentence maps onto the positive answer, it will follow from the
neg-raising presupposition that Bilal shares Abed’s opinion.
I conclude, therefore, that use of an agree-verb does not entail the existence of a
shared opinion, and hence does not have an existential entailment. This predicts that a
wala-phrase occurring as the PP-argument of an agree-verb should not need to be licensed.
As noted above, this prediction is correct.
In the case of agree-verbs taking wala-phrases as PP-objects, the wala-phrase sim-
ply negates the idea that there are any conversation partners with whom the subject shares
an opinion. For example, (103) has the presuppositions given above, and asserts that the















“I agee with not even one of you.”
a. Presuppositions:
i. There is a set S of interlocutors, a set P of beliefs, and a relation Rop from S to P ;
ii. For all p ∈ P , either x believes p or x believes ¬p.
b. Assertions:
i. x believes q.
ii. For no y in S does q = Rop(y).
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If the verb is negated, then the presuppositions remain the same, but the assertion is that the
speaker has no belief q, and again that he or she shares an opinion with not even one of his
or her conversation partners.
To summarize, the agree-verbs presuppose the existence of one or more conversa-
tion partners, and of one or more opinions held by them, but does not entail that the speaker
shares any of these opinions. I claim that my analysis offers an explanation for why the
maQ-PP argument associated with the agree-verbs is not subject to the licensing require-
ment. A wala-phrase in the maQ-PP does not contradict an entailment of the predicate.
5.2.2.3 Summary of Non-Entailed Arguments
In 5.2.2 I have discussed two kinds of example in which n-words do not need to be li-
censed. I argued that in both cases, the n-words are interpreted as non-entailed arguments:
argument positions that do not correspond to an existential argument. This is predicted by
the licensing restriction.
5.2.3 Rhetorical Uses of N-Words
In this subsection I discuss kinds of data in which the licensing requirement appears to
be ameliorated by pragmatic factors. These are data in which an n-word which should
be subject to the licensing requirement appears not to be. In each case, the interpretation
of the n-word within the context of the utterance does not entail a contradiction with an
existential entailment of its governing predicate. These examples support an entailment-
based formulation of the licensing restriction, and argue against an analysis of the licensing
restriction based on grammatical generalizations.
There are two such kinds of data. The first shows examples in which n-words have
what I call “expressive” interpretations (following Potts, 2003), according to which the
negative force is not used in expressing an entailment, but rather in a “meta-judgement”
that the speaker makes regarding the significance of the common-noun meaning of the n-
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word. The second kind of rhetorical use includes what I call “ironic interpretations,” which
are examples in which the interpretation of the n-word does contradict an entailment of
the governor, but in which this contradiction is deliberately contrasted with a “pseudo-
referential” interpretation for ironic or humorous effect.
5.2.3.1 Expressive Interpretations
I refer to the first kind of rhetorical use of n-words as the “expressive” use. This is the use
of an n-word to negate any minimal degree of significance or esteem towards a referent,
rather than negating the existence of such a referent, the existence of which is assumed or
asserted. The negative force of the n-word on this use seems to correspond to an “expressive
implicature” in the sense of Potts (2003), a “meta-assertion” that expresses the speaker’s
attitude towards the truth-conditional or “at-issue” content of the clause.
Let me illustrate with the two naturally-occurring examples in (104) and (105). The

































“Elisa isn’t one of the artists who deserve to sing at Jaresh because she’s someone who is
conceited and arrogant for nothing at all.”
In saying that Elisa is “arrogant for no reason at all,” the speaker is not denying that Elisa
might have reasons that (in Elisa’s own estimation) justify arrogance. Rather, the speaker is
claiming that whatever Elisa’s pretexts for being arrogant might be, the speakers considers
them to lack even the minimal degree of significance needed as justification.
Another example is (105), heard from a representative of Royal Jordanian Airlines


















“The director, he is who can help you. I’m nothing.”
The speaker was not literally denying her own existence. Rather, her assertion was that,
given her position in her organization, she lacked even the minimal degree of significance
or influence necessary to help the customer.
In both of these examples, the wala-phrase still has a scalar interpretation. How-
ever, instead of ranging over cardinality values as is usually the case, the scalar interpreta-
tion seems to range over what one might call a “prestige scale,” which is an ordering over
degrees of significance or esteem.
Similar examples in which wala-phrases occur inside prepositional phrases headed






























“I said I was afraid for nothing at all.”
In the interpretation of an example of this kind, the wala-phrases do not negate
the existence of a referent corresponding to the commoun noun components, because they
do not negate the minimum value in a cardinality scale, and hence the n-word still retains
existential force.
Generalization 5.2. Expressive uses of n-words negate minimal values in a prestige scale
and allow existential interpretations of their common-noun meanings.
This generalization makes a prediction: because the expressive use of an n-word does not
negate existence, it should not contradict an existential entailment of a predicate it depends
on, and hence should not be subject to the licensing requirement.
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This prediction appears to be correct. The two following naturally-occurring ex-

































“My friend, it didn’t work. Now I have tried to do a test, and it looks like I’m doing






















“I was doing nothing at all.”
In (107), the speaker describes actions that he took in trying to solve a computer problem,
then saying that he is doing “nothing useful.” If the wala-phrase wala iši næ:fIQ were inter-
preted as negating the existence of something that the speaker is doing, then he would be
contridicting himself. Instead, the wala-phrase seems to be interpreted as “what I am doing
doesn’t have even a minimal value of utility.”
Likewise, in (108), Speaker A asks Speaker B what she was doing before joining
an internet chatroom, to which Speaker B replies that she was doing nothing at all. Once
again, the interpretation here seems to be that whatever Speaker B was doing did not have
the minimal significance necessary to be worth comment.























































“[I’m] sitting on the net, just turning pages and looking at nothing.”
The interpretation of each of the examples therefore seems to express two thoughts, the
second a commentary on the first, as in the following possible paraphrases:
(109’) a. I am thinking about something, but it is of no significance or interest.
b. She was talking about something, but it was of no significance or interest.
c. You are troubling yourselves over something, and what you are troubling yourselves
about has no degree of certainty, and is therefore not worth troubling yourselves
about.
d. I am looking at things on the net, but I have no goal or interest in looking at them.
While I will not try to develop here a full analysis of how these readings arise, I con-
jecture that they do so when the scalar presupposition against which the n-word is evaluated
is coerced into a scale ranging over degrees of relevance, importance, or interest, rather than
ranging over cardinalities. This does not result in a contradiction with the existential en-
tailment that talking involves something being talked about, and hence there is no licensing
requirement, as in (109b). In contrast, if the n-word is evaluated on a cardinality scale, then
a contradiction does arise, giving rise to the licensing requirement.
5.2.3.2 Ironic Interpretations
The second kind of rhetorical use for n-words that I consider is their use for expressing
humor and irony. In examples of this kind, the conventional meaning of the n-word is
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explitictly presented as contradicting a “pseudo-referential” interpretation, the contradiction
providing the irony and hence the humor.
Let me illustrate with the example of a Juha joke. Juha is a popular character
in Arabic folklore, known for playing tricks on people, or for being tricked himself, and
there are scores if not hundreds of jokes or stories about him. In this particular joke, Juha
tricks a stupid laborer into loading a pile of firewood onto Juha’s donkey for free, shown in
translation in (110a). The figurative use of an n-word is the punchline (shown in boldface
in 110a, and Arabic in 110b):
(110) a. “Once Juha had collected a load of firewood but he wasn’t strong enough to load it
onto his donkey. So he went look for someone to help him. He found a fellow who
was strong but stupid. The fellow asked “How much do you want to pay me?” Juha
said “Nothing.”
The fellow said “OK,” and loaded the wood for him. When he was done, they prayed
together, and then Juha went to go. The fellow said “Hey, where’s my money?” Juha
said “What money?”
The fellow took Juha to the judge, and the judge said “Juha, you have to pay him
what you promised him.” Juha said “OK” and handed the fellow an empty purse, and









“I want to pay you nothing.”
The humor of the joke consists in Juha tricking the laborer into thinking that wala iši is
a referential expression when it clearly is not. The contradiction is represented iconically
with the empty purse.




















“I voted for no one. He was more honest than the other candidates.”
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In these examples, the wala-phrases are not required to be licensed, which appears
to correlate with the intentional use of a contradictory meaning. I conclude from this that
when a given rhetorical context allows for a contradictory meaning, the licensing restriction
does not apply.
Generalization 5.3. The licensing restriction can be violated where the resulting contra-
diction serves a rhetorical purpose.
5.2.3.3 Summary of Rhetorical Uses
To summarize 5.2.3, two kinds of data show that the licensing restriction can be relaxed
when it would otherwise apply. The first are examples in which the n-word can be inter-
preted such that its scalar semantics can be interpreted with respect to a significance scale
rather than over a quantity scale, in which it does not negate the existence of a referent,
and hence does not contradict an existential entailment of the predicate. The second are
examples in which a contradiction does arise, but is contrasted with a pseudo-referential
interpretation.
Although the two kinds of examples show the licensing restriction being relaxed in
two ways, they both show that pragmatic or rhetorical factors affect whether the licensing
restriction applies or not. This, in turn, supports an analysis of the licensing effect as being
an essentially semantic rather than morphosyntactic phenomenon.
5.3 Are Wala-Phrases Quantifiers?
One of the prominent approaches to negative concord in the literature is to treat them as
generalized quantifiers of the usual type, which is to say functions of type (et)t denoting
relations between sets. The question is whether there is any evidence to support treating
wala-phrases in this way.
The debate is sometimes framed as being between analyses that treat n-words as
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universal quantifiers and those that treat them as existential quantifiers. This theoretical
choice is independent of choosing to treat n-words as inherently negative, or as negative
polarity items. I have already addressed the question of whether wala-phrases are inherently
negative, so I will say no more here about approaches that treat them as NPI-quantifiers (c.f.
Ladusaw, 1992; Giannakidou, 2000, 2002; Blaszczak, 2001b; Zeijlstra, 2004).
Analyses that treat n-words as negative quantifiers include Zanuttini (1991); Haege-
man and Zanuttini (1991, 1996); Watanabe (2004). Some claims have been made that n-
words are necessarily negative universal quantifiers, as in (112a), showing a possible mean-
ing for wala h
˙
ada “not one person” (c.f. Haegeman and Zanuttini, 1996; Watanabe, 2004),
rather than an existential quantifier as in (112b). However, given the equivalence in (112c)
this is a spurious distinction:
(112) a. wala h
˙
ada ` λPet.∀x[person′x→ ¬Px]
b. wala h
˙
ada ` λPet.¬∃x[person′x ∧ Px]
c. ∀x[Px→ ¬Qx]⇔¬∃x[Px ∧Qx] for all P , Q of type et
What seems to be intended, rather, is that n-words are strong-quantifiers, in the sense that
they presuppose the existence of a contextually-specified set being quantified over, as in
(113a) or (113b):
(113) a. wala h
˙
ada ` λPet.∀x[person′x ∪ C → ¬Px]
b. wala h
˙
ada ` λPet.¬∃x[person′x ∪ C ∧ Px]
One argument that has been made in favor of treating n-words as negative uni-
versal quantifiers rather than as (non-negative) existential quantifiers is the “almost-test”
(c.f. Zanuttini, 1991; Iordachioaia, 2009, a.o.), which is the observation that, like universal
quantifiers, they can be modified by almost, or in Levantine Arabic, taqri:ban:




























“Almost no person wants to get divorced.”
However, the almost-test has been challenged as a diagnostic for universal quantifiers, with
the claim that it does not identify quantifiers, but rather end-points on scales (c.f. Blaszczak,
2001b; Penka, 2006, a.o.). As discussed above, wala-phrases have scalar interpretations,
and therefore the fact that they can be modified with taqri:ban “almost” is compatible with
an analysis of “almost” as an operator over scales.
A stronger argument against treating wala-phrases as strong-quantifiers is their oc-
curance in existential sentences. Like in English, existential sentences in Levantine Arabic
are subject to a definiteness restriction (c.f. Hoyt, 2000), meaning that, in the general case,
only indefinite noun phrases are felicitious in the subject or “pivot” position of an existential
sentence (c.f. Milsark, 1974, 1977; Lumsden, 1988; Zucchi, 1995; McNally, 1998, a.m.o.).



















“There was the dog in the house.”
Strong-quantifiers pattern with definite noun phrases with respect to the definiteness restric-
tion: they are felicitious only with specific, context-dependent interpretations. However,
Levantine wala-phrases are not only very common in existential sentences, but possibly





















“There isn’t even one Palestinian remaining there.”
Sentences like these are extremely common in everyday Levantine speech, and do not ap-
pear to require any kind of special construal (such as a list reading). Rather, they pattern
entirely with so-called “weak” indefinite noun phrases in their distribution (c.f. Blaszczak,
2001b)
Of course, wala-phrases can have presuppositional construal, in the case of strong-
wala discussed above, in which case they have interpretations not unlike strong-quantifiers.
However, the crucial cases are the instances of weak-wala phrases, which clearly do not
have presuppositional interpretations, but which still undergo negative concord. I conclude,




Up to this point, I have sketched an analysis of negative concord in Levantine Arabic based
on semantic and pragmatic principles, and presented a variety of data to support this posi-
tion. However, the analysis so far does not provide analyses for two questions:
(1) i. Why are wala-phrases able to express negation in pre-verbal position, while never-
words cannot do so?
ii. Why are pre-verbal wala-phrases unable to “roof” post-verbal wala-phrases?
In this chapter I address this question in detail, and consider the syntactic and se-
mantic prand that the remainder of the clause is interpreted as a lambda-abstract applied to
the topic and answering a salient question about it.
I contrast the topical properties of Levantine wala-phrases with the interpretations
available for pre-verbal h
˙
@tta-phrases in Northwest African (as well as wala-phrases in Al-
gerian), which are always subject to a strict licensing requirement, and which always have
negative concord interpretations.
I show that this contrast is generally true of how pre-verbal indefinite noun phrases
are interpreted in the two regions. Levantine native speakers show a strong preference
for interpreting all pre-verbal (or clause-initial) nominals as having topical interpretations,
whether definite or indefinite. Northwest African speakers, in contrast, strongly prefer to
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interpret clause-initial indefinites as fronted foci with clause-internal interpretations. The
contrast in the use of n-words thus follows from a typological difference in word order.
I then show a set of exceptions in Levantine Arabic that seem to prove the rule. This
is the “mute-ma” construction, in which a pre-verbal wala-phrase has a negative concord
interpretation with a following negation marker. This construction is more prevelant in
root clauses in Syrian Arabic, but can also be found in Jordanian and Palestinian clauses
in which a wala-phrase follows another expression that provides a “bracket” for the left-
periphery of the clause. I claim that these examples force a non-topical interpretation of
the wala-phrase, which goes along with a preference for licensing by a following negation
marker.
6.1 Topical Wala-Phrases and Negative Concord
As was noted above, wala-phrases usually express negation in clause-initial position, and,
preceding a negation morpheme, precipitate a double-negation intepretation for the sen-
tence. For example, (2a), in which the wala-phrase wala h
˙
ada “not one person” precedes a
bare verb, entails that no one came, while (2b), in which the verb is negated, has a double-


























“Not one person didn’t come to the party.” (i.e., “Everybody came to the party.”)
Similarly, (3a) might be said by a guest at a hotel who was very displeased by the food



















“Not one day did the food not please me.” (i.e., the food was very good)
The conclusion is that wala-phrases in the preverbal position express negative meaning
distinctly: they do not undergo negative concord with a following negation, much as been
observed for n-words in Spanish, Italian, Catalan and West Flemish (c.f. Laka, 1990; Haege-
man and Zanuttini, 1991, 1996; Haegeman, 1997; Suñer, 1995; Herburger, 1998, 2001; Ac-
quaviva, 1999; Matos, 1999; Przepiórkowski, 1999a; de Swart, 1999b; Déprez, 1999; Es-
pinal, 2000a; Guerzoni and Alonso-Ovalle, 2003; Vallduví, 1994; Aranovich, 2007, a.o.).
This pattern has been referred to as non-strict negative concord. I will use the term partial
negative concord (c.f. Giannakidou, 2000, 2002; Zeijlstra, 2004).
In this respect, wala-phrases contrast with the never-words, which do not express
negation distinctly in the pre-verbal position. Instead, pre-verbal never-words must be li-
censed by negation marking on the verb, and they always have a concord reading. In other
words, the never-words must be licensed in all positions in a full clause, and therefore
behave much more like n-words in so-called strict negative concord configurations, such
as have been observed in the Slavic languages, French, Romanian, Japanese, Hungarian
and others (c.f. Progovac, 1991, 1992, 1993b, 2000; Przepiórkowski and Kupść, 1997a,b;
Blaszczak, 1998, 2001b; Brown, 1999; Richter and Sailer, 1999; de Swart and Sag, 2002;
Kiss, 2002; Puskás, 2002; Jablonska, 2003; Richter and Sailer, 2004; Teodorescu, 2004;
Watanabe, 2004; Iordachioaia, 2009; Iordachioaia and Richter, 2009).
















The behavior of the never-words in Levantine closely resembles the behavior of
h
˙
@tta-phrases in Maghrebi Arabic (Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco Harrell, 1962, 1965; Har-
rell and Sobelman, 1966; Marçais, 1977; Benmamoun, 1995, 1997; Ouhalla, 2002; Souag,
2006), phrases headed by the negative scalar focus particle h
˙
@tta “not even,” which is cog-









































The question is why pre-verbal wala-phrases are special in Levantine, in that they are not
subject to the licensing requirement.
I argue that pre-verbal wala-phrases are not subject to the licensing condition be-
cause of the interaction with their syntactic position with the information-structural inter-
pretation of the clause. In particular, I argue that examples like these show wala-phrases oc-
cupying a syntactic position in which they are interpreted as what have been variously called
subjects of categorical judgements (Ladusaw, 2000), topics of topic-comment structures
(Tovena, 1996); links in link-tail structures (Engdahl and Vallduví, 1996; Przepiórkowski,
1999b), broad or categorical subjects (Doron, 1996; Doron and Heycock, 1999; Alex-
opoulou et al., 2003; Heycock and Doron, 2003), or pivots (Kroeger, 1993; Falk, 2006).
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These terms correspond closely to the term initial NP (al-mubtadiP “inchoative,
that which is begun with”) in nominal sentences (ǧumal ismiyya) in Arabic grammatical
theory. Clauses of this type are very common in all varieties and registers of Arabic (c.f.
Khan 1988; Brustad 2000; Hoyt 2007b). I will use the term initial-NP, and refer to the
predicate/comment/rheme constituent as the “report” constituent, (from the Arabic Xabar
“report, comment, rheme”).1
My claim is that pre-verbal wala-phrases, in at least some cases, are initial NPs
in this sense. Topics are often assumed to be subject to a presupposition of existence or
uniqueness (c.f. Lambrecht, 1994, 2001; Peregrin, 1996; Kruijff, 2001). However, this will
not do for wala-phrases, which are both indefinite and non-referential, and therefore appear
to be a kind of topical indefinite (c.f. Cresti, 1995; Jäger, 1996; de Swart, 1999a; Portner and
Yubashita, 2001; Portner, 2002). Instead, I assume that the initial-NP must satisfy a topic
presupposition to the effect that a set of referents is under discussion (c.f. Büring, 1999;
Kadmon, 2000), and the wala-phrase asserts that none of these referents has the property
expressed by the report constituent. The overall effect is that a nominal clause is interpreted
as bi-propositional, the initial-NP being intepreted as a proposition, and the report as a
second. The interpretation of this structure involves the negation operator contributed by
the n-word scoping over the predicate constituent.
This can be implemented in the question-answer approach to information structure
(c.f. Roberts 1996; Büring 1999; Kadmon 2000; a.m.o.). According to this framework, the
information structure of a sentence is a pair consisting of a question meaning (corresponding
to the portion of the sentence marked as being background), and an answer to the question
meaning (corresponding to the part of the sentence marked as bearing focus).











1Similar arguments have been made about Spanish (Ron, 1998; Ordóñez and Treviño, 1999; Suñer, 2006)
and Italian (Brunetti, 2009).
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“Miriam, what did you eat today?”
b. λy.ate′y(Miriam′)
Answers, which are indicative sentences with some consituent marked as new information
by intonation and/or position in word-order, are interpreted as pairs of a question meaning









“Miriam ate an apple.”
b. 〈λy.ate′y(Miriam′), ate′(apple′)(Miriam′)〉
Utterance of a sentence in answer to a question involves checking whether its focus presup-
position is congruent with the meaning of the question being answered, where congruence
is treated as identity under entailment (c.f. Huet, 1975; Dalrymple et al., 1991; Gardent
et al., 1996; Gardent and Kohlhase, 1996a,b, 1997; Gardent, 1997, 2000). If the focus pre-
supposition is congruent, the assertion is added to the discourse context in answer to the
question.
I argue that in examples like (2a: repeated here) the interpretation of the initial









“Not even one person came.”
a. 〈λR(et)t.R(λx.came′x), ¬∃x[n.person′x ∧ came′x]〉
In the case of a post-verbal wala-phrase, there is no such presupposition, and the






















“Not one person came.”
This is illustrated by the following examples, given with examples of the kinds of










“Not even one person came.”
Question: “Which members of P came to your party?” (for some set P)
Initial-NP : “No one in P was such that. . . ”









“Not even one person came.”
Question: “How was your party?”
Initial-NP : “My party was such that. . . ”









“Not even one person didn’t come.”
Question: “Which members of P didn’t come to your party?”
Initial-NP : “No one in P was such that. . . ”
Report : “that they didn’t come to my party.”
Because the initial-NP is interpreted independently of the report, its negative existential
entailment does not contradict an existential entailment in the report constituent.
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The claim that wala-phrases can be initial-NPs is supported by the fact that they
frequently appear in clitic-left-dislocation structures, in which a pre-verbal wala-phrase










































“There’s not a single word of what I wrote that I intended.”
Furthermore, clitic-left-dislocated wala-phrases can bind resumptive pronouns inside syn-









































“Not even one of these books do I know who it was that wrote it.”
This topic-like behavior of initial wala-phrases follows from a constraint on the
interpretation of pre-verbal indefinites in Arabic. Pre-verbal indefinites must be “specific”
in a poorly understood sense (c.f. Khan 1988; Brustad 2000; Mohammad 2000; Hoyt 2009;
a.o.). Specific corresponds neither to definite nor to referentially specific, but rather to “put
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forth as topic of discussion” (Khan 1988, Brustad 2000: see also Grimes 1975; Roberts
1996; Büring 1999; Kadmon 2000; a.m.o.). Wala + topical indefinite ⇒topical wala-NP.
Given an analysis of wala as a determiner that selects indefinite noun phrases, nothing more
needs to be said in order to derive this.
6.2 Pre-Verbal Wala-Phrases and Licensing
It was noted above that initial wala-phrases cannot provide licensing for predicate-interal
wala-phrases (14a), although the ma:h
˙
ada “no one” compound can (14b):






















“No one said a single thing to me.”
Nothing in the proposal so far accounts for the unacceptability of examples of this kind.















































“Not one thing ever, I’ll tell you why.”
As the examples in (15) show, a topical wala-phrase can license a never-word regardless of
the never-word’s position in in the clause.
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The acceptability of wala-never licensing can be captured easily, by assuming that
the never-words require morphosyntactic negation for licensing, and that wala (or at least


















































The acceptability of (14b) follows if h
˙
ada is analyzed as being in a predicate-
internal position, with the negation morpheme ma:- delimiting the left edge of the predicate.
This gives the negation immediate scope over the predicate-internal wala-phrase (see Hoyt
2007a for detailed argument on treating mah
˙
ada as a compound, and for the h
˙
ada to have
a predicate-internal position). The question is therefore why (14a) is unacceptable, while
examples with a never-word are acceptable.
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According to the proposal, (14a) would mean something like “for no member x of
P was it the case that there was an event e in which x said something to me, and in which
nothing was said to me.” Here, the contradiction brought about by the un-licensed wala-
phrase falls within the scope of the topical wala-phrase, with the result that the clause has
a meaning that is true in every model and that is therefore uninformative.2 In other words,
even with the topic-comment structure, the initial wala-phrase should roof the predicate
internal one.
As such, the unacceptability of the sentence must reside in the unacceptability of
the report constituent, in the galli wala iši “said not even one thing to me”. My proposal
for analyzing the licensing effect requires that two existential entailments contradict each
other.
Two possibilities present themselves as explanations. One involves an appeal to
pragmatic principles that filter syntactic derivations on the basis of whether the meanings
that they generate are consistent or not. The other is to appeal to a difference in the infor-
mation structures associated with the use of wala-wala phrases and with the never-words.
Unfortunately, I am not currently aware of evidence that would decide between these to
approaches.
The first approach, which I will call the “consistency approach,” is a claim that as-
serting a contradiction can cause the grammatical unacceptability of an utterance. The idea
would be that interpretation of a topical wala-phrase would have the pragmatic force of an
utterance, where an utterance is modeled as a context update (c.f. Peregrin, 1996; Engdahl
and Vallduví, 1996; Kruijff, 2001, a.o.). The interpretation of the comment constituent in
the clause, would then be interpreted as a second update (see in particular Peregrin 1996). A
topic-comment sentence would be interpreted as consisting of two utterances or contextual
updates.
2The sentence “No number is both odd and even” has a similar structure: it asserts that no number is such
that it has the contradictory property of being simultaneously odd and even, and the sentence is fully acceptable.
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One could then assume that context updates are subject to a consistency condition,
for example, as has been proposed by Bos (2003) as part of an anaphora resolution algo-
rithm in an implementation of DRT. A clause containing an unlicensed weak-wala phrase
would fail to be consistent and would be rejected as an invalid update. If consistency is a
condition on updates, then this approach might explain why in certain marked pragmatic
contexts the licensing requirement on weak-wala is relaxed, presumably because an incon-
sistent update is part of a speaker’s goals with an utterance (e.g., for the sake of humor or
irony).
The second approach would involve appealing to the information structural inter-
pretations associated with weak-wala phrases, as well as assuming that weak-wala selects
for a morphologically negative argument, as was discussed in Ch.4. As I discussed above, I
conjecture that weak scalar-wala developed etymologically from nor-wala. If this is correct,
then it might be that weak scalar-wala retains some of the information structure associated
with the use of nor-wala.
In particular, nor-wala appears to have an entirely rhematic function, because it
adds additional information to a sequence of previous disjuncts. The idea would then be that
weak scalar-wala, like not-wala, requires licensing within a rhematic constituent, which is to
say a constituent which is interpreted as contributing new information. In contrast, strong-
wala, being topical, might be associated with its information unit, and therefore would not
be close enough to a weak-wala phrase in terms of information structural constituency to
license it.
For example, one could stipulate that weak-wala selects for an argument constituent
with a rhematic or new-information feature, expressed (following Steedman 2000b,a) as a
ρ feature, as was suggested in Ch.4:
(18) Weak-Wala:









In contrast, strong wala selects for an argument that is interpreted as a complete information
unit. In Steedman’s terms, this would be an φ-feature:
(19) Strong-Wala:








Combining a strong wala-phrase and a weak wala-phrase in one sentence would then result
in type-clashes. If weak-wala were to combine directly with a ρ-marked but unnegated
predicate, then the neg-feature that weak-wala seeks on its argument and the predicate’s
pos feature (20b):




















∗ ∗ ∗ < ∗ ∗∗
On the other hand, if strong-wala combined with the predicate first, it would provide the
correct neg feature for weak-wala to combine with, but would be marked with the incorrect











∗ ∗ ∗ < ∗ ∗∗
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This approach would then allow the unacceptability of wala-wala licensing to be derived in
purely syntactic terms.
Unfortunately, the information-structure approach relies on assumptions about the
information structure of negative concord sentences in Levantine Arabic that cannot be
currently verified, and, as such, it must remain conjecture for now.
6.3 The Mute-Ma Construction
Treating sentence-initial wala-phrases as topics is further supported supported by a class of
exceptions that appears to prove the rule. These are sentences in which a pre-verbal wala-
phrase is followed by a negation morpheme, but without a double-negation interpretation:
the ma:- appears not to distinctly contribute negation: it is “mute.” This indicates indicates
negative concord between the preceding wala and the following negation.
For example, the following is a sentence from the Allepo dialect of Syrian Arabic






















































“[For] a week, not even one book has been opened.”
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Native speakers indicate that the ma:- can be left out in each of these, with little change in
meaning other than a slightly reduced degree of “emphasis.”
Examples like these seem to be particularly common in Syrian Arabic. Almost all
Syrian speakers interviewed readily accepted the negative concord intepretation of exam-
ples like these, while Jordanian and Palestinian speakers rejected the acceptability of such
sentences, although they recognized the intended interpretation, and occasionally surprised
themselves by producing them. When presented with such examples, Jordanians and Pales-
tinians consistently overlook the ma:- and understand the intended meaning. When asked
about the ma:-, they say that they would not say such things.
Interestingly, at least Jordanians spontaneously produce as well as accept sentences









































“Why didn’t even one person write the commentary?”
The Jordanians with whom I have consulted not only accept the presence of the mute-ma
in sentences like these, but even prefer it.
In general, pre-verbal wala-phrases strongly tend to follow question words in Lev-
antine Arabic, whereas left-dislocated constituents strongly tend to precede question words











“Why didn’t you even once visit me in the hospital?”









































This suggests that the presence of the question word le:š“why” impels a non-topical (i.e.,
clause-internal) interpretation of wala marra. Assuming, for example, that the IP-constituent
is the maximal projection of the clausal nucleus, while left-peripheral expressions are lo-
cated in the CP or higher, then a wala-phrase following a question word is IP-internal:









































“Why didn’t even one person write the commentary?”
This implies a point of regional variation within Levantine Arabic, namely that Syrian
speakers are more willing to interpret pre-verbal indefinites as being IP-internal, rather than
as left-peripheral, while Jordanian and Palestinian speakers are more strongly inclined to
interpret pre-verbal wala-phrases as topical.
In all the regional varieties under consideration, the mute-ma can occur in subordi-

























































“I not even once have gone out in a public place with my girlfriend because not once
have we decided to go out.” (Palestinian)
This parallels the distribution of the indefinite pronoun h
˙
ada “one, anyone.” Speakers reject
its “naked” use in pre-verbal position in root clauses, in contrast to its acceptability in the
mah
˙






























However, it becomes acceptable in pre-verbal position provided that it is preceded by a










































“. . . and I hope that anyone doesn’t get angry at me.”
Indefinite NPs in pre-verbal position are ambiguous between a topical interpretation
and an existential interpretation (c.f. Mohammad, 2000; Hoyt, 2007b). To one degree or
another, speakers prefer to analyze pre-verbal indefinites in root clauses as topical (Syrians
less so, Jordanians and Palestinians more so). In subordinate clauses, both analyses seem
to be available across varieties. In root clauses, speakers strongly disprefer non-specific
indefinite pronouns (h
˙
ada “someone, anyone,” iši “something, anything”) in pre-verbal po-
sition. In subordinate clauses, speakers freely accept non-specific indefinites in pre-verbal
position.
The analysis that I proposed above predicts that IP-internal wala-phrases are subject
to the licensing requirement, because they are interpreted as part of the same information
unit, while left-peripheral wala-phrases are not, because they are interpreted differently:







“Not one person didn’t answer.” (Double Negation Reading)







“Not one person answered.” (Negative Concord or “Mute-Ma” Reading)
As such, I argue that the mute-ma construction is the exception that proves the rule.
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6.4 Parallels with Maghrebi Arabic
This analysis may also be supported by a comparison with negative concord sentences in
Northwest African Arabic, the family of dialects spoken in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia
(a.k.a. Maghrebi Arabic). Maghrebi Arabic n-words, including the negative scalar focus
particle h
˙
@tta “not even” (derived from h
˙
@tta “even”), wæ:lu “nothing,” and, in Algerian,
the familiar wala (Harrell 1962, Harrell 1965, Harrell and Sobelman 1966, Marçais 1977,
Benmamoun 1997, Souag 2006).4
These are n-words according to the definition assumed above: they express negation
in fragment answers (31A1, 32A1; examples from Moroccan Arabic), but when used in a







































“What did you eat?”
4The sources cited above show h
˙
@tta as an independent word. However, based on my impression of my

















aža, etc. Additionally, an enclitic form
of the indefinite article ši “some, any” can also be inserted between h
˙



























































Algerian Arabic has wala as an n-word, cognate with Levantine wala and used in very
much the same way. However, in Algerian, pre-verbal wala-phrases must be licensed, while




































The question is why there should be this difference between the Maghrebi and Levantine
dialects: why do pre-verbal nominal n-words uniformly need to be licensed in Maghrebi,
while in Levantine they do not?
While a thorough-going analysis of negative concord in Maghrebi Arabic is beyond
the scope of this paper, I would like to suggest that the difference has to do with more
general syntactic differences between the two dialect areas, rather than a difference specific
to how negative concord is derived. In particular, I argue that pre-verbal indefinites in
Maghrebi cannot be interpreted as topical. Because of this, they can only be intepreted as
part of the clausal constituent and are hence subject to the licensing requirement. On the
other hand, as I argued above, pre-verbal indefinites in Levantine can have either topical
or non-topical interpretations, giving rise to the ambiguity between mute-ma vs. double-
negation constructions. I am therefore suggesting that differences in licensing requirement
for pre-verbal n-words correlate with differences in word-order typology.
In support of this, I first note that pre-verbal indefinites in Maghrebi Arabic can
have not only non-topical intepretations, but even new information focus interpretations.
The following examples of existential sentences in Maghrebi and Levantine show that, in
Maghrebi, the pivot or focus noun phrase in an existential can either precede or follow the















“Is there local butter?”














The contrast is particularly stark in the following examples of negative concord in
existential sentences: in the Maghrebi examples, the n-word pivot can precede the verb,


















































































I suggest, therefore, that indefinite nouns in Maghrebi Arabic are strongly non-
topical. Maghrebi also has more non-topical indefinites in pre-verbal position. Levantine
indefinites can have both topical and non-topical construal. Wala-phrases that distinctly ex-
press negation in clause-initial position are categorical subjects. Wala-phrases that do not
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do so are predicate-internal subjects. This distribution follows from the properties of wala
interacting with the interpretation of pre-verbal indefinite NPs. Differences between Levan-
tine and Maghrebi correlate with differences in the interpretation of pre-verbal indefinites.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter I have considered the distribution and interpretation of Levantine wala-
phrases in the pre-verbal position, and concluded that they have topic-like interpretations,
by which I mean that they have an “aboutness” or relevance presupposition, and that the
remainder of the clause is applied to them as a lambda-abstract. I argued that the licensing
requirement does not apply to pre-verbal wala-phrases because the negation operator that
they contribute to the meaning of the sentence scopes over the remainder of the clause and
hence does not trigger a contradiction with the meaning of the predicate.
I contrasted the topical interpretation of Levantine wala-phrases with h
˙
atta-phrases,
their analogues in Northwest African Arabic, and argued that in Northwest African, pre-
verbal h
˙
@tta-phrases do not have a topical interpretation, and are hence interpreted as predi-
cated internally and are thus subject to the licensing requirement. I thus derived the contrast
between the two dialect regions in terms of negative concord licensing from a more general
typological contrast in terms of word order preference.
I then introduced the “mute-ma” construction, a type of sentence found particularly
in Syrian Arabic, but also in Jordanian and Palestinian in certain contexts, in which the
licensing requirement does seem to apply to pre-verbal wala-phrases. I claimed that these
are exceptions that prove the rule, in that they show pre-verbal wala-phrases with non-








Over the course of the preceeding chapters I have shown in detail that negative concord oc-
curs in certain kinds of negative sentences in the Levantine dialects of Arabic, and presented
a theoretical analysis of these kinds of sentences.
The main points were as follows: Levantine Arabic has n-words that take part in
negative concord phenomena, based on the following definitions (Giannakidou, 1998, 2000,
2002; Watanabe, 2004):
(1) i. Negative expression: An expression that expresses predicate negation.
ii. N-word : A word that can be used to express negation in a sentence fragment.
iii. Negative concord : The failure of one or more n-words to express negation distinctly
when in syntagm with another negative expression.
Following standard usage in the literature on negative concord, I said that if an n-word N
undergoes negative concord with another expression E, N is licensed by E.
The set of n-words found in Levantine Arabic contains the following categories:
(2) a. Never-words PEbadan and bIlmarra “never, not at all”;
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b. Negative scalar focus particle wala “not even one, not a single”;
c. Negative minimizers hawa and qEšal “nothing” (c.f. English shit, squat, diddly, etc.)
Each class of expression has different properties with respect to negative concord: the
never-words are strict negative concord items (using terminology following Besten 1986
and Giannakidou 1998), requiring licensing by another negative expression in all positions
in a full clause; wala-phrases are “non-strict” or partial negative concord items, because
they do not have to be licensed in left-peripheral positions; negative minimizers need not
be licensed at all.
The discussion focused closely on wala-phrases, which have the most varied behav-
ior. I argued that they are subject to an essentially semantic licensing requirement:
(3) Licensing requirement : Licensing of a wala-phrases is strongly preferred when it is inter-
preted with new information status and, if not licensed, would be interpreted in a way that
would contradict the meaning of the predicate upon which it depends.
I then provided extensive evidence in support of a semantic licensing requirement, to the
effect that the requirement is ameliorated when contradictory meaning is intended by a
speaker (e.g., for the sake of irony), or when a wala-phrase is not interpreted with a new-
information interpretation.
In contrast, the never-words PEbadan and bIlmarra “never, not at all” require licens-
ing in all positions, but admit to a wider range of licensors than do wala-phrases. The
never-words also differ from wala in not having a scalar interpretation. Instead, I treated
the never-words as being subject to a morphosyntactic licensing requirement to the effect
that they have to combine with a predicate marked with morphological negation.
I observed that pre-verbal or “topical” wala-phrases can license never-words, but
not other wala-phrases with a new-information interpretation. I conjectured that the dif-
ference between the never-words and weak wala-phrases has to do with intonation and
information structure: never-words can combine freely with any constituent, provided that
it is headed with a negative particle; while wala-phrases can only combine with a con-
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stituent marked as new information. I argued that pre-verbal wala-phrases cannot license
post-verbal ones because of a clash in information structure types.
I then compared Levantine Arabic negative concord sentences with their counter-
parts in Moroccan Arabic, and found that Moroccan n-words pattern with Levantine never-
words, rather than with Levantine wala-phrases. I argued that this is because Moroccan does
not tolerate pre-verbal definite noun phrases with topical interpretations, while Levantine
does. I then argued that the “mute-ma” construction supports this claim, by showing that
Levantine wala-phrases that can be shown to have non-topical interpretations are subject to
the licensing preference.
In the course of the discussion, I have developed a grammatical sketch of Levantine
Arabic in the CCG framework (Steedman, 1996, 2000b; Baldridge, 2002; Baldridge and
Kruijff, 2003; Steedman and Baldridge, 2010) using a compositional version of Discourse
Representation Theory (λ-DRT; Kamp 1981; Kamp and Reyle 1993; Muskens 1994b,a;
Kuschert 1996; Eijck and Kamp 1997) as a meaning representation language.
7.2 Contributions and Implications
The data and analyses presented here contribute to the descriptive study of the Arabic di-
alects, the study of negative concord as a linguistic phenomenon, and to the use of Combi-
natory Categorial Grammar as a framework for formal linguistic theory.
7.2.1 Contributions to the Study of Colloquial Arabic
Perhaps the most significant contribution of this work is to the study of the Arabic dialects.
A wealth of data were presented showing that n-words and negative concord occur in Lev-
antine Arabic. There has been relatively little discussion of n-words in any of the Arabic
dialects (c.f. Woidich, 1968; Choueiri, 2002; Al-Tamari, 2001; Souag, 2006), and, to the
best of my knowledge, negative concord has not been explicitly identified at all, although
the data are there to been seen in published sources (c.f. Blau, 1960; Harrell, 1962, 1965;
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Harrell and Sobelman, 1966; Cowell, 1964; Woidich, 1968; Marçais, 1977).
These data show Levantine Arabic to belong to the large family of languages in
which negative concord phenomena of some kind have been identified. These data include
a detailed description of the set of n-words found in Levantine Arabic, along with their
meaning contributions and syntactic distributions. The Levantine data was also compared
to an analogous set of data from Northwest African Arabic (Morocco, Agleria, Tunisia)
in which negative concord occurs (c.f. Harrell, 1962, 1965; Harrell and Sobelman, 1966;
Marçais, 1977). Data of this type have previously been analyzed as involving the licensing
and interpretation of negative polarity items (c.f. Benmamoun, 1995, 1997; Ouhalla, 1997),
but satisfy the definition of negative concord given above.
Comparison between negative concord sentences in Levantine and Northwest African
Arabic revealed that although the words in question have similar distributions and mean-
ings, there are subtle differences, having particularly to do with the interpretation of pre-
verbal or clause-initial n-words. In Levantine, left-peripheral wala-phrases generally are not
subject to the licensing requirement, because they are interpreted as contributing negation
with scope over the entire clause. Northwest African h
˙
@tta-phrases (as well as wala-phrases
in eastern Algeria) are always subject to the licensing restriction in left-peripheral posi-
tion. In other words, Northwest African n-words are subject to strict licensing, in Besten’s
(1986) and Giannakidou’s (1998) terminology, and pattern more closely with Levantine
never-words than with Levantine wala-phrases.
I argued that this difference in the behavior of clause-initial n-words corresponds
to a difference between the two dialect regions in terms of how pre-verbal indefinite noun
phrases are interpreted: Levantine speakers have a strong preference for interpreting pre-
verbal nominals — definite or indefinite — as having topic-like interpretations about which
the rest of the clause is asserted. Northwest African speakers, in contrast, have a strong
preference for interpreting pre-verbal indefinites as preposed for the sake of contrastive
focus.
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Consideration of the “mute-ma” construction shows Syrian Levantine speakers ac-
cept non-topical interpretations of wala-phrases in root clauses more readily than do Jorda-
nian or Palestinian speakers. However, all Levantine speakers accept the mute-ma structure
in subordinate clauses. This shows that the lack of licensing requirement on left-peripheral
wala-phrases is a property of root clauses, and that pre-verbal nominals in Levantine are
potentially ambiguous between topical and non-topical interpretations.
The dissertation therefore identifies a subtle difference between Levantine and North-
west African Arabic in terms of word order preferences, as well as within the Levantine
region, between Syrian and Jordanian/Palestinian. Furthermore, these differences in word
order preferences were used to explain differences in the interpretation of pre-verbal n-
words.
7.2.2 Contributions to the Theory of Negative Concord
The dissertation also has a significant contribution to the study of negative concord as a lin-
guistic phenomenon. In particular, it amounts to an extended argument against a “grand
unified theory” or “one-size-fits-all” theory of negative concord (c.f. de Swart, 1999b;
Watanabe, 2004), as well as against typological characterizations of languages as being
(for example) strict or partial negative concord languages.
This is because, as was shown above, Levantine Arabic has three kinds of n-words,
each with different kinds of meaning contribution and subject to different licensing re-
quirements: wala-phrases vary in terms of whether they are subject to a semantic licensing
requirement, while never-words are consistently subject to a licensing requirement that is
more syntactic. In other words, even within the set of Levantine Arabic negative concord
data, different accounts are called for of how negative concord works.
Likewise, Levantine Arabic shows both strict and partial negative concord, showing
that it is neither a strict nor a partial negative concord language, but rather a language in
which certain lexical items are subject to strict or partial licensing requirement. The locus of
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typological generalization should therefore be not at the level of grammars, but at the level
of specific lexical items, and a language that appears to have only strict negative concord
(such as Northwest African Arabic) is language that has a remarkably uniform set of n-
words in its lexicon.
7.2.3 Combinatorial Categorial Grammar and Theory of Grammar
Lastly, the dissertation has several implications for the use of Combinatorial Categorial
Grammar as the formal basis of a theory of natural language grammar.
First, it has provided what are (to the best of my knowledge) the first extensive
analyses of either Arabic or negative concord data in the CCG framework. Second, it has
shown that the way meaning is represented in CCG needs to allow for more subtle gen-
eralizations concerning scope than has been allowed for in its standard formulations (c.f.
Steedman, 2000b,a). In particular, CCG needs to be able to account for split-scope inter-
pretations, which would require either (i) profusion of higher-order terms in the lambda
calculus, or (ii) use of scope underspecification (c.f. Bos, 1996; Kallmeyer and Joshi, 2003;
Kallmeyer and Romero, 2004, 2007; Copestake et al., 2005; Baldridge and Kruijff, 2002),
or (iii) use of the hybrid logic “jump operator” (c.f. Blackburn and Seligman, 1995; Kruijff,
2001; Baldridge and Kruijff, 2002); or (iv) treatment of indefinites as type e skolem terms
(c.f. Steedman, 2000b, 2006).
Likewise, CCG needs to be able to account for derivation of anaphora-like depen-
dencies in the syntax (e.g. for pronominal resumption), which are pervasive in the grammars
of both Standard Arabic and the dialects (c.f. Bakir, 1980; Shlonsky, 1992; Doron, 1996;
Lalami, 1996; Demirdache, 1997; Aoun and Benmamoun, 1998; Doron and Heycock, 1999;
Alexopoulou et al., 2003; Aoun and Choueiri, 2000; Aoun et al., 2001; Aoun and Li, 2003;
Choueiri, 2002; Aoun et al., 2001; Heycock and Doron, 2003; Malkawi and Guilliot, 2007,
a.o.), as well as in other languages (c.f. Pollock, 1989; Alexopoulou, 1999; Alexopoulou
et al., 2003; Heycock and Doron, 2003, a.o.).
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Lastly, in addition to whatever theoretical interest the data may have, this is of
potential practical use, as CCG is quickly becoming a standard framework for a variety of
tasks in computational lingusitics, including parsing, generation, and sentiment analysis.
For example, should work that has been done converting the Penn Treebank to a CCGbank
(c.f. Hockenmeier, 2003) be extended to the Penn Arabic Treebank, this study could provide
a starting point for specifying target CCG categories. Also, specification of a grammar
to allow for negative concord meanings would improve the accuracy of a parsing system
generating semantic representations, as well as generation tasks. Another area in which
correct treatment of negative concord is important is sentence- or phrase-level sentiment
analysis (c.f. Wilson et al., 2005, 2009; Abbasi et al., 2008; Jia et al., 2009), in which
the correct interpretation of multiple negative expressions is necessary for determining the
correct polarity of a sentence (see in particular Jia et al., 2009).
7.3 Directions for Future Work
As detailed as the data coverage has been here, much of it is still preliminary and represents
no more than an initial foray into what is largely linguistic terra incognita. For example,
very little has been said about the topic of long-distance negative concord, by which is
meant the licensing of n-words dependent on subordinate clauses by negation morphemes
at higher levels of embedding. This topic has been largely ignored here, although it was
central to work at earlier stages of the project (c.f. Hoyt, 2006).
This is because fieldwork revealed a tremendous degree of variation between na-
tive speakers in terms of when long-distance negative concord is considered acceptable.
This variation in intuition was in contrast to the remarkably consistent intuitions that native
speakers reported for, say, the licensing requirement on entailed arguments, or the availabil-
ity of double-negation readings for n-words used as fragment answers to negative questions.
At least the following factors were found to influence judgements:
(4) a. Distance between n-word and licensor (in terms of words);
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b. Mood of subordinate clause (subjunctive vs indicative);
c. Availability of “neg-raising” interpertation for subordinating predicate;
d. Intonation;
e. Frequency of subordinating verb in corpus of recorded Levantine conversation (c.f.
Maamouri et al., 2005).
Addressing long-distance negative concord would require extensive groundwork in the syn-
tax, semantics, and prosody of subordinating clauses in Levantine Arabic, work which is
worthy of a dissertation in and of itself.
7.3.1 Intonation and Negative Sentences in Levantine Arabic
As was discussed above, there is an intuition that negative concord licensing interacts in
important ways with intonation. The set of n-words used in Levantine Arabic are all inter-
preted with some kind of focus-meaning, involving contrast or consideration of alternatives.
The use of specific intonation patterns is also implicated in focus interpretation.
However, there has been very little detailed work on intonation in the Arabic dialects
in general, much less on Levantine. Exceptions include Chahal (1999, 2001); Helmuth
(2006). Furthermore, there needs to be detailed study of intonation patterns in negative
sentences generally, and in negative concord sentences in particular. Because of this lack,
this intuition concerning the interaction of negative concord and intonation has to remain
an intuition until further foundational work has been done on Arabic intonation.
However, I conjucture that n-words with strong interpretations have different in-
tonation properties than do those with weak interpretations, and that restrictions on long-
distance negative concord may be a matter of intonation, requiring that n-words combine
with a single constituent containing a licensing negation (c.f. Blaszczak and Gärtner, 2005).
If research bears this out, intonational restrictions on locality and negative concord could
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